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Abstract

The development of transistors with useful gain at frequencies up to 100 GHz has cre-

ated prospects for more efficient power sources at millimetre wave wavelengths than

those that are currently available using IMPATT or Gunn diodes. The power handling

capability of all solid state devices that need to be physically small compared with the

operating wavelength decreases with increasing frequency. For many systems applica-

tions, designed to operate in the millimetre wave part of the electromagnetic spectrum,

power combined arrays of oscillators are needed to satisfy power source requirements.

The research presented in this thesis addresses the problem of designing power sources

for operation at millimetre wavelengths using transistors and distributed circuit elements

that are all fabricated as a monolithic millimetre wave integrated circuit (MMIC) that is

compatible with the physical constraints of current semiconductor materials technology

and foundry practice.

Monolithic fabrication appears to be the only cost-effective way to make arrays of

extremely small components. It is assumed in this research that the MMICs, on what are

relatively fragile gallium arsenide (GaAs) or indium phosphide (InP) substrates, need to

be at least 200 microns thick to be physically strong enough to be processed without

excessive breakage rates. At 100 GHz the MMIC substrate will be electrically thick

(thickness divided by wavelength in the dielectric near 0.25).In this thesis a completely

new design for power combined transistor oscillator affays on electrically thick MMICs

is presented.

A review of both diode and transistor oscillator designs, including those that have

been claimed to have prospects for monolithic fabrication as arrays at millimetre wave

frequencies, reveals the designs that have been investigated in the past and the problems

that have been encountered. The problems that arise are due to excitation of surface wave

modes in thick substrates on the one hand or the increased losses and extreme fragility of

very thin wafers or chips (50 microns or less) on the other.
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The main concepts that form the basis of a new design include treating the MMIC rec-

tangular substrate as a dielectric resonator with the transistor oscillators on the surface

designed as shielded inverted microstrip component assemblies. The substrate partially

fills a closed rectangular metal box. The air gap between the lid, and the surface of the

substrate supports the quasi-TEM fields of the inverted microstrip oscillator components.

The resonant mode of the partially filled cavity is energised by the output from each

oscillator and the combined power output is fed to a load via a coupling structure in one

wall of the resonator that is designed to be compatible with the constraints of monolithic

fabrication. The transistor oscillators are positioned on the substrate surface so that only

the output of each oscillator is coupled to the resonator although feedback within the

oscillator circuit via the resonator can be designed.

Analytical methods for solving all of the design problems associated with this new

combination of concepts are presented in detail. They include the design of transistor

oscillators in shielded inverted microstrip, positioning of oscillator circuits on the surface

of a large rectangular dielectric resonator, coupling between the oscillators and the longi-

tudinal section magnetic (LSM) mode in the dielectric resonator and coupling combined

power from the resonator into an output waveguide or radiating aperture.

The validity and acc'rracy of the overall design has been tested. The tests have been con-

ducted on accurately scaled-up models that use packaged transistors in hybrid-type assem-

blies rather than monolithic assemblies. Technology and resource constraints that apply to

most research efforts in this area of work, as revealed in the review, have forced most de-

signers into scale model testing at microwave frequencies. Power combined outputs with

good efficiency and spectrum characteristics have been demonstrated. It is concluded that

this new design for power combined oscillators offers a means of creating millimetre wave

power sources of significance for systems applications.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Most systems that are designed for operation at frequencies in the microwave and mil-

limetre wave parts of the electromagnetic spectrum include one or more subassemblies for

the generation of power at the operating frequency. Exploitation of the spectrum through

the development of new systems has followed advances in technology and the innovative

design of practical systems that incorporate the new technology. Prominent amongst the

recent advances in technology are developments in transistors that have raised the operat-

ing frequency towards 100 GHz [1].

The first systems applications involved vacuum tube type power sources. Those sourc-

es ars now at an advanced state of development and are well established because of the

extent to which they meet the power output and operating life requirements of the systems

that are built around them [2]. Power sources based on semiconducting devices have been

under development for a shorter period of time and many of the developments in semicon-

ducting materials technology that have a specific effect on increasing the operating fre-

quency and the power output are currently being pursued.

Many of the industrial, military and commercial applications that are yet to be realised
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are subject to size, weight, cost, efficiency, etc., constraints that cannot be satisfied by ei-

ther vacuum tube type sources or currently available solid state sources. In particular, more

efficient sources that deliver adequate power at frequencies up to 100 GHz are needed if
certain of the systems are going to be small enough and light enough. To be cost effective

a high level of integration in the fabrication of the systems for operation at millimetre

wavelengths appears necessary and is a major factor driving the further development of

monolithic integration of millimetre wave assemblies of active and passive components

[3,pp.ix-x].

The oscillation frequency of microwave and millimetre wave oscillators is determined

by a passive resonant structure that is modified by an active region where power, supplied

by a bias source, is converted partly into the desired oscillator output and partly into un-

wanted heat. The physical phenomenon that is exploited in the active region imposes phys-

ical constraints on the design of the passive structure that incorporates it. The resonant

structure for single oscillators is usually a combination of reactances arising from the ac-

tive region and a distributed component such as a length of transmission line or a cavity

with dimensions of the order of one quarter to one half the wavelength of the oscillation

frequency in the medium that fills the distributed part. As a consequence the dimensions

of oscillators decrease with increasing frequency and this in turn decreases operating pow-

er levels. Combining the output from an array of oscillators that operate in synchronism is

used to compensate for this effect. It is evident that for a desired level of power output it

is likely that more oscillators in combination will be required at higher frequencies and that

as an assembly, the overall dimensions will be integral multiples of the dimensions of a

single oscillator. This adds considerably to the design task because the passive part of the

structure must provide for interaction amongst the active regions or devices so that they

synchronise and must also impose phase relationships that result in the combining of all of

the oscillator outputs in the load. Because the passive structure will have dimensions that

may be of the order of several wavelengths operation in an unwanted mode may occur at

a frequency different from that required.

Advances in the materials technology that lead to active devices that have good per-

formance characteristics at frequencies as high as 100 GHz can be pursued in advance of
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the design of passive structures external to the active devices. The materials technology

will impose constraints on the design of the external passive structure that will join with

the active device to form an efficient oscillator. A combination of concepts that solve the

problems presented by the constraints is needed for a successful outcome.

The operating principles of the passive structure must be accurately modelled from the

beginning so that the combination of concepts that form the proposed design can be subject

to practical testing. After the design has been validated it must be developed so that it con-

forms with specifications with regard to the fabrication process that must be used for pro-

ducing the active device or devices embedded in the passive structure as well as

specifications with regard to operating frequency, output, biasing, packaging, etc.

Fabrication requires access to facilities that are very expensive to operate. Designs that

have been tested from the point of view of validating the combination of concepts that to-

gether make them innovative and compatible with the main constraints of the materials

technology may still need development and re-design before prototype fabrication in a

foundry proceeds. The research reported in this thesis is confined to innovative design of

power sources that satisfy constraints that arise when the semiconducting wafer essential

for transistor fabrication for monolithically formed arrays of oscillators is electrically

thick. This occurs for example if a standard GaAs wafer 200 microns thick is used at 100

GHz. The design presented in this thesis is validated by testing hybrid type models that are

scaled up 30 times in size at frequencies around 3.5 GHz.
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Chapter 2

Review of,Solid State Microwave

& Millimetre -Wav e S ourc e s

2,1 lntroduction

The development of transistors with impressive gain, power output and efficiency at

frequencies up to 100 GHz has created prospects for more efficient millimetre wave

oscillators than those that use IMPATT or Gunn diodes. Oscillators that have been

described in the literature may be classified as either conventional or unconventional in

design. The conventional designs embed the transistor in a microstrip type circuit

whereas the unconventional designs embed the transistor in a different type of transmis-

sion line or structure involving metallisation on dielectric. A critical review of these

designs is presented so that some of the origins of the combination of concepts that form

what is set out in this thesis as a new design are clarified. Three books [3], [4] and [45]

that comprehensively review the published literature have been used in this review of the

concepts that have been utilised in the circuits or structures for sources.
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2.2 The ldeal Microwave or Millimetre Wave Source

No source is ideal in all aspects and for most applications only a subset of all of the

ideal qualities is needed to make a source acceptable. Figure 2-1 shows the properties of a

source that would be ideal for use in many of the microwave and millimetre-wave sys-

tems that have been visualised but not yet realised.

)
Minimum
Weight

Figure 2-1. Properties of an ideal source

Although, an ideal source cannot be realised, a definition of the ultimate features of a

microwave or millimetre wave source is a guide in identifying goals and evaluating the

nature of the work to be done to achieve a satisfactory result. The DC to RF efficiency of

real sources is much less than l0Ù7o and, depending on the specific source, may vary

from a fraction of one percent in vacuum tubes to as high as 5OVo in modern solid-state

sources. The RF power is an important design parameter specified according to the sys-

tem application. In practice, microwave and millimetre wave sources are classified

according to their RF power level, namely: low, medium, and high power sources. The
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frequency stability of a source, as a measure of the frequency drift during a long period of

steady-state operation, is a technical figure that depends upon the quality of the oscillator

circuitry. The presence of background noise which is a critical factor in the design of

local oscillators, may be of less importance in general pu{pose microwave and millimetre

wave sources.

Non-electrical properties such as weight, physical dimensions and fabrication cost,

are major considerations in the development of millimetre wave systems. Indeed, recent

advances in monolithic microwave integrated circuit (MMIC) technology have promised

excellent opportunities for the development of new systems using small size, inexpensive

and compact solid-state microwave and millimetre-wave sources. There are more general

engineering factors such as reliability and working life, which should be considered once

a comparison amongst different sources is carried out.

2.3 IMPATT and Gunn Diode Oscillator Operating Modes

IMPATT and Gunn diodes are characterised as two terminal broadband negative

resistance devices with some reactance. To make an oscillator, they are mounted in a res-

onant type of structure. The resonant structure is usually formed from a length of suitable

transmission line or waveguide. The length and terminations are usually chosen so that

oscillation occurs at the lowest resonant frequency of the structure. An important part of

the design is minimising the extent to which the broadband negative resistance may

excite oscillations at a higher frequency resonance or at the second and higher harmonics.

An exception to this is the type of the structure designed to make IMPATT type diodes

operate in a high efficiency mode by trapping harmonics of the oscillation frequency

within the structure. This operating mode and the particular type of diode developed for

the purpose are given the acronym TRAPATT. The concept basic to this design is modifi-

cation of the current and voltage waveforms at the diode so that the percentage of input

bias power lost as heat is minimised. Considerable efforts has also been expended devel-

oping Gunn diodes and resonant mounting structures that oscillate in the limited space
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charge accumulation (LSA) mode. By suppressing domain formation in relatively thick

layers of gallium arsenide (GaAs) higher RF peak voltage and output power has been

obtained but only for very short duty cycles of pulsed bias. Neither the TRAPATT nor the

LSA modes of operation appear to have been exploited in practical systems at microwave

or higher frequencies.

2.4 Single Diode Oscillator Mounting Structures

2.4.1 Non-Radiating

Coaxial line and waveguide structures are used almost exclusively for single diode

oscillators that have non-radiating output ports [4, pp.223-301]. Structures that resonate

in conjunction with the diode include coaxial resonators with coaxial output ports like

that shown in Figure 2-2, coaxial structures coupled into rectangular cross-section

waveguide, post-gap mounted diodes across rectangular waveguide, top hat type posts

across a rectangular waveguide and either single or double entry coaxial junctions at the

broad face of rectangular waveguide.

Xformer Dielectric Slug
APC-7 Connector

Figure 2-2. Coaxial oscillator circuit for a packaged IMPATT diode.
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None of the structures are compatible with the constraints of planar geometry and in

particular with monolithic fabrication of both the active device and its resonating mount

coupled to the output load.

2.4.2 Radiating

The most recently developed single diode oscillators are those designed so that the

output power is radiated directly into space. The passive structure external to the diode

acts as both a resonator and an antenna as well as providing appropriate bias circuitry for

the diode.

The microstrip patch antenna is used almost exclusively in these oscillators with the

diode connected between the patch and the ground plane as shown in Figure 2-3 13, pp.

133 to 135 and 140 to 1551.

between Patch and Package

Dielectric
Substrate Microstrip-to-

Coaxial Transition
for Bias -V6

Aluminium
Heat Sink

To

Microstrip
Filter

Figure 2-3. A microstrip patch antenna excited by a diode oscillator

Ground P (+Vo ) Active Patch (-Vo)
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When fabricated in conventional microstrip a hole must be formed through the dielec-

tric to accommodate the diode or other means must be designed for providing the return

path to the ground plane for diode bias current such as that shown in Figure 2-4 [5]. The

substrate must be electrically thin to minimise the proportion of output power that may

excite surface waves that lead to consequential pattern degradation and losses, although

thin substrates cause increased conductor losses in microstrip [6].

Feedthru

DC Bia S

Figure 2-4. An IMPATT oscillator patch antenna with diodes mounted on the dielectric suñace

The concept of using inverted microstrip has been exploited in the active patch

antenna shown in Figure 2-5 Ul.

Inverted Patch Gunn Diode

Mechanical
Tuning

Figure 2-5. lnverted miuostrip patch antenna excited by a Gunn oscillator
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This structure will have lower internal losses but the major advantage is the mechani-

cal tuning of the resonant frequency that can be achieved by varying the air gap between

the patch and the top of the diode package that acts as an electric field coupling probe.

2.5 Single Field Effect Transistor Oscillator Mounting Structures

2.5.1 Non-Radiating

Conventional microstrip structures are used almost exclusively for simple transistor

oscillators whether the active device is in packaged form, or in chip form that has to be

wire bonded to the circuit, or is part of a complete monolithically formed oscillator [4, pp.

172 to 2141. Figure 2-6 is an illustration of one of the simplest microstrip type mounting

structures for a packaged MESFET.

strip strip

50 Çl output

MESFET
gate serrcs <-drain
bias filter filter

GND

Figure 2-6. Typical layout of a microstrip MESFET oscillator with series feedback

It is normally classified as a series feedback type of circuit with the microstrip con-

nected to the source designed to provide a level of feedback that will result in spontane-

ous growth of oscillation at a frequency determined mainly by the microstrip connected

to the gate. Power transfer to the load is optimised mainly by the design of the microstrip

matching structure that connects the drain to the load. A dielectric resonator may be cou-
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pled to the output microstrip to improve the frequency stability [4, pp. 199 to 206]. 
^t

microwave frequencies this component is made small relative to the wavelength on the

microstrip line by the use of a dielectric constant of 40 or more. It is essentially a lumped

component at a localised position in the distributed circuit structure but this restricts the

practice to frequencies in the microwave band.

2.5.2 Radiating

As with single diode oscillators the most recent developments in single transistor

oscillators are structures that radiate directly into space. These structures are almost

exclusively microstrip affangements that incorporate both transistors and patch antenna

radiating elements, as illustrated in Figure 2-7 l8l.

1 6Ûr

9

6{r\

Figure 2-7. A patch antenna in the feedback path of a microstrip FET oscillator

A less conventional structure incorporates the transistor in an inverted microstrip type

radiating patch as shown in Figure 2-8 t9l.

r
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Exploded View of Patch Metallisation

Top View

Side View

lnverted
Microstrip
Patch

Figure 2-8. Typical FET oscillator feeding an inverted microstrip patch antenna

By connecting the patch type resonant circuit in series with the drain of the MESFET

as shown in Figure 2-9 ll0l and designing the feedback to the gate and the bias supplies

appropriately a DC to RF conversion efficiency in excess of 50 percent has been

achieved. This high efficiency transistor operating mode is explained below.

2.6 Field Effect Transistor Operating Modes

The metal-semiconductor field effect transistor (MESFET) has its gate in the form of

a Schottky barrier diode that can act as a clamping diode when the MESFET is the active

device in an oscillator. With appropriate circuit design the peak of the gate-to-source volt-

age will be clamped to a level conesponding to a small positive voltage at the gate rela-

tive to the common bias supply lead.

S
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MESFET
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D

0
180
phase shift

Resonant
Patch 

-

<- (b)

Figure 2-9. A high efficiency FET patch oscillator: (a) layout (b) equivalent circuit

As a consequence of this clamping action and the small DC component of gate cur-

rent, a DC gate-to-source bias may be developed that pinches off the channel for part of

the oscillation cycle. Thus the potential exists for high efficiency class C mode operation

but an appropriate circuit like that shown in Figure 2-9 is required.

Improvements in carrier transport properties of the channel and reduction in the

length of the gate electrode result in extension of the operation of the transistor up to fre-

quencies near 100 GHz and also to increases in power output capability. These improve-

ments arise from advances in semiconducting materials technology and the progressive

development of high electron mobility transistors (HEMTs), pseudomorphic HEMTs

I
(a)

H
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(PHEMTs), heterojunction-PHEMTs and double heterojunction-PHEMTs (DH-

PHEMTs). A gate length of 0.15 microns on layers of indium gallium arsenide (InGaAs),

and indium aluminium arsenide (InAlAs) formed on an indium phosphide (InP) substrate

is used in a state-of-the-art MMIC power amplifier that delivers an output power of 130

m'W at 94 GHz with 13 percent power added efficiency and 4 dB associated gain [1].

These figures are for what appears to be class A operation but no data are given regarding

distortion.

2.7 Multiple Diode Oscillator Mounting Structures

2.7.1 lntroduction

The main aim in designing multiple diode oscillator mounting structures is to generate

a required level of output power by combining the power output capability of a sufficient

number of IMPATT or Gunn effect diodes. Interaction amongst the diodes in one way or

another is essential if the output power is to be at a single stable frequency.

Mounting structures may be non-radiating or radiating and there are major differences

between these two categories due to the means and level of interaction that occurs

between the diodes.

2.7.2 Non-Hadiating

Two alternatives are possible in designing a non-radiating multiple diode oscillator

mounting structure. Either a resonant structure can be provided for each of N diodes in

which case there are N oscillators to be synchronised and power combined, or, the N

diodes can be mounted in a single resonator, in which case the N wide band negative

resistances contributed by the diodes must be effectively combined to cancel the load

resistance and mounting structure losses at a specified frequency. The main problem in

this latter case is that the single resonator has to be large enough to accommodate the N

diodes and as a consequence it will have a multiplicity of resonances that will be more

closely spaced the larger the number N.
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2.7.2.1 N oscillators in Corporate Combiners

Figure 2-10 illustrates schematically the components and the function to be performed

in a corporate combiner that includes 8 separate diode oscillators. Coupling between the

oscillators that results in synchronisation and required relative phasing must be provided.

Next a corporate combining structure, shown in Figure 2-10 symbolically as a tree of

hybrids, can be used to add the individual oscillator output powers together.

Apart from the difficulty and cost of fabricating corporate combiners the losses

become excessive as the operating frequency approaches the millimetre wave band.

Corporate Combining

t\

t

s

s

/st
\
/st

st
\ast
\

st
S - synchronising

Figure 2-10. Diagram of the corporate combining

2.7.2.2 N diodes in a Single Resonator

The structure shown in Figure 2-ll Íll qualifies as an example of N diodes in a sin-

gle resonator for the following reasons. Each diode is mounted at one end of a coaxial

line that is coupled through an aperture to the magnetic field at the side wall of a TEs1,

rectangular waveguide cavity resonator where n = N/2 with Neven.

Combined Power
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Each coaxial line structure is terminated by an absorptive load so that the only reso-

nant structure in the assembly is the waveguide cavity. The coupling apertures in the side

walls are at positions of maximum resonant magnetic field.

to bias
supply

ì,,e|4

cavity

lris termination

V4 Transformer

Figure 2-11. Kurokawa's resonant cavity power combiner

The effect of this is to connect the equivalent circuits that represent the coaxial

mounted diodes in parallel as shown in Figure 2-12.

l:nl

att t'
PORT Inr: I

PORT I -.

-Y'

PORT N

Figure 2-12. Equivalent circuit of the Kurokawa's oscillator where 3 of N branches are shown

)

a
a
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The negative conductances add together and increase the power that passes to the load

that is coupled into the cavity at the iris type output port. They are amplitude dependent

and there is reactance but no resonance. A circular TMoto mode resonator can also be

used as a combining structure.

2.7.2.3 Planar Arrays of Electric Current Elements in an Open Resonator

In principle this may be classified with the structure of section 2.7 .2.2. The main dif-

ferences are the type of resonator and the analytical approach in design. The idealising

assumptions that are made in the analysis [12] of quasi-optical power combining of cur-

rent elements in an open resonator are such that N elements are placed in a single resona-

tor where the elements are not assumed to be individual resonators but are simply sources

[3, pp. 80 to 60]. The assumed current elements do not have any associated impedance or

admittance but it is implied that they are synchronous and in phase and also form a planar

array that is normal to the axis of the open resonator as illustrated in Figure 2-13. The

analysis determines the fraction of the total power from the array of sources that is cou-

pled into the fundamental mode of the open resonator as a function of the amplitude dis-

tribution across the array and the spacing between the elements of the affay.

,.rolane reflector

-f 
soufce afray

d

Figure 2-13. Quasi-optical array system
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Thus power combining efficiency is the main consideration and it is assumed that the

analysis indicates one way toward generating high power output at millimetre wave-

lengths by combining the outputs of large numbers of low power solid state sources. The

design problems associated with creating a suitable array of sources at millimetre wave-

lengths are not addressed. In practice the sources may be oscillators in which case a

means of synchronising and phasing all the oscillators in the array is essential. This

aspect of the open resonator as a power combiner will be examined in detail in the major

section on multiple transistor oscillator mounting structures.

2.7.2.4 N diodes in an Open resonator

The power combining function of an open resonator has been tested with diodes

mounted in grooves in the flat mirror reflector of the open resonator as shown in Figure

2-14 ll3l and coupled to it so that oscillation only occurs via connection with the open

resonator, [3, pp. 94 to 96].

Wave ide i.ce

l.l.- ll 
'Iî!e,,o¡r

L

spherical mirror grooved mirror

(b)

Gunn dlodr

Dôil
T,

TT

D.0.l7l ðú0.20¡¡.0.51 t¡0.51
Èr.0.251 ¡È lOCtrs

Figure 2-14. Grooved mirror type Fabry-Perot oscillator: (a) overall structure; (b) grooved
mirror
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These tests demonstrate efficient combining and very good spectrum characteristics.

However the assembly of the diodes and their coupling to the power combiner does not

appear to be suitable for monolithic fabrication and is not likely to be cost effective or

efficient overall as a millimetre-wave power source.

This test of the open resonator as a power combiner has an important feature that

other tests lack. No material or structure is placed within the volume between the reflect-

ing surfaces that define the resonator. The effects of the grooves at the flat mirror surface

may be represented by equivalent impedances that will include negative resistance parts.

Thus the reflective surfaces that define the open resonator are both modified, one by a

negative surface resistance (as well as a surface reactance) due to the diodes, and the

other by a positive surface resistance (as well as a surface reactance) due to the coupling

to the load that may be free space or the input aperture of a cascade of quasi-optical com-

ponents.

2.7.2.5 Diode Oscillators in an Open Resonator

Initial tests of open resonator power combining were conducted with diode oscillators

symmetrically placed around the resonator's axis. One of the first tests, [3, pp. 94],ll4l,

coupled the output from two Gunn diode oscillators into the resonator by means of die-

lectric wedge launchers. All of the tests in this category involved relatively few oscilla-

tors but they clearly demonstrated that the open resonator synchronised the oscillators as

well as power combining them. The interaction necessary for synchronisation to occur

was due to the direct connection via the open resonator. It may be regarded as the highest

level of injection locking that can be arranged and an important concept for the design of

a power combining structure.
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2.7.3 Badiating

2.7.3.1 Arrays of Diode Oscillator Patch Antennas

The active patch antenna oscillators reviewed in section 2.4.2 have all been used in

planar arrays to create power combined output power as a beam radiated normal to the

plane of the array as illustrated in Figure 2-15. Mutual coupling between the elements of

the array causes interaction throughout the array of oscillators that leads to synchronisa-

tion at a frequency that is within the range of oscillator free running frequencies.

Microstrip
Patch

Figure 2-15. Typicalanay of diode oscillator patch antennas

The oscillators should ideally deliver equal amplitude in-phase outputs by means of

the injection locking. However the weaker the level of mutual coupling the closer the free

running frequencies must be for synchronisation to occur. A simple means of tuning indi-

vidual oscillators like that shown in Figure 2-5 appears desirable but is only practical at

microwave frequencies where packaged diodes are suitable in this particular example.

Interaction throughout the array to ensure synchronous operation is achieved in a vari-
\

ety of ways including direct connection via microstrip lines [l5], mutual coupling via

space or surface waves and broadcast of an injection locking signal. The losses in patch
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antennas and microstrip lines increase with frequency particularly as the substrate is

made thinner to maintain the condition that it be electrically thin (t/)uo< 0.05, where f is

the physical thickness and l,¿ is the wavelength in the dielectric medium). Monolithic fab-

rication for operation at millimetre wave frequencies does not appear to be practical.

2.7.3.2 Diode Grid Oscillators

The essential features of a diode grid oscillator assembly are shown in Figure 2-16.

Gunn diodes are mounted on a rectangular metal strip grid formed on a thin dielectric

plate [16].

Gunn
Diode

Bias
Lines

t
Electric

Field
Mirror Diode

Grid
Partially

Transparent
Ref lector

(¿) (¿r)

Figure 2-16. Diode grid oscillator: (a) Gunn-diode loaded grid; (b) power combiner
configt ration.

The diodes are connected across gaps in the vertical grid strips and the horizontal

strips are used as DC bias supply lines to the diodes. The flat grid is placed about a quar-

ter of a wavelength in front of a flat perfect reflector and a partial reflector is placed on

the other side of the grid as shown in Figure 2-16 (b).

In the desired mode of operation the diodes all oscillate in phase and the RF electric

currents that flow in the vertical metal strips connected to the diodes radiate electromag-

netic waves polarised parallel to those strips. The wavefront that propagates towards the

ffi
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mirror is reflected and returns in phase with the wavefront that propagates towards the

partial reflector. The grid is commonly regarded as being within a Fabry-Perot cavity

which is an open resonator defined with flat reflective boundaries. However the main

function of the partial reflector in Figure 2-16 appears to be synchronisation of output

power. The quality factor of the parallel plate structure may be too low for it to be

regarded as an open resonator. The array of active antennas in this assembly are effec-

tively electric current elements about a quarter wavelength in front of a perfect reflector

whereas the array of active patch elements of Section 2.7.3.1 may be regarded as an

array of magnetic current elements close to a perfect reflector.

Even though diode grid oscillators are planar structures monolithic fabrication con-

straints, that will be explained in detail in the review of transistor grid oscillators below,

appear to create insoluble design problems at millimetre wave frequencies. Diode affays

are simpler but less efficient than transistor oscillator anays.

2.8 Multiple Transistor Oscillator Mounting Structures

2.8.1 Introduction

The main advantage sought by using transistors rather than diodes is improved effi-

ciency. Two additional aspects of transistor operation that lead to quite different circuit

designs are the three terminal nature of the transistor and the fact that invariably the

microwave and millimetre wave circuits that develop negative resistance (or conduct-

ance) are narrowband oscillators. Broadband negative resistance is not an equivalent cir-

cuit concept in transistor design in the way that it appears when analysing diode

assemblies as explained in Section2.1.2.2 in particular.

2.8.2 Non-Radiating

Because corporate combiners introduce excessive loss at millimetre-wave frequencies

as explained in Section2.7.2.l only resonator type power combiners with arrays of tran-

sistor oscillators have been studied.
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2.8.2.1 N Tiansistor Oscillators Coupled to a Rectangular Cavity Combiner

Microstrip-type MESFET oscillators have been coupled to a rectangular resonant cav-

ity [17] by means of extensions of the oscillator output lines that enter the cavity at posi-

tions of maximum electric field intensity as shown in Figure 2-17.
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Figure 2-17. A power combiner consisting of 4 microstrip MESFET oscillators coupled to a
resonant cavity

The effect of this arrangement in equivalent circuit terms is similar to that of Figure 2-

12 and is shown in Figure 2-18. It is evident from the point of view of interaction that the

oscillators are all directly connected to each other. Thus a high level of injection locking

exists and the maximum load presented to each oscillator will occur at a frequency that is

mainly determined by the resonance of the cavity combiner.
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Figure 2-18. Equivalent circuit of 4lransistor oscillators coupled to a rectangular cavity
combiner

The main difference between having N diodes coupled to a rectangular cavity com-

biner and having N transistor oscillators is that the diodes contribute wideband negative

resistance whereas the transistor oscillators contribute narrowband negative resistance.

The larger the rectangular cavity the smaller the frequency separation between reso-

nances. In the case of narrowband negative resistance the cavity can be larger and accom-

modate more sources before an unwanted resonance appears within the frequency

bandwidth of the negative resistances.

Problems relevant to the design of this kind of resonant cavity combiner that do not

appear to have received attention in research are as follows.

(a) The locking characteristics of transistor oscillators that are effectively connected

in parallel to a single load need to be known so that the largest acceptable differences

between the free running frequencies within a group of oscillators can be determined.

1

4o
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(b) The relationship between oscillator bandwidth, cavity combiner bandwidth and

the number of oscillators needs to be known so that an achievable maximum number of

oscillators in a combiner can be determined.

2.8.2.2 N Tlansistor Oscillators within an Open Resonator

This type of structure is non-radiating in the sense that the open resonator is the power

combining structure and the output power may be either radiated as a beam from the par-

tially transmitting reflector or focused onto the input aperture of a quasi-optical compo-

nent or a waveguide. The structure reviewed in Section 2.7.2.4 that has diodes mounted

in grooves in the flat mirror reflector of an open resonator has also been tested with MES-

FETs mounted on a similar grooved type of mirror as shown in Figure 2-19.
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FET transistors mounted on a grooved type mirror reflectorFigure 2-19
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Each MESFET oscillates in an external mounting structure formed from the drain and

gate leads and the grooves in the mirror. The output frequency of the array depends on the

length of the open resonator and can be tuned over a range of frequencies by it. It appears

therefore that the open resonator synchronises the otherwise different free running oscil-

lators and delivers the power combined output to a load coupled into it. The groove type

structure makes the mutual coupling between rows in the array smaller than the coupling

within the rows. It is possible therefore that synchronisation of each row with the next is

all that the open resonator has to achieve for power combining to occur.

The particular type of structure incorporated with this open resonator does not con-

form with the constraints of monolithic fabrication and so is not considered suitable for

millimetre wave development.

2.8.3 Radiating

2.8.3.1 Arrays of Tfansistor Oscillator Patch Antennas

The transistor oscillator patch antennas reviewed in Section 2.5.2 have been devel-

oped for used either singly or with others in arrays. The elements in an array can be fabri-

cated on a common planar substrate and ground plane in which case synchronisation

across the entire array may be achieved either by interconnecting microstrip components

or by mutual coupling or a broadcast injection locking signal. One of the most recently

adopted arrays is a26 MESFET spatial power combining oscillator [18] designed to radi-

ate combined power normal to the plane of the anay at l0 GHz as shown in Figure 2-20.

A common introductory theme of most of the papers on research on this topic are the mil-

limetre wave systems that require sources of power that may only be produced by effi-

cient power combining of power from many solid state sources. Almost without

exception design proposals are tested at microwave frequencies using relatively low die-

lectric constant materials in mounting structures and array assemblies that cannot be

scaled for monolithic fabrication on GaAs and millimetre wave frequency operation.
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Figure 2-20. Typical array of transistor oscillator patch antennas

2.8.3.2 TFansistor Grid Oscillators

Figure 2-21 illustrates the main features of the transistor grid oscillator [19]. Compar-

ison with Figure 2-16 for the diode grid oscillator reveals similarity of detail with the

main difference arising from the need to introduce metal strips that pass underneath the

transistors and provide electrical connection for the third electrode for all of the transis-

tors that lie on its path. In the earliest transistor grid oscillators using packaged MESFETs

[19] the sources were connected to these strips and the drains and gates were connected to

vertical strips that extended to bias lines parallel and either side of the source connection

strip. Chip transistors in later assemblies had their gates connected to the strips that

passed along the parallel lines of transistors and the bias lines provided supply for the

drains and the sources in the transistors [20].

The basis of design is to assume that all transistors oscillate in phase with equal

amplitude and that the array is uniform and infinite in extend throughout the plane. The
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RF currents that flow in the metal strips that connect the transistor electrodes to the bias

lines radiate in phase to either side of the grid plane.
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Figure 2-21. Transistor grid oscillator

A perfectly reflecting mirror is placed parallel to the grid plane to one side and apar-

tially reflecting plane is placed parallel to the grid on the other side to act as a matching

structure between the plane wave source and unobstructed half space as the load. One

unit cell of this uniform, periodic, laterally infinite structure is analysed as a waveguide

[19] with its axis normal to the grid plane, perfect electric conducting planes through the

bias line positions and perfect magnetic conducting planes half way between the posi-

tions of transistors.

The uniform transverse electromagnetic (TEM) waves radiated on either side of the

grid plane are the only non-evanescent propagating modes assumed in the analysis that

determines the components of an equivalent circuit for the transistor mounting structure.

In practice a dielectric wafer is needed as a physical support structure for the grid and the
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transistors but it is assumed that only TEM waves propagate normal to the plane faces of

this wafer. The wafer is finite rather than infinite in lateral extent but it is assumed that the

edges can be terminated in such a way that the assumptions that underlie the analysis are

still valid.

The design procedure, based on all of these idealising assumptions, yields dimensions

for the metal strips that form the grid such that for specified transistor small signal scat-

tering parameters the unit cells will oscillate at the frequency required in the design. The

frequency can be tuned by altering the spacing between the grid and the mirror behind it

and the radiated output can be varied by the selection of partially reflecting plate and its

position in front of the grid. The radiation pattern beamwidths in the E-plane and the H-

plane are related to the rectangular dimensions of the grid and the RF power output and

the DC to RF conversion efficiency can be determined by integration of the radiated

power pattern.

Uniform amplitude of oscillation across the grid should yield an E-plane radiation

pattern that has a main beam with equal amplitude sidelobes tapering down from about

-12 dB. Results obtained from transistor grid oscillators at both 5 GHz and 10 GHz

exhibit these features and both papers [19, 20] conclude that transistor grid oscillators are

suitable for the monolithic integration of possibly "thousands of millimetre-wave devices

for large scale power combining". The mirror and the grid are regarded as forming a

Fabry-Perot cavity that effectively synchronises the array of oscillators in the grid and so

causes the power combined radiated output.

Results are also presented for a grid designed to oscillate at 17 G}Jz [20]. The DC to

RF conversion efficiency was determined tobeTVo compared with20%o for the grid oper-

ated at 10 GHz. Also a noticeable feature of the E-plane radiation pattern was a sidelobe

level of -5 dB. Subsequent to this, results have been published for a monolithically fabri-

cated transistor grid oscillator [21] that is formed on a GaAs substrate with dielectric con-

stant 12.8. It oscillates at 34.1 GHz and is claimed as the first report of a successful

monolithic grid oscillator. The E-plane radiation pattern reproduced in Figure 2-22
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clearly shows three beams of approximately equal amplitude. This indicates that radiation

from this grid is from two equal amplitude sources along the edges of the wafer that are

parallel to the E-plane.
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Figure 2-22. E-plane radiation pattern of the 34.7 GHz monolithic grid oscillator

The angular separations between these beams accurately agree with that calculated

from the edge-to-edge dimension of the GaAs wafer and the oscillation frequency. It is a

simple interference pattern. It is evidence of the presence of a fundamentally different

mode of oscillation in this grid, a mode that the design method assumes not to exist, [23].

The dielectric slab that supports the monolithically formed active devices and the

metal grid mounting structure is within the Fabry-Perot cavity. In the case of the grid that

oscillates at34.7 GHz the GaAs substrate is 740 microns thick and as a percentage of the

wavelength in GaAs is 31 percent. The RF oscillator currents on the surface will radiate

most of their power l22l on a primary wave basis into the dielectric as surface waves.

These will propagate towards the edges and after partial radiation and partial reflection

will create a partial standing wave pattern throughout the GaAs substrate. The oscillators
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in the grid are coupled to the standing wave pattern and if the coupling is strong enough

then this will be the dominant cause of interaction amongst the oscillators. The reflection

at the edges of the substrate may be closer to the maximum value of +1 than the value of

0 that corresponds to complete radiation of the primary incident wave. That being the

case there will be a periodic phase change as well as amplitude change throughout the

standing wave pattern. If this injection locks the array of oscillators then there will be dif-

ferences in phase between adjacent elements. The unit cells of the array are about one

half wavelength square as measured in the substrate dielectric material. In a standing

wave pattern the difference in phase at positions one half wavelength apart has its greatest

value and that value approaches 180 degrees as the standing wave ratio approaches infin-

ity. Thus in the extreme case of surface wave injection locking of a transistor grid oscilla-

tor array adjacent elements will be reversed in phase, radiation normal to the plane of the

array will be minimal and most power will be coupled into the substrate and leak from the

edges. In the case of the monolithically fabricated grid that oscillated at 34.1 GHz the

mirror of the Fabry-Perot cavity extended beyond the edges of the wafer. This caused the

radiation maximum from each edge to be normal to the mirror as in a patch antenna on a

large ground plane.

Failure of a transistor grid oscillator due to surface wave injection locking may be

avoided by making the substrate electrically thin so that the Fabry-Perot cavity is almost

uniformly filled with the same medium as that external to it, usually air or vacuum. For

the substrate to be electrically thin, e.g. 5 percent of the wavelength in the dielectric, its

physical thickness at 100 GHz would need to be no more than 40 microns. This would be

too fragile to sustain the mechanical forces that would arise due to bias line connections

and other edge support items for grid assemblies of moderate size. Monolithic integration

of "thousands of millimetre-wave devices for large scale power combining" l20l would

appear to be quite impractical.

The fundamental concepts that are the basis for grid design are the creation of uniform

plane TEM waves using a planar uniform array of identical oscillators embedded on a

planar uniform radiating structure. The dielectric slab that is essential for the fabrication
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of the active devices and physical support of the array violates the ideal assumptions by

introducing the possibility of modes of propagation being excited in directions transverse

to the direction of the TEM waves. Practical constraints that become important at milli-

metre wave frequencies result in a structure that is more likely to operate in a way that the

original assumptions regarded as non-existent. This outcome invites study of ways

whereby surface waves in thick monolithic millimetre wave integrated circuits might be

exploited in the design of power combined arrays of oscillators.

2.9 Practical Design Consequences of Surface Waves
on Thick Substrates

Radiation of output power via the edges of an electrically thick substrate that supports

a planar array of oscillators may be prevented by placing perfectly reflecting walls

against those edges. Complete reflection of the primary waves created by oscillators in

the substrate will produce a complete standing wave pattern corresponding to a resonant

mode if the excitation wavelength is appropriate for the wafer and circuit dimensions.

The conditions that prevail in any unit cell of the overall resonance pattern will be quite

different from those assumed in the design of transistor grid oscillators [19] and arrays of

transistor patch antennas [18].

In practice high conductivity metal walls can be placed on the edges of the substrate

and they will be a good approximation to perfectly reflecting walls that may be assumed

in developing a design procedure. The planar oscillator array on the thick substrate would

still present a difficult design problem because of a combination of a half-space to one

side of the active array and a dielectric slab enclosed by metal walls on the other side.

The electromagnetic field distribution at the plane of the active array needs to be

known accurately for the oscillators to be designed accurately. The half-space can be

removed by extending the metal walls above the edges of the substrate so that they are

joined to a metal plate that is spaced above and parallel to the planar array of oscillators.

A uniform gap between a ground plane and the planar array of active devices and circuit
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elements replaces the half-space and if the gap is electrically thin quasi-TEM mode fields

replace the fields associated with radiation into the half-space.

Thus the practical consequence of using an electrically thick substrate that supports

surface waves and has the potential to radiate in an unwanted way is to enclose it within a

cavity that has high conductivity walls. The substrate partially fills the cavity so that the

surface waves give rise to longitudinal section magnetic (LSM) mode resonances and

between metal strips on the substrate surface and a ground plane separated from it by an

electrically thin air gap quasi-TEM mode propagation may occur.

Power may be coupled out of the cavity via an aperture in one of the walls in such a

way that it either propagates along a single mode waveguide or is radiated into free space.

An assembly such as this has the potential to be more versatile than the transistor grid

oscillator that is a radiating aperture only.
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Chapter 3

De ign Concepts
to Satisfy
P ctical onstraints

3,1 Introduction

Critical examination of the existing design methods for the generation of millimetre-

wave power using semiconductor diodes and transistors has been given in Chapter 2. It

has been a common practice to develop a design prototype at microwave frequencies and

once the experiments proved successful, then, it has been assumed that the same method

could be applied to millimetre-wave design by simply scaling up the frequency. While

most of the power combining methods have been successfully examined at microwave

frequencies, only a few of them have been tested as millimetre-wave designs and the

practical results in the case of transistor grid oscillators appear to be unsatisfactory [21].

The reason is that by scaling up the frequency to the millimetre-wave spectrum, the

fabrication technology should be changed from conventional hybrid MIC to MMIC, in

order to reach a cost-effective solution. The review suggests that, while the recent power

combining methods are compatible with hybrid MIC techniques, they will not satisfy the

practical constraints of monolithic integrated circuit technology. At millimetre-wave fre-
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quencies, conventional hybrid MIC fabrication is hardly feasible due to the small circuit

dimensions, the device mounting problem and the effect of the device package parasitics.

MMIC technology overcomes these hybrid integration problems by fabricating solid-

state devices and circuits on a single substrate. Since the device and circuit share the same

substrate, there are no bonding or hybrid integration discontinuities, or package parasitics

to take into account, resulting in low-cost production. Consequently, MMIC fabrication

will be the most attractive technology at millimetre-wave frequencies, and the success of

a new method of power combiner design in this spectrum will rely on whether the method

satisfies the MMIC fabrication constraints.

3.2 MMIC Constraints

Monolithic MICs require substrates on which devices and circuits can be grown

through fabrication processes. Among the available materials for monolithic fabrication,

gallium arsenide (GaAs) is the preferred microwave substrate with a high dielectric con-

stant (12.8) and low loss. GaAs wafers with sufficient area to accommodate an array of

oscillators at 100 GHz need to be at least 200 microns thick to be mechanically strong

enough forprocessing. V/ith a dielectric constant of 12.8 these wafers are almostÌ,"¿/4

thick at 100 GHz, where À¿ is the wavelength in the dielectric medium. In this research it

is assumed that the substrate thickness is the most critical constraint of MMIC fabrication

that should be addressed in the development of a design methodology for millimetre-

wave sources and power combiners.

Most of the proposed methods for spatial power combining as reviewed in Chapter 2,

involve the use of electrically thin dielectric sheet material as the support structure for the

active devices, the radiating elements and the interconnecting metal strips. In order to be

electrically thin in the millimetre-wave spectrum, the substrate thickness would be too

fragile for current MMIC processing; whereas the minimum substrate thickness of 200

microns would yield an electrically thick substrate that is not compatible with the original

assumption, and would lead to erroneous results.
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3.3 Concepts Leading to a Design Solution

In this chapter the concepts of a new design are developed on the basis of this wafer

thickness constraint of MMIC technology, with the aim of producing a new millimetre-

wave source that is fully compatible with monolithic technology. These concepts are

described in the following sections.

3.3.1 Concept 1: Shielded lnverted Microstrip

Design the oscillator in inverted microstrip so that the GaAs wafer is a superstrate that

may be electrically thick. The configuration of wafer and ground plane is shown in Figure

3-1 (b) compared with conventional microstrip in Figure 3-1 (a).

(a) Microstrip (c) Trapped Inverted Microstrip

(b) Inverted Microstrip (d) Shielded Inverted Microstrip

Figure 3-1. Development of shielded inverted microstrip transmission line

The medium between the metal strip and the ground plane may be air or vacuum or a

low dielectric constant layer and will have a dominant effect on the effective dielectric

constant of the inverted microstrip lines used in the design of the oscillator circuit. The

distance between the metal strip and the ground plane may be comparable with the GaAs

wafer thickness but still be electrically thin because the effective dielectric constant of

that layer may be close to unity compared with 12.8 for GaAs. Shielding the inverted

microstrip as shown in Figure 3-1 (d) will reduce the losses for quasi-TEM mode opera-

tion.
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3.3.2 Concept 2: Oscillator on Dielectric Resonator

Use the high dielectric constant wafer as a millimetre-wave resonator and in so doing,

design the oscillator circuits so that they are entirely on the surface of that resonator as

shown in Figure 3-2.

Figure 3-2. GaAs wafer as a rectangular dielectric resonator

3.3.3 Concept 3: Partially Filled Cavity Resonator

Shield the superstrate with perfect electric conducting walls as in Figure 3-3, to form

a cavity resonator that is partially filled by the superstrate and supports longitudinal sec-

tion magnetic (LSM) resonant modes. Select the cavity dimensions so that the resonant

frequency of the desired LSM mode resonance is the same as the required oscillator fre-

quency.

Partially-filled
Cavity

Figure 3-3. Formation of partially-filled cavity from shielded inverted microstrip oscillator
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3.3.4 Concept 4: Quasi-TEM Mode Circuit Decoupling from LSM
Resonator

Position the transistors at zeros in the LSM resonant mode surface electric field and

place metal strips from the electrodes transverse to these fields created by the oscillators,

20

\
>'

U

10 20 30 40 50 60 70

Cavity Length [mm]

Figure 3-4. Positioning of the transistors at zero surface E-fields

except where the output is coupled from each oscillator quasi-TEM mode to the reso-

nator LSM mode as shown in Figure 3-4.

3.3.5 Concept 5: Output Coupling to LSM Mode Resonator

Design the coupling between the oscillator and the LSM mode resonance for maxi-

mum power transfer using details of the LSM mode electric field distribution (Figure 3-5)

and the electric current on the metal strip coupling probe.
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Figure 3-5. Coupling between the oscillator and partially-filled cavity

3.3.6 Concept 6: Thick lris Output Coupling to Waveguide

Couple the partially-filled cavity to standard air-filled waveguide via a section of

LSM10 partially-filled waveguide compatible with simple monolithic technology by sim-

ply extending part of the wafer to form what is shown as the thick iris in Figure 3-6.

Partially-filled

Figure 3-6. Coupling the paftially-filled cavity via a thick iris.

3.3.7 Concept 7: Coupling Factor Adiustment

Follow the section of LSMIS partially-filled waveguide by a section of reduced height

standard air-filled waveguide that has the same cutoff frequency and is connected

Thick
Iris

Cavity
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Thick
Iris

Partially-filled
Cavity

Figure 3-7. Connection of the iris to the output air-filled waveguide

in turn to full height air-filled waveguide as shown in Figure 3-7.

3.3.8 Concept 8: Oscillator Array Positioned on Dielectric Surface

Form an array of 2(N - I ) oscillators as shown in Figure 3-8 within a partially-filled

cavity that resonates in the LSM3SN mode by positioning transistors at the 2(N- 1) nulls

found in the surface electric field excluding those at the side walls.

3.3.9 Concept 9: Cavity Resonator as Synchroniser

In such an oscillating affay the resonance in the LSM3SN mode couples all of the

oscillators to each other forcing them to synchronise with relative phasing so that all of

the oscillators couple output power through the resonance of the cavity, and combines it

in the load that is connected to the cavity via the coupling structure. This coupling mech-

anism is shown symbolically by the equivalent circuit in Figure 3-9.
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Fígure 3-8. Positioning a 4-oscillator array within a partially-filled cavity LSMsosresonance.
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3.3.10 Concept 10: lndividual Oscillator Tuning

Individual oscillators can be tuned as shown in Figure 3-10, by altering the gap

between the ground plane and the metal strip connected to the gate of the transistor by

means of a metal screw.

Tuning Sc_rew

,{ ->1. MESFET Thick lris

Cavity WaIl
Junction

Figure 3-10. Oscillator tuning by adjusting the gap between the gate strip and ground

3.3.11 Concept 11: Partially Filled Cavity Resonator Tuning

The resonant frequency of the LSM3SN partially-filled cavity mode can be tuned by

moving an end wall to create an air gap in which the evanescent fields effectively present

an inductive reactance at the surface of the dielectric slab as shown in Figure 3-11.

Adjustable
End WaII

Cavity
Wall

Oscillator

Dielectric Wafer
Vemier

Shaft
Gap

Figure 3-11. Tuning the resonant frequency of the cavity by adjusting the end wall

Air

Gate Strip

Wafer
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3.3.12 Concept 12: Oscillator Assembly as Active Aperture Antenna

The air-filled waveguide may feed a radiating aperture, in which case the assembly

g

Partially-fiIled
Cavity

Figure 3-12. Application of the oscillator assembly as an active antenna

may be regarded as an active antenna. This concept is illustrated in Figure 3-12.

3.3.13 Concept 13: Oscillator Assembly as Active Array Antenna

Instead of coupling to an air-filled waveguide via one end of the cavity, apertures

spaced 1,, apart, may be formed along one side-wall of a LSM2gN resonator to give a lin-

ear affay of (N-1) radiators as shown in Figure 3-13. ¡,s is the wavelength within the res-

onator parallel to the row of oscillators.

3.3.14 Concept 14: Metal Posts as Transistor Heat Srnks

The electric field at the position of each transistor is zero normal to the dielectric sur-

face and as a result a metal post can be formed through the dielectric slab to form a heat

sink for the transistor. A longitudinal cross-section of the oscillator assembly is shown in

Figure 3-14, where the metal posts are exactly positioned at the nulls of the E-field distri-

bution and extend to the undemeath surface of the transistors.

Thick
Iris
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Figure 3-13. An active antenna using apertures in the side-wallof the cavity

Zero Surface E- Field
Thick lris

Cavity WalI Metal Post Junctiot Surface
E-Field

Amplitude

Figure 3-14. Positioning of the metal posts under the transistors for heat sink operation
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3.3.15 Concept 15: Metal Posts as Unwanted Resonance
Suppressors

Metal posts that penetrate the dielectric slab atzero electric field positions also tend to

suppress resonances in unwanted modes. Figure 3-15 shows a transverse cross-section of

Zero E-

E- Field
Amplitude

Cavity Wall Post Wafer

Figure 3-15. Penetration of metal posts at nulls of E- field of the desired mode to suppress
the unwanted modes

the partially-field cavity with the total E- field amplitude of the designed mode

depicted in the plane through the positions of transistors. Penetration of metal posts at the

null electric-field points in the dielectric substrate will not affect the field distribution of

the desired resonant mode, but will suppress any unwanted resonant modes that may be

excited.

3.3.16 Concept 16: Potential for Class C Operation of Oscillators

The concept of coupling the output from the drain of the MESFET oscillator into the

LSM mode resonance of the partially-filled cavity resonator, set down as concept 5, cre-

ates a circuit like that shown schematically in Figure 2-9 on page 13, in which the con-

cept of high frequency class C operation may be realised.
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3.3.17 Concept 17: Metal Strip Output Coupling to Coaxial Line

Coaxial line output instead of rectangular cross-section waveguide output appears

possible by extending the inner conductor of the coaxial line in the form of a metal strip

probe like that described as concept 5.

Figure 3-16. Coaxial line output coupling structure

3.4 Oscillator Design for MMIC Development at
M i I I imetre Wavelengths

An overall design that combines basic concepts set out in Section 3.3 is shown in

Figure 3-17. The main parts forming this assembly are as follows.

(i) The microstrip MESFET oscillator is formed on the surface of a GaAs wafer that may

be as thick as three eighths of the operating wavelength as measured in the dielectric

substrate.
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Figure 3-17. New oscillator design compatible with monolithic fabrication at millimetre-waves

(ii)The GaAs wafer is placed within a metal-walled cavity resonator of rectangular shape so that

it partially fills the cavity with a uniform gap between the surface of the wafer where the

microstrip circuit is formed and the top wall of the cavity.

(iii)An iris that is compatible with monolithic fabrication constraints connects the cavity to a

transformer section of air-filled waveguide.

(iv)The transformer waveguide is a section of air-filled waveguide with adjustable height that

introduces a different characteristic impedance. The length of this section is approximately

7,"s/4 , at the operating frequency. Adjustment of the coupling between the cavity and the out-

put waveguide is easily obtained with the aid of this transformer waveguide.

(v)Output is to either a standard air filled rectangular waveguide or an aperture antenna fed by

such a waveguide.

Several of the concepts set down in Section 3.3 have formed part of the oscillator designs

reviewed in Chapter 2 while others appear to be new. The combination of concepts in the assem-
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bly of Figure 3-17 makes it quite different from any previously published microwave or

millimetre wave power combined oscillator. The new concepts introduce new design

problems that do not appear to have been addressed in any previously published work.

Solution to these problems are presented in Chapters 4, 5 and 6, Not all of the concepts

may be incorporated in a MMIC oscillator array for millimetre wave operation. Concepts

such as numbers 10 and 15 are easily built into microwave test structures where the phys-

ical dimensions are large enough and packaged transistors with differing parameters may

make it necessary that the circuits be tuned. However monolithic millimetre wave circuits

may be too small for such mechanical attachments to be practical. In that case the test

data on physically large lower frequency assemblies may be used to indicate how tight

the tolerances on MMICs would need to be for operation to occur within frequency spec-

ifications.

3.5 Design Procedure

The mounting structure shown in Figure 3-17 may be regarded as a cascade of com-

ponents that need to be accurately designed if the transistors are to be presented with

impedances (or admittances) that give optimum operation with regard to specified power

and frequency quantities and qualities. A design procedure is required that is applicable

to any transistor that is deemed suitable for operation in the planar geometry of Figure 3-

17.

In order to test the validity and accuracy of the design procedure that has been devel-

oped a packaged transistor has been selected for use in this research. Resource limitations

have prevented access to monolithic fabrication and testing at millimetre wave frequen-

cies. Inexpensive packaged MESFETs soldered onto metal strip type circuits on the sur-

face of dielectric slabs that have a dielectric constant, 10.6, as close to that of GaAs or InP

as can be readily obtained, are the items that have been used in the partially filled cavity.

As a consequence of these practical limitations the major source of error in comparing

design with test results is identified as the difference between the actual operating param-

eters of each transistor used and the S-parameters specified by the manufacturer. The lat-
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ter have been used in design even though under oscillation conditions non-linear large

signal parameters will apply. The mounting structure is a passive linear assembly and the

test results that validate its overall design pertain to oscillation frequency and power out-

put of assemblies involving one or more transistors. Optimisation of power output and

efficiency of various size arrays would require detailed knowledge of characteristics of a

relatively uniform batch of transistors. This information would be needed in the design of

prototype MMIC oscillators using the structure of Figure 3-ll and the procedure pre-

sented in this thesis. The solution of all of the design problems have been combined to

form the following design procedure.

3.5.1 Stage l: Selection of Transistor Oscillator Circuit Type and
Critical Positioning of Elements

The partially-filled cavity resonator is tuned to resonate at the desired operating fre-

quency of the transistor oscillator. At this resonant frequency an electric field intensity

distribution will exist on the surface of the wafer where the transistor oscillator microstrip

circuit is formed and the detail of that distribution governs the type of transistor oscillator

circuit that should be chosen as well as the positioning of all of the parts and connecting

metal strips in the circuit as shown in Figure 3-18. The transistor is positioned at one of

the null points of the field distribution. Except for the coupling probe all microstrip lines

in Figure 3-18 are normal to the field distribution and their couplings to the resonator are

negligible. However the coupling probe is parallel to a component of the field lines and

therefore it is coupled to the cavity. The type of circuit is one that has series feedback by

means of a microstrip line in series with the transistor soufce electrode.

This is a crucial part of the design. The positioning of the transistor and the micros-

trips must be accurately determined with respect to the surface electric field distribution

so that only the desired component is significantly coupled to the cavity whereas the

remaining parts are left effectively uncoupled. This method avoids complication that

would arise due to the unwanted interaction between the cavity and microstrip compo-

nents. As an important consequence of this critical positioning it will be possible to
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design the microstrip oscillator using the conventional S-parameter technique without

considering the effect of the resonant cavity fields. Only the impedance of the coupling

probe is required as an equivalent load for the microstrip oscillator. Such impedance will

be calculated using Harrington's variational theory of cavity probes 124, pp. 434-4361.
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Figure 3-18. Positioning of oscillator circuit with respect to the surface electric field

3.5.2 Stage - II: Separation of Parts

The design methodology for the overall assembly of Figure 3-17 is a combination of

numerous analytical and numerical techniques applied to various parts of the cascade of

components. Therefore it is important to identify and analyse the different parts of the

oscillator assembly and develop a suitable design method for each part. Such individual

methods should be used in a correct sequence as will be specified by a general procedure.

Using the above critical positioning one can separate the microstrip oscillator circuit

from the cavity without affecting the overall function. Nonetheless the coupling probe

will be an integrated part of the cavity, in the form of an introduced current source. Also
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the waveguide coupling structure may be separated from the cavity and replaced by an

equivalent aperture impedance. These are all illustrated in Figure 3-19. Each part num-

bered (1) to (3) will be described briefly although the detailed analyses will be given later

on.

Sh. Inv. Microstrip
Oscillator

iltlt Ø

)

o Partially-Filled
Cavity

Oscillator Assembly ilil

Waveguide
Coupling Structure

Figure 3-19. Decomposition of the oscillator assembly to its key paris will simplify the design

(i) The shielded inverted microstrip oscillator circuit is designed on a GaAs wafer that is

shielded by a top plate and metal side walls. The substrate thickness is about a quarter

to three eighth of the wavelength in the dielectric medium. The air gap is small (typi-

cally less than half of the dielectric thickness) in the case of hybrid fabrication for

microwave testing and provides adequate clearance for accommodating the circuit ele-

ments such as transistors, chip capacitors, microstrips, etc. on the substrate surface. In

the design of the shielded inverted microstrip circuit elements practically the side

walls may be disregarded if the strips are relatively narrow and distant from the sub-

strate edges. A simple perturbation based on image theory is used to modify the char-

acteristics of those strips that are close to the side walls [25, pp. 73 to75]. Such a

transmission medium as shielded inverted microstrip line is classified as an inhomoge-

ne ous asymmetric stripline.

)
J

-
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(ii)The partially-filled cavity has a rectangular shape and encloses the GaAs wafer. It

includes the coupling probe, that is simply an accurately positioned metal strip that is

joined to the output line of the microstrip oscillator. An aperture in the transverse wall

permits coupling of power to the output waveguide. To simplify the analysis the cou-

pling structure is replaced by its equivalent aperture impedance for each propagating

mode. As the oscillation frequency is dominated by the resonant frequency of the

required cavity mode, full wave analysis of the cavity resonator is very important in

the design of the oscillator circuit.

(iii)The coupling structure is the part of the assembly that can be rigorously analysed

using the Mode-Matching Technique which is a standard method for treating

waveguide discontinuities. The structure comprises three different junctions that are

connected in cascade. The first junction between the cavity and the thick iris is a par-

tially-filled to partially-filled waveguide discontinuity. The second junction between

the thick iris and the air-filled transformer waveguide is a partially filled to air filled

waveguide junction. Due to the double step nature of this junction higher order

waveguide modes should be taken into account and as a consequence the convergence

of mode-matching is relatively slow. The third junction is a simple step in the height of

air-filled waveguide. The overall S-matrix of the coupling structure is calculated by

cascading the generalised S-matrices of the junctions. The reflection coefficients of

the cavity aperture for all possible propagating modes inside the cavity are extracted

from the overall S-matrix. An exact knowledge of the aperture reflection coefficient in

a particular propagating mode is extremely important to determine the following:

(i) the shift of resonaü frequency of the cavity with respect to its eigenmode value,

(ii)the influence of the aperture on the cavity field distribution which in turn will affict

the impedance of the coupling probe or the load impedance of the microstrip oscilla-

tor, and

(iii)the coupling from the cavity to the output waveguide which determines the loaded

quality factor of the cavity.

A detailed design analysis for each part of the oscillator assembly is set out in the fol-

lowing chapters.
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Chapter 4

Design Methods

Part I: Oscillator Circuit

4.1 Selection of The Type of Transistor Gircuit

As explained in Section 3.5.1 and illustrated in Figure 3-18 a series feedback type

microstrip circuit with metal strips connected to all three electrodes and orientated with

right angles between adjacent strips is required so that the oscillator functions entirely by

means of the quasi-TEM mode in shielded inverted microstrip. The partially filled cavity

LSM mode is only connected to the oscillator as a load and hence the well established S-

parameter design method can be used to determine the dimensions of the metal strip cir-

cuit elements without the complications of contributions to feedback via the LSM mode

resonance

4.2 S-Parameter Design of Transistor Oscillator

Oscillator design is inherently a problem in which there is no external driving source.

This adds complexity to the design because the frequency of the oscillator is a specifica-

tion that the circuit design must satisfy. The development of a high performance source
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with emphasis on high efficiency and output power depends on a more comprehensive

design approach in which the nonlinear effects are taken into account. As explained in

Section 3.5 this research is focused on the new type of power combining mounting struc-

ture and the simpler S-parameter approach to the active part of the oscillator design suf-

fices for validation testing of the mount design.

4.2.1 Smqll Signal Design

Classical design of microwave solid-state oscillators using the negative-resistance

approach has been commonly used as a reliable method for guaranteeing that oscillations

will begin at the desired frequency 126l.It is based on the negative-resistance model in

which the oscillator is regarded as a one port impedance with negative resistance. The

model consists of device impedance Z¿(Is, rrl) and load Zt(a) as shown in Figure 4-1

with V(r) representing noise or a turn-on transient voltage that starts up oscillations 127,

pp.449-4691.

Z¿(Is, ø)
ZL@)

v(t)

Figure 4-1. Negative-resistance model of oscillator

1o is the device current at the fundamental frequency of oscillation. For small signal

oscillation Zo is a linear function of c¡ and independent of Ig. As the oscillation ampli-

tude grows, Z¿ gradually changes with /¿ and is no longer a linear function of co. The

device must have negative resistance, i.e.,

fie{Z¿} <0

I
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Usually such negative resistance decreases with increasing oscillation amplitude. To

start up oscillations the following conditions must be satisfied,

Sm{Z¿} = -Sm{Zr} (2)

*,e{Z¿} +fie{27} <0 (3)

Z¿in equations (2) and (3) is calculated from small-signal S-parameters. From (2) the

net circuit reactance is zero. Also from (3) overall loop resistance is negative which

causes the oscillation amplitude to increase. This will reduce lïle{Z¿}l until the loop

resistance vanishes giving steady state oscillation conditions represented by,

Z¿(Irr, cù"r) = -ZL(ùrr) (4)

where ú)r, and 1r, are steady-state oscillation frequency and current. Equations (2) and

(3) establish the small-signal design and guarantee that oscillations will start at the

desired frequency. However the steady-state frequency is determined from equation (4).

4.2.2 Derivation of Z¿

Z¿ is commonly taken to be the output impedance of the transistor but it may be

defined at the input port of the device. A small-signal model of a FET oscillator is shown

in Figure 4-2.

xs

Figure 4-2. Small-signal modelfor FET oscillator

I

ZLEsn

szt

Sn

szzIG
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Z¿ is easily determined from network theory as,

(l +r)-
Z¿ = ffiZs with,Zo = 50 Ç)

and in Figure 4-2 wherc I = szz- g
Sr, + f,

and r =!--j-z=o-s xr+Zo

(s)

(6)

(1)

If lfl > 1 , the device is unstable and fie{Z¿} is negative. Equations (5) to (7), show

the effect of gate reactance on the device impedance and hence it follows that both (2)

and (3) depend on 4. To satisfy equation (3) X, should be selected from the unstable

region on the Smith chart which is specified by drawing the device source stability circle

at the oscillation frequency [28, ch. l2].The exact value of X, will be determined from

(2).

4.2.3 Series Feedbqck

Generally the level of negative resistance depends on the device stability at the oper-

ating frequency and in a detailed sense the exact value is affected by the gate reactance.

Usually microwave transistors have stable performance in the frequency bands up to 6

GHz. Consequently the negative resistance may not be high enough to yield a good

design in this frequency range. One method of enhancing the instability is to connect a

suitable reactance in series with the common terminal (i.e. emitter or source) of the

device so that the overall S-parameters will be modified resulting in a higher negative

resistance at the frequency of interest [29].

4.3 An Oscillator Design Automation Program

The clarity and reliability of classical microwave S-parameter design procedures

have been exploited in a new simulation program which has been developed for the

design of microstrip amplifier and oscillator circuits t30li This mini software is equipped

* Reproduced as Appendix G
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with graphical tools that enable the designer to, (a) visualise the device stability criteria

and the design constraints on an automated Smith chart, (b)extract the load and source

impedances of his own choice from the Smith chart as the best starting point for the opti-

misation routine and, (c)check the result by monitoring the optimisation trace. The pro-

gram is interactive, microstrip-oriented and well suited for educational purposes. The

program has been exploited for numerous undergraduate projects and typical amplifier

and oscillator circuits have been built based on this program using NE-72084 NEC and

ATF-13036 Hewlett-Packard GaAs FET transistors and their bias and small signal speci-

fications given in Appendix H. Test results have shown excellent agreement with this the-

oretical design procedure. The design automation has been developed on a UNIXI

workstation, using the MAILAB2 mathematical software [31]. The primary aim has been

to develop an interactive and user-friendly program for the design of MESFET amplifiers

and oscillators. Figure 4-3 shows the block diagram of this program.

The major functions that it performs in producing an optimised oscillator design are:

l. Design information.' such as the MESFET configuration i.e. common-source or com-

mon-gate etc., oscillation frequency, and the optional value of series feedback are

entered by the designer. The modified S-parameters are calculated and the new stabil-

ity circles are depicted on the automated Smith chart.

2. Initialisation: initial source reactance (Xr) and load impedance (Zr) are graphically

selected by the designer from the unstable areas of the Smith chart. These areas are

defined by the device stability circles. The analytical formulae are available in the lit-

erature l28l,l32l and [33]. Once the initial X' and Zt are determined, they are used in

a specific program to synthesise appropriate matching sections. For this purpose the

actual initial values for the length and characteristic impedance Z, of each synthe-

sised matching section would be used as initial values for optimisation.

f . UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories and denotes a standard operating system for use on computer

networks.

2. MATLAB is a trademark of Math rlVork, Inc'
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Amplifier / Oscillator

Device Configuration

Design Specifications

Series Feedback
Match. Sections Topology

Graphical Initialization

Convert. Z to Microstrip

Objective Function Optimisation

Monitor the Result

Final Dimensions

Interactive Data Insertion

@74

J

Figure 4-3. Block diagram of the design automation. The interactive sections are shown in
the dashed-line box.

3. Optimisation: various routines may be used in the program such as: direct search, gra-

dient-descent and random techniques. Both direct searchl and gradient-descent2 rou-

tines have been used in this software t34l-t351. Each technique has its own advantage.

The gradient techniques appear to be better for finding the global minimum, however

they appear to be much slower than direct search techniques, particularly in the case of

microstrip oriented design with non-trivial objective functions. As mentioned above,

the optimisation variables are the transmission-line parameters of the circuit matching

sections, namely: length and Zr. Therefore the total number of variables depends on

the topological complexity of the matching sections. When the optimisation process

1. Hooke and Jeeves optimisation algorithm'

2. Fletcher and Powell optimisation technique'

L
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comes to an end, the final impedances appear on the Smith chart and the physical

dimensions of microstrip sections are also displayed on the screen, Typical design

automation for a 5 GHz FET oscillator which has been implemented by this program

is shown in Figures 4-4 and4-5.

DESIGN OF MICROWAVE MESFET TRANSISTOR OSCILLATOR

USING

ATF -13036 FET TRANSISTOR

ENTER Oscillator frequency in GHz = 5

SELECT common-source/ common-gate [cs/ cg] : cs

Series Feedback ? ly/ nl: y

Length of feedback strip in degree = 135

Width of feedback strip in millimetre = 1

Graph-Aisdisplayed
Do you want to initialize from origin ? lyl nl: n

Starting from the last minimum point ? [y/ n]: n

ENTER the normalised initial source reactance I j.Xs ] : j

ENTER the normalised initial load resistance: I R¡ ] : 1

<< THE HOOKE & JEEVES OPTIMIZATION ROUTINE >>

Minimum errorfunction is Fmin = O.OO47

Number of function evaluations: 400

Zdevice = -8.7928 - 1.1279i Zload = 2.4816 + 1.1279i

Graph-Bisdisplayed
<<< Optimization Result for Microstrip MESFET Oscillator >>>

oscillation frequency = 5 GHz

length of gate strip = 11.93 mm

width of gate strip = 1 mm

length of drain strip = 6.664 mm

width of drain strip = 1 mm

Type of Series Feedback: Short Circuit Stub

length of source strip = 13.39 mm

width of gate strip = 1 mm

Figure 4-4. Program messages and the designer's selections followed by optimisation
results.
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The detail is typical of that for microwave oscillators used in testing the validity of the

overall design.

In Figure 4-4 following the program messages, the design specifications ate inserted.

The initial values are selected from the unstable area of the feedback MESFET as shown

in graph - A of Figure 4-5.

OSCILLATOR DESIGN ON SMITH CHART O P T IM I ZA T IO N IT E R AT IO N S

åbs(S11)=18s9
ãbs(S22) = 1 66s

05
Sourcê slåblllty åbs(S1 1) ' 1 899

âb6ls22) = 1.069crcrs[-l o[clBs I -Ì

02

Loed slabllity

circlss [ - ]
I x l:Polnlg ol doüco lmp€danc€6 I o }Polnl6 ol loEd ¡mp6dânc6s

Graph - A : Atl areas of the Sr,nith chart og[side Graph - device' of the stabitity circles are unstable s indicate.d at
regions. - t optlmlsatron

XL
50 ç¿ output

x"

+<

\ù.\)
GND

GND

Schematic diagram Microstrip layout including
the biad filtêrs.

Fisure 4-5. Graph - A for initialisation, graph - B showing the final impedances, schematic- diagram and micrt strip layout of the design
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After about 400 error-function evaluations the optimised dimensions of the microstrip

circuits are printed out as shown in Figure 4-5. Also the optimisation iterations are shown

in graph - B where the final device and load impedance are checked on the Smith chart.

The schematic diagram of the designed oscillator and the microstrip layout including the

bias filters are illustrated in Figure 4-5.

4.4 Shielded lnverted Microstr¡p Oscillator

The design of a microstrip oscillator on a thick dielectric substrate which is covered

by a metal sheet as shown in Figure 4-6 is the first part of the novel oscillator design. The

dielectric constant is very high (e, > 10 ) and the top plate clearance (g) is much less than

the substrate thickness (h).The design method for MESFET oscillators as described in

the preceding section is still valid for this circuit. However the formulae for conventional

microstrip lines are no longer valid for this particular geometry.

Top Plate icrostrip

I->
h

Ground Plane

Figure 4-6. MESFET oscillator circuit on the shielded inverted microstrip

To describe the transmission medium of Figure 4-6 we simply remove the ground

plane. The resultant would be an inverted microstrip where the dielectric thickness lh) is

greater than the air-filled region (g) as shown in Figure 4-1 (a).
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Thick Substrate

(a) z
Top Plate Ground Plane

(b)
MetqI

Figure 4-7. Geometry of (a) inverted microstrip and (b) shielded inverted microstrip

Now adding the ground plane to the back of the substrate will result in a shielded

inverted microstrip line (SIML) as shown in Figure 4-7 (b). There is no simple design

expression for this type of transmission medium. Generally it falls in the category of

shielded microstrip lines which have been widely studied in treatments of the microwave

packaging problem and have resulted in accurate empirical formulae [36]. But the geom-

etry of interest for packaging problems is a relatively thin substrate inside a high air-filled

enclosure (i.e. g/h > 1). There are rigorous methods of analysis such as the variational

method [37,38] and modified residue calculus l39,4Ol which are based on numerical cal-

culations. Both methods provide sufficiently accurate results, although they require a

comparatively long computation time. A common disadvantage of these methods, as with

all numerical methods, is that they do not provide a clear analytic review of the effect of

geometrical dimensions and technological line constants on the electrical parameters of

microstrips. This disadvantage is removed by an analytical method using conformal map-

ping.

Generally for the planar transmission lines such as microstrips and striplines, the con-

formal mapping method has been successfully used with excellent accuracy. The princi-

ple of using this method for the solution of microstrip lines has been described in detail in

many publications e.g. [41, 42] and in particular the analysis of inhomogeneously-filled
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asymmetric stripline (shielded inverted microstrip line) [43, 44] which is used in this

chapter. The design procedure including the mathematical relations is given in Appendix

A.

It should be noted that the analysis involves a number of numerical integrations with

unknown parameters which cannot be obtained explicitly. Consequently the method has

been implemented with a computer program using MATLAB. A recursive approach

using optimisation has been exploited to determine the characteristic impedance and

effective dielectric constant for a given geometry. As an example the parameters of a

shielded inverted microstrip line with the geometry shown in Figure 4-7 (b) have been

computed for a range of strip widths. The design specifications aÍe:er = 10.61 ,

h = 8.41mm and g = 3.0 mm and the numerical results are shown in Figure 4-8.

These results are typical of those for fabrication of oscillators used to test the validity of

the overall oscillator design at microwave frequencies.

These graphs are obtained from the numeric data of the conformal mapping program.

Obviously the data can be easily handled by the oscillator design program explained in

Section 4.3 for the design of shielded inverted microstrip oscillators as shown in Figure

4-4.It should be noted again that this model assumes relatively narrow microstrips with

respect to the substrate dimensions and that the side walls are non-existent. The first con-

dition is usually satisfied in practice because the widths of the microstrips are kept as nar-

row as possible to reduce unnecessary interaction with the electric field distribution on

the dielectric surface. The effect of the side walls is negligible as long as the strips are not

close to the cavity walls. However a simple perturbation based on image theory and par-

allel-coupled lines can be employed to determine the change of effective dielectric con-

stant and the characteristic impedance of any metal strip that may happen to be located

close to a side wall [25].
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The design of shielded inverted microstrip oscillators is not basically different from

the conventional ones as stated earlier. However there are special problems associated

with this unique oscillator due to the LSM mode cavity fields that have never been

encountered in any other circuit. To demonstrate these problems we consider the oscilla-

tor circuit apart from the cavity structure as illustrated in Figure 3-19. Details of the cir-

cuit components are clearly illustrated in Figure 4-9.It should be noted that the condition

of critical positioning as explained in Section 3.5.1 should be satisfied thoroughly, i.e.,

the coupling between the circuit components and the cavity field distribution on the sur-

face of the dielectric should be kept to a negligible value. To achieve this, the following

design constraints are applied:

. The transistors are positioned on the null area of the electric field distribution on the

dielectric surface of the partially-filled cavity.

. The number of circuit components is kept to a minimum.

. The microstrips are as narrow as possible.

In the simplified layout of Figure 4-9 the MESFET is positioned on the null point

where electric field is zero.

The number of circuit components are three, namely, gate, phasing(drain) and feed-

back (source) strips with the bias lines excluded. The coupling probe is assumed to be an

integral part of the cavity as explained in Section 3.5.2 . The gate and phasing strips are

coincident with the axis of zero axial electric field (r, = 0) whereas the feedback strip is

exactly positioned on the axis of zero transverse electric field (n*= o). The strips are nar-

row enough to have negligible coupling due to width and therefore all components are

effectively uncoupled from the cavity. The coupling probe is exposed to significant elec-

tric fields and is strongly coupled to the cavity thus giving rise to an impedance Zrrr¡o at

the input point cr on Figure 4-9.
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Figure 4-9. Typical layout of a shielded inverted microstrip oscillator for design testing at
microwave frequencies

This impedance is transformed through the phasing strip to its output point B where it

appears as the load impedance Z7 for the MESFET. The device impedance Z¿as specified

depends on the length of the gate and feedback strips. The oscillation condition as given

by equations (2) and (3) is thus established between Z¿andZ¡.

A practical problem in the circuit of Figure 4-9 is the microwave ground connection

of the feedback strip. It is very difficult to provide a ground using a via connection

because of the thick substrate. An alternative method is to make the ground connection

with the aid of a metal post or screw extended from the cavity lid to the surface of the

substrate. This option adds to the structural complexity. In addition the post or screw

itself introduces excessive inductance as well as perturbing the field distribution inside

the partially-filled cavity. This problem is avoided by choosing the feedback strip as an

open stub thus eliminating a microwave ground connection. However a DC return is

needed for the source terminal as will be explained below.
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4.5 Bias Gircuit

In order to satisfy the design constraints, the bias lines should be located in the lowest

intensity field regions. The lines are very narrow and usually ?'/4 or 3)'/4 long. They are

grounded either directly or via a capacitor. A complete layout of the oscillator is illus-

trated in Figure 4-10 where two open stubs are used for series feedback and the bias lines

are included. The total series feedback is the parallel combination of reactances that are

introduced by the open stubs. The DC return is alJ4line that provides DC current to the

source terminal. It is obvious that the length of the lower stub cannot be changed and the

level of the feedback is mainly determined by the upper stub.

The narrow bias strips for gate and drain are 3)'/4long and for RF are bypassed to

ground by the chip capacitors in the case of this microwave test model. These strips are

positioned as close to the null field axis as possible. Part of each bias line is meandered to

increase the length of the line in order that the overall length be equal to 3?J4. The mean-

ders should be symmetrically positioned with respect to the maximum field axis (E^or)

so that the induced electric fields in the segments along the z-axis, i.e., +€, and -e will can-

cel out. The V65 and Vp5 supply voltages are provided by the wires that are fed through

the ferrite beads inside the cavity wall. These wires are connected to the corresponding

solder patches on the circuit layout. The combination of chip capacitors and ferrite beads

aÍe an effective filter structure for microwave test models up to 4 GHz or thereabouts.

4.6 Design Example

The automation program described in Section 4.3 has been modified to include the

design of shielded inverted microstrip oscillators. The design process relies on the fol-

lowing information:

L The distribution of electric field on the interface of the partially-filled cavity as

derived in Chapter 5,

II. The parameters of shielded inverted microstrip line such as Z"and sr6 shown in Fig-

ure 4-8, and,
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Itr.The input impedance of the coupling probe, Zr¡r¡ras derived in Chapter 5.

n-Open stub

x

s
g

Stub
Grounding Solder

Patch

WaIls

37,/4 Drain

-Elrc*-

\/4 DC Return

Ferrite

+e

-Ê

3\/4 Gate Bias

7

ves

Figure 4-10. Design of bias circuit and their critical pos¡tion¡ng in the microwave test oscillator

A knowledge of the field distribution on the dielectric surface is necessary for accu-

rate positioning of the circuit components. Numerical data for Z"and e"¡as shown in Fig-

ure 4-8 are easily handled by the oscillator design program. Calculation of the probe

impedance is usually made for a wide range of strip lengths and specific width as well as

strip coordinates. Details on the calculation of probe impedance will be given in the dis-

cussion of the partially-filled cavity in Chapter 5.

It is obvious from the above that the dimensions of the partially-filled cavity and the

coupling structure should be specified prior to obtaining this information. Also a detailed

analysis of the cavity structure including determination of the resonant frequencies and

the field distribution are necessary before the stage of oscillator design. In addition the

+
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oscillation frequency itself is determined from a knowledge of the resonant modes that

are excited by the coupling probe.

A design example is given based on the above knowledge and using the cavity analy-

sis given in a separate section. For a given partially-filled cavity with the following spec-

ifications a test oscillator will be designed for operation at 3.5 GHz.

TABLE 1. Specifrcations of partially-filted cavity. Dimensions in millimetres

Length.

width..

Height.

80 mm

72 mm

11.41mm

8.41mm

3.0 mm

10.61

Cavity Mode

Frequency...,

LSMy303

3.5043 GHz

Dielectric Thickness.....

Air-Gap........

Average Dielectric Constant.,..

Typical design using the modified oscillator program is explained in Figure 4- 11. The

desired oscillator frequency should be used to determine the cavity dimensions. The type

of series feedback chosen is an open stub connected to the MESFET source as explained

previously. The correct amount of feedback is selected by graphical analysis in which the

stability circles of the device plus feedback are shown for different lengths of the feed-

back line. Referring to Figure 4-12, Graph -A is the stability criterion of the device for a

selected length of feedback stub. The range of the load coupling probe lengths is speci-

fied from Graph -B for the purpose of optimisation. Also the minimum and maximum

length of the gate strip is chosen from Graph -C. The optimisation routine will change the

lengths of the probe and gate strip to find the correct values of Z;and Z¿which satisfy the

oscillator conditions of equations (2) and (3) at the operating frequency. In fact these

selected ranges confine the field of optimisation excursion and are chosen with regard to

optimum possible design such as achieving maximum negative resistance and minimum

length of gate strip. The latter is important in order to keep the layout of each oscillator

compact and so make multiple device power combining layouts possible.
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DESIGN OF MICROWAVE MESFET OSCILLATOR

ON

SHIELDED INVERTED MICROSTRIP

USING

ATF -13036 FET TRANSISTOR

ENTER Oscillator frequency in GHz = 3.5

SELECT common-source/ common-gate [cs/ cg] : cs

Selection of series feedback >>------------

lf you want a short circuit stub choose : s

lf you want a open circuit stub choose : o

lf you do not need a feedback choose : n

ENTER your choice: I s, o, n ] o

Graphical analysis of series feedback?? [y/n] n
Length of the feedback strip in degree = 65

Width of the feedback strip in millimetre = 0.5

Graph 
i-l:::::ï: << rnitiarisation >>--------

Starting from the last minimum point ? [y/ n]:

Graph - B and C are displayed

ENTER the min. length of Gate strip [mm]: 7

ENTER the max length of Gate strip [mm]: 10

ENTER the width of Gate strip [mm]: 0.5

ENTER min. length of Probe strip [mm]: 2

ENTER max length of Probe strip [mm]: 4

ENTER the width of Phasing strip [mm]: .5

n

Figure 4-11. Program messages including specifications, series feedback and initialisation.

The length of the phasing line is chosen in order to transform the probe impedance to

an appropriate level of Z¿. The optimisation result is shown in Figure 4-13 including

dimensions of all microstrip components where SIML stands for shielded inverted micro-

strip lines.
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abs(S1 1) = 2.09
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Graph - A

A highly unstable device
is the result of connecting
a 26 degree open stub to
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{
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Figure 4-12. Graph - A: stability circles, Graph - B: Z¿,and Graph - C: Z¿
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<< THE HOOKE & JEEVES OPTIMIZATION

Minimum error function is Fmin = 7.7169 e-005

Number of function evaluations: 400

zdev = -1 .3125 - 3.88361 i Zload = 0.5153 + 3.8836i

ROUTINE >>

<<< Optimization Result for The Shielded lnverted Oscillator Design >>>

transistor: ATF-1 3036 MESFET

oscillator frequency = 3.5 GHz

length of gate strip = 7.08 mm

width of gate strip = 0.5 mm

length of current strip = 2.25 mm

width of current strip = 2 ¡¡
type of series feedback: open circuit stub

length of equivalent single source-strip = 65 degree

length of upper source-strip = 6.95 mm

length of lower source-strip = 12.6 mm

width of source-strips = 0.5 mm

length of DO-return strip - 8.598 mm

width of DC-return strip = 0.2 mm

length of phasing strip = 14 mm

Figure 4-13. Optimisation results including the dimensions of circuit components

The critical positioning of circuit components with respect to the field distribution of

the specified cavity is clearly shown in Figure  -lL.Detailed discussion of the circuit lay-

out will be given in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 5

Design Methods

Part II: Cavity Structure

5.1 Review of Design Methods

In order to simplify the design of the overall oscillator structure it has been virtually

decomposed into three constituent parts. These parts have been clearly illustrated in Fig-

ure 3-19. The first part, the MESFET oscillator on shielded inverted microstrip line has

been designed in Chapter 4. This chapter deals with the design of the partially-filled cav-

ity resonator with a coupling aperture in the wall. In the case of coupled cavities the accu-

rate evaluations of the resonant frequency, the port impedance (here at either the

oscillator output probe or the aperture) and the coupling factor have always been prob-

lematic in the design of cavity oscillators and power combiners. For partially-filled cavi-

ties in particular no comprehensive analysis has been reported for determining these

parameters.

In the past the accurate characterisation of waveguide-coupled cavities has been diffi-

cult to analyse precisely. In fact the classical treatment has been twofold: (i) approximate

design based on assumed ideal geometry and (ii) provision of adjustments such as tuning
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screws and other perturbations in the cavity to compensate for design errors. Such

approximate methods appeared to be adequate for the design of conventional microwave

sources. However no similar adjustments are feasible in the design of millimetre-wave

sources that must be compatible with monolithic fabrication. In addition the technique of

critical positioning which has been described in Section 3,5.1 requires an exact knowl-

edge of the field distribution on the dielectric surface of the partially-filled cavity. This

will not be achieved unless an accurate analysis of the cavity structure is performed.

Several numerical studies have been reported using versatile methods such as finite

difference [46], finite elements l47l and the transmission line matrix approach [48].

These methods are efficiently applied to the complex geometries and inhomogeneously

filled structures where analytical techniques are non-existent. Nevertheless, for simple

geometries, they are tedious methods and do not provide analytical expressions of field

distributions.

Analytical approaches that are available in the literature consist of the following.

(i) Solution of Helmholtz equation for a source-free cavity [49].

(ii)Sotution of Maxwell's equations for a source-impressed cavity using dyadic Green's

functions [49].

No magnetic currents are assumed in the above analyses, and so, there can be no large

apertures in the cavity walls. The problem of small aperturesl is usually solved using

Bethe's small hole theory [49].

(iii)An updated analysis of an arbitrary-shaped cavity resonator associated with a large

aperture was published by Kurokawa [50], [51] in which he expanded Maxwell's

equations in terms of source-free eigenfunctions. The effect of the aperture on the cav-

ity fields is expressed by two surface integrals. Kurokawa did not give a general treat-

ment for these integrals except for the simple geometry shown in Figure 5-1 where he

determined the input admittance of a short-circuit terminated waveguide. The refer-

1. Small aperture refers to a hole whose diameter is less than lÙVo of the medium wavelength.
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ence plane S¿ is /. away from the short-circuited end and the cavity extends from the

shorted end up to .S¿ where it is connected to an infinite waveguide. In this simple

model there is no discontinuity and no iris reflection. A cavity such as this is not a high

quality factor resonator.

Short

Figure 5-1. A short-circuited waveguide was analysed by Kurokawa's field expansion.

Recently some efforts have been made to develop versatile analytical methods for

complex inhomogeneously-filled cavities as better alternatives to finite element and finite

difference methods from the viewpoint of numerical efficiency. These analyses, similar to

Kurokawa's, are based on the expansion of the cavity fields with respect to a complete set

of eigenmodes of the empty, short-circuited cavity [52]. In one of the methods the surface

magnetic currents of the aperture were formulated in terms of equivalent polarisation cur-

rents, thus, leading to a set of volume integral equations (VIE) [53]. In an improved

method called the SIE formulation, the effect of the magnetic currents on the cavity field

distribution has been expressed by surface integral equations [54]. The VIE and SIE for-

mulations have been developed to solve the scattering problem of dielectric bodies. How-

ever one can obtain an idea from this for the treatment of the aperture problem in the

cavity field expansion that will be presented later in this chapter.

5.2 The Partially-Filled Cavity Resonator

As described in Chapter 4, the core of the new oscillator assembly is a partially-filled

cavity resonator enclosing the oscillator circuit. The cavity is coupled to an air-filled

waveguide through a thick iris so that the oscillator power flows out by means of sub-

Reþrence
Plane

I

/ | z. 
'itv Infinite Waveguide

Cavity
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strate mode or surface wave propagation. The design of the oscillator circuit depends pri-

marily on the accurate analysis of the cavity resonator. Such analysis is crucial to provide

the following quantities.

(i) The appropriate resonant mode that dominates the oscillator frequency.

(ii)The exact field distribution on the dielectric interfacial surface so that the critical posi-

tioning technique can be used to locate the oscillator circuit components inside the

cavity enclosure.

(iii)The exact analytical expressions of the cavity fields to determine the input impedance

of the coupling probe which will appear as an effective load on the oscillator circuit.

(iv)The physical dimensions of the partially-filled cavity that are used to determine the

characteristics of the shielded inverted microstrip line.

Figure 5-2 shows detail of the typical partially-filled cavity under consideration. Log-

ically, due to the simple rectangular geometry, an analysis can be developed similar to the

one that exists for hollow rectangular cavities. However the field expansion should be

performed in terms of hybrid modes rather than conventional TEz and TMz modes. How-

ever such analysis is not available for the structure of Figure 5-2 and needs to be devel-

oped in the following section.

5.2.1 Field Expansions

A method based on Kurokawa's approach [51] can be used to expand the cavity fields

in terms of the LSEY and LSMv eigenfunctions, These eigenfunctions are derived from

the field expressions of the partially filled rectangular waveguide as given in Appendix B.

Due to the two-fold nature of the structure, each medium is associated with a separate

field configuration. This is mainly due to the different y-eigenvalues which are inter-

related by transcendental equations. For the cavity of Figure 5-2 one can define the elec-

tric and magnetic fields, E and-H, u"follows:
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Díelectric or Curuent
SourceInterfacíal

Surface

VxE = -jrrlp,oH

i xn = -;olreoE+7

where r is the relative permittivity and is defined as:

tr for

Inrge
Aperture

x

CI

Figure 5-2. Partially-filled cavity with current source and aperture.

rÚd for 0 <y <h r Hd for 0 <y <h
g = tE" for h<y<b n = 7-n' for h<y<b (s-1)

The fields should satisfy the following Maxwell's equations that include an electric

current source as set out below:

z
d

(s-2)

K= for{
o<y<h
h<y <b

(5-3)

(s-4)

It can be shown [49] that the electromagnetic fields can be expanded in terms of

eigenfunctions of the fully enclosed cavity. Thus let

(s-s)

I

E e( +lnÉn)nÉn

u = \(nrEr+ g,Gn)

n

n
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where En and Hn are the resonant fields corresponding to the r¿th resonant eigen-

mode. Fn andG, ur" the local fields that are produced by electric and magnetic currents

respectively. Detail of the field expansion is given in Appendix C.

En and -F1, should satisfy Maxwell's equations for the source-free and fully enclosed

cavity. Thus let

YxEr=krHn

V xn, = knE,

(s-7)

(s-8)

where kn is the eigenvalue for the nth resonant mode inside a fully enclosed cavity

Also the eigenfunctions F, and Gn are found from the following wave equations:

-r- .r-
Y-Fo+k;Fd- O, nxFo - 0 on S (5-9)

V2Vl + k?¡y^ = g, n?^Gr= VVr , À.'G¡= g on ,S (s-10)

These eigenfunctions are completely determined as described in Appendix D.

The unknown amplitudes en, hn, fn, and g, in (5-5) and (5-6) are determined

from the Maxwell's equations (5-2) and (5-3) by using equations (5-5) to (5-8). However

the procedure is described in Appendix C and is not brought into this chapter.

5.3 Surface lntegrals

By expanding the Maxwell's equations as described in Appendix C the fundamental

equations of wave amplitude are obtained as below:

1,,e,+t1,¡l[i.E,av = ,#*Jj, î,xE.nds (s-11)
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Lrhn =r-r*l ?- I 1^
JJ.EndS+))"xE.H"dS (s-r2)

(s-13)

v .so

irrlþosn = JJ î'xE.G,¿s
so

(5-14)

v

where

A.=pscont{t *þ.àl (s.'1s)

ali is the modified resonant frequency of the fully enclosed cavity, and Q', is the

unloaded-Q as defined in Appendix C. The surface integrals involved in (5-11) to (5-13)

can be determined using the tangential electromagnetic fields on the surface of the large

aperture So as will be explained later in this chapter and Appendix E. As the cavity is

connected to a dissimilar waveguide, these fields depend on the field distribution on both

sides of the junction. Therefore an exact determination of the aperture fields requires an

elaborate method such as the mode-matching technique. This method has been applied to

the coupling structure that is used in the novel oscillator assembly. A comprehensive dis-

cussion of the mode matching analysis will be given in the treatment of the coupling

structure in Chapter 6.

Generally the tangential fields on the aperture can be expanded in terms of the

waveguide modes as below:

E, = Zviàft +>vX¿X (s-r6)

k k

\tpt+\rþnþ
kk

-JJJJ .trndv = ;coresfn

Hr=
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where E, and -H, are the tangential electric and magnetic fields on the surface of the

aperture 56. This surface is clearly divided into S$ and Sff, as shown in Figure 5-3. The

normalised mode vectors eft, and hf ut" the eigenvectors of LSMv modes of the par-

tially-filled waveguide. Similarly ¿l , and l,t are the eigenvectors of LSEv modes.

The coefficients Vfode and ¡mode are the normalised equivalent voltage and current cor-

responding to the kth LSMv or LSEy mode. These coefficients are determined using the

mode matching method that will be described in Chapter 6.

v
Aperture

b

0

side view Front view

Figure 5-3. Views of the partially-filled cavity, showing the surtace of walls and the aperture.

The normalised mode vectors should satisfy the following orthogonality condition:

v

Soo

S,,

h

xz
a

I¿;"n"*.ìrra, = Ql^õ,^ where õ,^ = {
I ,n = m

0 ,n+m (s-18)

sö

and IZI" nk ' à,at = QX*õ,* (s-re)

,s0

where Qft^ and Q!* are the normalisation constants for LSMv or LSEY modes

respectively. As will be explain later, in mode matching analysis these constants are

assumed equal to the wave admittances of the corresponding hybrid modes. Thus let

Qf^ = Yl^ and QX^ = YI* (s-20)

Air-Filled Region
Y

Soo

^Sj
,s/
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5.3.1 Continuity of Electric Fields

The tangential electric field at the aperture is related to the cavity field as below:

.so
(s-2r)

where E¡ is the tangential electric field at the aperture surface and E is the cavity

field. Substitution of E, from (5-16) into the continuity equation (5-21) yields the follow-

lng

^ = nXE
ùo

nxE

(s-22)

(s-2s)

k

where the equivalent voltages have been previously defined on the aperture surface

So at the junction.

By substituting (5-22) into the surface integrals involved in equations (5- I 1) to (5- I 3)

and noting that ì - -à, and using a vector identityl we obtain the complete expansion

of the surface integrals. Thus let

-!lñxE.n,¿s = >
,tokk

1 I¡xE .Gnas = \vicio * I vlclo 6-24)

sokk

where Bit , BXt , Clt , and C!¡, are determined from the reaction integrals between

the cavity and waveguide eigenfunctions:

k

Bit =J àrdsGíx H,)J
so

t. ÃxE .e = Ã.Exe
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BIo dSJ

C'rt = I

c\o=J

@t x n")

tetxG^)

a

GixG")

J
so

J
so

J
so

z (s-26)

(s-27)

(s-2e)

(s-33)

àrds

azdS (s-28)

Derivation of the above coefficients will be straightforward using the relevant eigen-

functions of waveguide and cavity and the analytical expressions are given in Appendix

E.By substituting (5-23) and(5-24) into (5-ll) and (5-12), and (5-13), we obtain the final

equations:

(s-30)

icoþo1 n = -\{vicfrk + v\c\k) (s-31)

k

iare¡fn = JIII .rndv (s-32)

V

where Zs = JWKes and r is given by (5-a). The above equations provide the

field amplitudes of the nth cavity mode. These equations can be presented in matrix form

to include all possible cavity modes. This is advantageous for multimode manipulations

such as derivation of the generalised admittance of the cavity. Thus the matrix representa-

tions of (5-29) to (5-32) are given by the following expressions,

Lnhn = 

^+^l[, 
n,as-\{viBít +vlnfo¡

r^trhl =rfrr",1

L,ne,+ 4lll
v

[þ.øav-w]Ín

tAlt¿l = -t?rill
v
i'wav-.r#*t",t'ltYl

v
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Tropelsl = -[c][Y]

Tcoresyl = JJJ; .wt¿v

(s-3s)

(s-36)

v

where we assume N cavity modes and M waveguide modes are considered. Íhl ,

lef , [g], and n are (Nx 1) vectors of wave amplitudes. tBl and tCl are

(N x M) matrices of surface integral coefficients as described by (5-25) to (5-28). [E] ,

tFl are (Nx 1) vectors with elements Ér, Fn, and [Â] is a diagonal matrix of Ân.

I V] is the (M x I ) vector of equivalent voltages at the aperture cross-section. This vec-

tor is determined using generalised junction admittance as given in the following section.

5.4 Generalised Admittance

The second boundary condition on the aperture surface is the continuity of tangential

magnetic fields as expressed by:

(s-37)

Using the mode matching expansion for the tangential fields at the aperture we get:

n, = \rini+\4n[ (5-38)

k k

where ¡mode is the normalised equivalent current for the kth waveguide mode. By

substituting (5-6) and (5-38) into (5-37) we obtain:

(5-3e)

Multiplying the above relation by the waveguide eigenvecto, ¿#od" and integrating

over the surface ,So and noting that ñ - -à, we obtain:

so
nXH o = nXHt

J0

a 
" {4n,u, 

* 
lr,-,}1,. 

= ñ x{2rnnr .>rfit}
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4^,rffo, 
+\sncvåd" = 

+?,
I I¿tr"d" ,-htroo" . ã¿¿s * Itl I-eyoa' , htroo',tl

.to ,to

where mode means either e or h. Considering the orthogonality conditions of (5-18)

and (5-19) and using (5-20), the integral series on the right-hand side will reduce to one

term. Thus let

LnLntråù" +\s'rcToae = ft,mode¡mode (s-40)

n n

where ¡mode is the normalised current for the nth waveguide mode evaluated at the

aperture cross-section and ymode is the wave admittance of the corresponding waveguide

mode. Equation (5-40) can be expressed in matrix form as below:

Wlrlhl+ tclltgl = [Y]lllno,^ (s-41)

where fllnor,, is a (M x I ) vector of normalised waveguide currents evaluated at

the aperture and [Y] is a diagonal matrix of wave admittances for M waveguide modes.

The right-hand side of (5-41) indicates the actual currents as below:

Ul = ÍYllllno,* 6-42)

Now if we substitute lhl and [g] from (5-33) and (5-35) into (5-41) and use (5-42)

we obtain a direct expression between the current and voltage vectors at the aperture

cross-section. To avoid a long expression we perform two steps:

Step- 1: we remove the electric cunent source, i.e. put J = 0. In this case we obtain:

ul = -[trt?tlt-t[¡] * tcl?tcl tv-l
I

-
JoFo

(s-43)

The minus sign accounts for the change of current direction which will be inward in

the absence of an internal source. Therefore the generalised cavity admittance will be

determined from (5-43). Let
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I

-
JoFo[yf"o, = -U][y]? = [B]r[A]-t[¿] * lclrlcl (s-44)

A symbolic representation of I, V a¡d Y"o, for an arbitrary waveguide mode is illus-

trated in Figure 5-4. The cavity is assumed to be coupled to a dissimilar waveguide at

z = d.

Discontìnuity

v
Output

Waveguide

Eg

Power

Aperture

Figure 5-4. lllustration of step-í. The equivalent current is directed toward the cavity

Step-2: retaining the current source, we repeat the calculation of (5-43). The result is

as below:

[4 = [Ifrour"r-lYlroulv] (5-45)

lll,ou,,, = ,#*t"l?t¡l-tt/flJj [l't\av (s-46)

v¡

In this case [/] represents the propagating mode currents inside the partially-filled

waveguide that are evaluated at the z = d plane and directed toward the output

waveguide. This situation is shown in Figure 5-5. For a typical LSMvmn propagating

mode the matrix equation will be reduced to the following:

b

h

I<-

0 z

(z=d)

Source-Free Cavity
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where

Ie - Ie, mn _ Ye, mnve'mn 'source 'cav 'mn

L

Output

Waveguide

Power

(s-47)

(s-48)

and the cavity admittance is given from (5-44) to be:

Discontinuity

v Current

b

h

--->
J

I
------>

E6

(z=d)

0 z

Figure 5-5. lllustration of a source-impressed cavity. All transmission line components are- defined at the discontinuity plane.

Yi,"i,=-rkn/vk,= i,H.l,% 
(s-4e)

L, the number of cavity modes is theoretically infinite. However in practice it is

made sufficiently high for accurate calculations. Lmnp is the frequency selective term as

defined by equation (C-47):

L*,r=urr^,rl{h ryþ.*)
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where oJ*np is the resonant frequency of the LSMymnp mode and a*n, and Q'^no

are the modified resonant frequency and the unloaded-Q respectively. Obviously L*rp

denotes a resonant effect corresponding to the LSMv.np mode. Therefore the series that

involves L*n, accounts for the resonant modes, whereas the series with icopo terms is

relevant to the local fields and presents an inductance. If the operating frequency crr is

close to one of the resonant modes, say amnt, then from (5-50) the l\,*r,l-t , I and the

remaining resonant terms are dominated by the LSMv.¡ mode. The junction admittance

IYljun that is presented to the propagating modes is derived from the scattering matrix

of the waveguide discontinuity as will be explained below. The relationship between the

current and voltage vectors at the junction would be as follows:

[/] = lYl¡"nÍVl (s-sl)

An equivalent circuit for Yl¿f;n and Yf;,T", based on (5-49) to (5-51) evaluated at the

intersection plane (z = d) , is shown in Figure 5-6.

Ycav#<-Y¡un+
L Modes

YmnL Y^n2 Y^nl Y*nt

/
Dorninant
Mode LSMY^n¡

Gjun

I (z=d)

Effect of
L'åcat l¡elds

Figure 5-6. Equivalent circuit of the cavity in terms of resonant modes and local fields

Now substituting (5-51) into (5-45) results in the voltage vector that has been

unknown in equations (5-33) to (5-35). Let
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lVl = {ln"o, + ÍYljun}-' l-Il,ou,"" (s-s2)

where tyl is a Mx I vector with elements Vfifld" and M is the number of

waveguide propagating modes. lYlro, , and fYl,rn are M x M diagonal matrices and

fllrorr"" is defined from (5-46) with elements the same as ler,rffi"" given by (5-48). An

equivalent circuit based on equations (5-45), (5-51), and (5-52) for an arbitrary propagat-

ing mode is shown in Figure 5-7.

I rour"" Yjun

Figure 5-7. Equivalent circuit of the cavity evaluated at the intersection z = d

By substituting IV] from(5-52) into the cavity equations (5-33) to (5-35), for a typi-

cal LSMv.d cavity mode we obtain the following expressions:

ek t = -u^,,[, dv-*wrYía\,+Yf;,i\-
JoKe0 Ãmnt

e
mnIE

I

hknt = ,+**fu,)l ni,,a' -to+,rYí'"i' + Yf¡f;')-t \'"Ti",

1
-eómnr - l<¡po

Ck,/YíAT" + Yf;,i") re, tnn
'source

Ií¡ii"" (5-s3)

(5-s4)

(s-s5)
1

where Ií¿i7"" is given by (5-aS). By changing the superscript e to h, the above

expressions will be valid for LSEv*¡ modes. Equations (5-53) to (5-55) together with (5-

32) establish a complete solution for the source-impressed partially-filled cavity coupled

+ Yro, v
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to a waveguide. The source integrals in (5-53), (5-54), (5-48) and (5-32) are determined

by assuming an appropriate current distribution on the coupling probe. Detailed discus-

sion will be given in Section 5.6 .

5.4. I Source-free Cavity

In this case the cavity is excited by the aperture and the direction of the current is

reversed compared with the source-impressed cavity, as shown in Figure 5-4. The voltage

at the intersection plane (z = d) is constant and specified from the air-filled waveguide.

Therefore from the general equations (5-29) to (5.31) we obtain the following for the

LSMY-nl cavity mode:

. k*nl- | ,r" Depê .= -:-Vl,Bla (5-56)cmnl - lorreoÂ. nrv 
mnDmnl

hk,t = -!rk,rk,, (s-s7)
umnl

1

8n = -j-oll.roVknCkrt (s-s8)

where Vftn is the equivalent voltage of the LSMvmn propagating mode evaluated at

the intersection plane (z = d) and is mainly determined from the voltage level inside the

air-filled waveguide by transferring it through the S-parameters of the waveguide discon-

tinuity. Obviously no F- field is excited in this case.

5.4.2 Completely Enclosed Cavity

The effect of closing the aperture is the same as setting the aperture surface voltage to

zero. This is equivalent to dropping the series terms in (5-29) to (5-31) and results in the

following for a LSMYmd cavity mode:
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hk,t jro
k*nI

JJ.Ek"dS

f^,r = r_lr*JIll'F^n¡dv

(s-60)

(s-62)

v

(s-61)

where "I is the vector electric current source embedded on the dielectric interface as

shown in Figure 5-5. No G - field is excited as there is no aperture.

5.5 Field Distribution on the lnterfacial Surface

The LSMv electric field on the dielectric interface is determined from equation (C-5)

AS

Ell, =, = 2
¡.

(e knxEknx, + f *rxFk nx,)

t=h

where n/1, =, is the transverse component with respect to the y -axis evaluated at the

interface. e, and f, are determined from equations (5-53) and (5-32) and El¡ and Fl¡

are the transverse eigenvectors obtained from (D-18) to (D-20), and (5-26) to (5-28)

respectively. A computer program has been developed to calculate and plot the electric

and magnetic fields inside the cavity. For example the specifications of cavity number I is

detailed in Table 5-1. It incorporates a current source and an aperture.

Thbte 5-1. Specifications of partially'fÏlled cavity' I.

Length.

widrh..

Height.

80 mm

J2mm

11.41mm

8.41mm

3.0 mm

10.61

Cavity Mode

Frequency...,

Status...........

LSMY363

3.503 GHz

Source, and

Aperture

Dielectric Thickness.,............

Air-Gap........

Average Dielectric Constant....

The field pattern on the dielectric interface is plotted based on the computer calcula-

tions of (5-62) and is shown in Figure 5-8 (a). The field amplitudes ef¡n¡ and fpn¡ afe

generally obtained from (5-53) and (5-32). For the fully enclosed cavity number II the
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field distributions are similarly obtained from (5-62) and the field amplitudes are given

by (5-59) and (5-61). Table 5-2 specifies this cavity and the field pattern is plotted in Fig-

ure 5-8 (b).

Tâble 5-2. Specifications of short-circuited partially'filled cavity' II.

Length....

r9vidth.....

Height....

120 mm

72mm

11.41mm

8.41mm

3.0 mm

10.61

Cavity Mode

Frequency.,..

Status...........

LSMY3¡5

3.621GHz

Source, and

No Aperture

Dielectric Thickness...,.

Air-Gap........

Average Dielectric Constant....

Also for the source-free cavity number III with specifications set out in Table 5-3 the

field distribution is plotted in Figure 5-8 (c).

The field amplitude ee*r¡ is calculated from (5-56) and no F- field is excited.

Tâbte 5-3. Specifications of a source'free partially'filled cavity' III
Length....,

width.....

Height.....

84.6 mm

22.86mm

10.16 mm

7.62mm

2.54mm

10.61

Cavity Mode

Frequency....

Status...........

LSMvl03

3.696GH2

Source-free,
Aperture

Dielectric Thickness.....

Air-Gap........

Average Dielectric Constant...

5.5.1 The Effict of the Aperture on the Resonant Frequency

The aperture introduces a reactance that is determined from the admittance of the

junction namely:

Bí;,tr" = 9m{Yf;,i^} (s-63)

where a LSMvmn propagating mode is assumed. For a cavity that is coupled to either

an air-filled or a partially-filled waveguide, the resonance condition is generally estab-

lished as a particular frequency at which the net cavity reactance at the intersection

(z = d) is zero. This condition leads to the exact resonant frequency (o = (D") that is

slightly different from the dominant mode fully enclosed frequency amnr.
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rWith regard to the equivalent circuit of Figure 5-6, the junction reactance should be

cancelled out by the cavity reactance, namely [56]:

Biùtr" +9m{Y""¿in} = o
(D = (t)"

(s-64)

Calculation of ú)" from the above equation could be very difficult because Bf¡f" is

frequency dependent and should be calculated from mode matching analysis of the

waveguide discontinuity, and also the cavity reactance is determined from equation (5-

49). For simplicity Biirtr, is substituted by its pre-determined value at a^r¡ without sig-

nificant error. This is because the junction S-parameters are only slowly dependent on the

frequency. Thus let:

Bf¡l"Gn^n¡) + 9m{Yi,"y'} l, = ., = o
(s-6s)

Once the exact resonant frequency is calculated from (5-65), the coupling factor can

be determined by transforming the cavity admittance to the output of the coupling struc-

ture as shown in Figure 5-9. The new admittance that is seen from the output waveguide

is obtained from the following equation:

Y¡n = Yo3 (s-66)

where Yro, is the normalised cavity admittance as obtained from (5-49) at trl = a" ,

and Yo3 is the wave admittance of LSMvls (or TEzls) in the air-filled waveguide. )¡, the

admittance parameters, are obtained from the mode matching calculation of the coupling

structure that will be explained in Chapter 6.

Therefore the coupling factor can be defined by:

þ = Y$/Xe(Y¡) (s-67)
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Terminated
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Yjrn

Figure 5-9. Diagram of the coupling structure connecting the cavity to the air-filled waveguide

Unfortunately the solution of (5-65) is not straightforward due to the complicated

expression for Yf,frn. A computer program has been developed using optimisation tech-

niques for numerical calculation of (D" from equation (5-65). Tlpical results for the cav-

ity number I, as specified in Table 5-2, is given below.

Closed Cavity Resonant Freq at TMYsog = 3.503 GHz

Exact Resonant Freq at TMv3es = 3.561 GHz

Coupling Factor = 2.2813

Cavity lmpedance at the lntersection is Zcav = 27.65+237.4i ohm

lmpedance of the Coupling Structure is Zjun = 118.2-142.6i ohm

Normalised cavity Admittance is yrau =0.06162--0.529i

Normalised Port Admittance is Y¡un = 0.4384+0.529i

Normalised lnput Admittance is Yin = O.7423 - 0.0740i

Minimum Error = 1.775e-026

Figure 5-10. Numerical solution of equation (5-65) for the cavity number I

Coupling Structure
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Also the results of calculation for the coupled cavity number III is given for different

resonant modes from the solutions of (5-65) and (5-67) as set out in the table below:

5.6 Probe Excitation

In the novel oscillator assembly, the excitation of the partially-filled cavity by the

transistor oscillator is accomplished by a probe comprising a metal strip embedded on the

air-dielectric interface. The probe should be properly positioned with respect to the sur-

face electric field distribution so that it will 1) be strongly coupled to the fields and excite

the cavity, and 2) introduce the required load impedance at the output of the MESFET

oscillator. Figure 5-11 shows the probe positioned on the dielectric interface of cavity

number I, where the location of the probe is specified with respect to the cavity walls.

The direction of the current source "I is shown symbolically on the strip flowing in the

direction of the surface electric field component that is parallel to it, but it will be l80o

different in phase to feed power into the cavity.

The performance of the probe as a link between the transistor oscillator circuit and the

cavity has been generally explained in Section 3.5.1 . A detailed analysis should be done

in two steps:

(i) The effect of the probe as a current source inside the cavity. This gives rise to the vol-

ume integrals in the field equations (5-53), (5-54), (5-48) and (5-32). These integrals

should be determined in order to find the field distribution inside the cavity.

(ii)The probe acts as a load impedance with respect to the transistor oscillator circuit.

Mode

Mode Res. Freq.

Exact Res. Freq.

Coupling

Y""" [norm.ì

Y¡un [norm.l

LSMYlsl

3.tt6GHz

3.136GHz

1.575

0.176+j1,03

0.112--j1.03

LSMyl02

3.322GH2

3.378 GHz

0.9882

0.047+j0.48

0.048--j0.48

LSMvl03

3.612GHz

3.694GH2

t.t62
0.034+j0,21

0.029--io.2t

LSMYl6a

3.953 GHz

4.063 GHz

o.4999

0.027+jO.2o

0.0s3--j0.20
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Figure 5-11. Positioning of the probe strip on the air-dielectric inte¡lace

A complete analysis relevant to these effects is set out below.

5.6.1 Source Integrals

The ambiguity in the field amplitude expressions stems from the volume integrals

involving the current source ,I as given below:

(s-68)

F'^"¡dV

where Eknt and Ffnn¡ are eigenfunctions for the LSMv.nl mode The procedure is the

same for LSEv*nl cavity modes and the eigenfunctions are provided from Appendix C. J

is the electric current density on the probe strip as shown in Figure 5-11, that is:

J = Jrâ, (s-70)

dVEkntsk,t = Ij
v

Sr*r, = Ij
v

(s-6e)

t
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Assuming a uniform current distribution across the width of the strip as given by Har-

rington l24lwe obtain:

r -rlnk("0*/"-x) ¡r, - ¿v?v tt - w.-.- -yl-=,-#ô(y-/r)withxo3x(x0+lg,Zg_i=,<,o*\(5-7l)
' r sln /rr0

which is clearly illustrated in Figure 5-12. k is the medium wave-number and is

defined in terms of operating frequency and the medium constants:

n=,Jr"¡¡toto g-72)

where er, is the effective dielectric constant of the partially-filled medium as

obtained from the analysis of the shielded inverted microstrip line. This is because the

current strip is located exactly on the air-dielectric interface. Typical values of e"r, for the

cavity number I are obtained from Figure 4-8 (b).

x

x6+ls

)t6

7

0
z6-w2 Zs Z6+w/2

Figure 5-12. Current distribution on the su¡lace of the probe strip

By substituting 7 andEfnn¡ from (5-70) and (5-71), and (D-lS) into (5-68) and noting

that the tangential electric field is continuous at the interface we obtain the analytical

solution as below:

x

sknt=-r+roroo*f ¡(k*,¡)-tta(Þl)sin(B/ft )Ip*e*
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where

P
sinoxo(ksincr/o - cnsinkls) + kcosuxs(cos/<lo - cosa/s)

11
s. -k

(s-74)

(s-7s)

Alsos =ry andy ='ä.

It should be noted that for a probe strip located in the z- direction i.e. 7 = J râr, the

result is exactly the same as (5-73) except that o and xo should be replaced by y and zo

respectively and vice versa.

Similarly by substituting ,I and F.n¡ from (5-70) and (D-26) into equation (5-69) we

obtain the following analytical solution:

x

^ 2. w
Q* = 

tslnTrostnTZ

(5-76)

where P* and Q,* are obtained from (5-74) and (5-75) respectively.

For a probe strip in the z- direction i.e. J = J rar, the solution of the volume integral

will be easily obtained by simply swapping a with y and xo with es in equations (5-76),

(s-74) and (5-75).

5.6.2 Normalised Source Integrals

lV'e can define normalised source integrals corresponding to a current source with unit

amplitude, that is:

Sknt = t*ã"^rt 6-77)

Sf*nt = l-S!^r, (5-78)

St^,t = &om,(k*,ù-t {asin(B//r )}p"e"
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Similar expressions can be defined in terms of 1. for z-directed probe strips. By sub-

stituting the above volume integrals into equations (5-48), (5-53) and (5-32) we can eas-

ily obtain:

eknt = I*'Zkn, (s-7e)

(s-80)

where Zfnn¡ andi^n¡ arethe normalised field amplitudes corresponding to a unit cur-

rent source and are given by:

f^ntf^nt =1,

4
eknl sk,tL^nt

I k^n4knt

ftr*¡6

7^,t= -fuoL", (5-82)

5.6.3 Probe Impedance

A variational formula for the input impedance of a cavity probe is given by Har-

rington [24]. Thus let:

.7Lin - -;JI)ø.nv (s-83)
l¡n v

where E is the overall source-impressed electric field inside the cavity, J is the cur-

rent density on the probe surface, and I,n is the total driving current evaluated at the

probe input as shown in Figure 5-13.

Substituting E from equation (5-5) into the impedance formula (5-83) results in:

1

a

4,
zin =

rå
,k JI I E*,¡ . 1dv + \ r^,tl| l, *,,. i

L

v

100
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Cavity

v

Probe Stip

xg xg+lg a

ztn

Figure 5-13. lnput impedance of the probe strip

The current density "I on the probe strip is of critical importance. For a simple geom-

etry of probe such as shown in Figure 5-12. with negligible metal thickness, the cunent

distribution that is uniform across the strip width is still valid. The driving point current

1,, is obtained by integration of i as given by (5-70) and (5-71) across the strip width as

below:

b

h

x

zs+ w/2
II¡r= ) J*dz-wl, (5-s5)

z¡- w/2

Substituting the volume integrals aîd lin from (5-68), (5-69) and (5-85) into (5-84)

and using the normalised relations (5-77) to (5-80) will give:

zstrip = Zin = -#í ún,,ik,, *7^*i{,,,} (s-86)

l=l

where Zfnn¡ and|*nt üedetermined from (5-81) and (5-82), Si*t un¡ã!^,, ur"

given by equations (5-73) to (5-76), and w is the width of the probe strip. Z is the

number of modes that is high enough to give an accurate calculation.
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Equation (5-86) has been implemented on a computer and calculated for a probe strip

with the following specifications that are relevant to the design of a microwave oscillator

test assembly.

Thbte 5-4. Specification of the probe strip inside the cavity no. I

Strip Width CurrentCavity

No.I

by Table 5-2

Driving Point Coordinate

xg z6

24 mm 40.95 mm 2mm
-ax

The probe is extended along the x-direction as illustrated in Figure 5-11. A plot of cal-

culated probe impedance as shown in Figure 5-14 reveals a strong capacitive reactance

apparently transferred from the coupling aperture reactance which is also capacitive. This

phenomena will be discussed in more detail through Chapters 6 and 7. The probe reac-

tance has a dominant effect on the layout of the oscillator circuit.

Width of The Probe: 2 mnt

x6: 24 mrn

zs: 39.05 mm

-xin

xg

x6

Rin
Z6

x

ì
o

.$

ñ
U

È\)

ù.a
e\

z

12 3456
Length of Strip, 16 [ mm ]

78910

Fioure S-14. Ptot of probe impedance versus the strip length for cavity number I relevant to a- 3.5 GHz microwáv assembly for design testing.
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Chapter 6

Design Methods

Part III: Coupling Structure

6.1 lntroduction

This chapter deals with the third constituent part of the novel oscillator assembly: the

coupling structure. This part allows the oscillator power to be effectively propagated into

the output waveguide. The structure incorporates four dissimilar waveguides as shown in

Figure 6-1 (a). Oscillator power is generated in the main partially-filled waveguide (#1)

and is propagated through the dielectric substrate toward the output (#4). Coupling to the

output waveguide is accomplished by a thick iris that is designed to conform to the con-

straints of monolithic millimetre-wave fabrication. From the engineering point of view,

the presence of the thick iris may appear to increase the overall complexity. However the

mechanical joint of the two dissimilar waveguides(#l) and (#3) is only obtained by plac-

ing a flange between the two guides. Therefore a thick iris is formed inside the flange,

constituting an intermediate waveguide (#2) that may be partially-filled by an extension

of the dielectric substrate.
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Iriy'
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A,
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Thíck

Double-Step
Junction

/

Figure 6-1. The coupling structure: (a) 3-D view (b) Cross-section A- A'

A view of the longitudinal cross-section is shown in Figure 6-1 (b) in which the dis-

continuities are clearly shown. The first discontinuity is an H-step between the input

waveguide and the thick iris and the second is a double-step junction, connecting the iris
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to the transformer waveguide. The third is an E-step junction which is assumed to be far

away from the iris to simply the design'

The effect of the transformer waveguide is to provide a means of adjusting the overall

coupling factor, by altering the mismatch between the input and output waveguides' The

lengthofthetransformerwaveguideshouldbeaboutaquarterofawavelengthatthefre-

quency of interest. Although both transformer and output waveguides have the same

width and consequently the same wave impedance (zwaue),the characteristic impedance

(zr) willbe different because it is defined to be proportional to the height [57] so that

(6-1)
Z*ou

bZ"= a

Z"z
.7

".n 
_ 

Zc4

e

where a andb aretheguide's width and height respectively' The oscillator output load

Z,4wi||bechangedbythetransformerwaveguidetoalowervalueatthedouble.step

junction given simPlY bY'

(6-2)

if the transformer waveguide is a quarter of a wavelength long'

Thereforebyreducingtheheightofguide#3,onecanreducetheloadatthethickiris

and increase the overall coupling factor between the partially filled oscillator cavity and

its outPut load.

Adjustmentofthecouplingfactorinphysicallylargemicrowavetestassembliescan

be practically achieved by attaching metal blocks to the top and bottom wall of the stand-

ardoutputwaveguideasshowninFigure6-2.Theblocksmaybeidenticalandabouta

quarter of a wavelength long. The height of the output waveguide (ba) minus the height of

the brocks (2II) determines the height of the transformer waveguide (b3). Therefore the

adjustment of the transformer waveguide is a matter of changing the metal blocks'
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Figure 6-2 Formation of the transformer waveguide by attaching metal blocks inside the
output waveguide

6.1.1 The Cavity Aperture Reflection Cofficient

Assume that the output waveguide is sufficiently long or connected to a matched ter-

mination. The most important parameter is the reflection coefficient p at the aperture in

the cavity wall as shown in Figure 6-1 (b) and is related to its normalised admittance

through the relationship:

Y,,=fr (6-3)

where Y¡u, has been widely used in the analysis of the partially-filled cavity as dis-

cussed in Chapter 5. However derivation of p is not easy and relies on the combination

of both H-step and double-step discontinuities, transformed through the thick iris and the

overall effect is very complicated. The E-step discontinuity of the air-filled waveguide is

assumed to be far enough from the iris so that any fringing influence is negligible on the

reflection coefficient. Therefore the critical section that should be analysed in detail is

shown in Figure 6-3, comprising a section of thick iris and two junctions that are close

zr¿

E-Step

3 Zc3

Transþrmer Waveguide

H

b

?,"s I 4
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to each other (A/ " f, ). The first junction is an H-step discontinuity between two par-

tially filled waveguides and the second is a double-step between a partially filled and an

air-filled waveguide.

As far as the analysis of the partially-filled cavity is concerned ( Chapter 5) a knowl-

edge of the cavity aperture admittance is adequate for the design of the oscillator assem-

bly. However the following peculiarities make the derivation of Y¡un ver! difficult.

P.F, / P.F.

H-Step
Junction

P.F. / Air-filled
Double-Step
Junction

Transþrmer Waveguide
tg

Tþrminated

AT

Figure 6-3. Critical part of the coupling structure comprising the thick iris and the iunctions at
each end

l. The evanescent hybrid modes that are excited in the vicinity of the junctions will store

significant energy that contributes to the overall cavity aperture reactance

(3m{Y¡un} ).

2. For the double-step junction, in particular, this energy is substantially carried by the

higher order hybrid modes.

3. As the distance between the junctions (Å/) is short enough with respect to the wave-

length, these evanescent modes around the two junctions will react with each other in a

complex manner.
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4. In addition the cavity aperture is assumed to be very large, typically one third of the

cavity cross-section, to give a strong coupling to the output waveguide and maximum

transfer of power from the oscillator to the load. The coupling factor of most oscillator

resonators is significantly greater than unity.

5. The cavity aperture admittance has a key influence on such design parameters as reso-

nant frequency and the E -field distribution on the cavity dielectric interface.

These effects will eliminate any approximate solution for Y¡un. In fact the problem

with waveguide junctions is that the higher order modes that are usually excited below

cutoff frequency carry significant energy. Therefore an accurate method based on multi-

mode analysis will be an appropriate solution in which these evanescent modes are taken

into account. The structure of Figure 6-3 may be decomposed into the primary sections

that are represented by the transmission-line models shown in Figure 6-4. [p]l and [p]7

are diagonal matrices with elements pL and pþat are reflection coefficients corre-

sponding to i+h andk-th excited modes.

tplt

l,oad

Figure 6-4. Decomposition of the coupling structure to cascaded transmission-line models

On this basis a systematic approach can be developed comprising the following:

. A generalised scattering matrix of the partially filled to partially filled waveguide

junction,

Junction IS]nThick lrisJunction [S]t

pIr

lFirst Junction /S/r I lThi"k tr¡, tf ll lsecond Junction ISlnl

-- -

Coupling Structure tsl
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. A multimode transmissionline matrix of the intermediate partially filled waveguide,

and

. A generalised scattering matrix of the partially filled to air-filled waveguide junction

The generalised scattering matrix incorporates S-parameters of all modes excited at

the junction. Mathematically an infinite number of modes should be considered, but in

practice, a finite number will give sufficiently accurate results. From Figure 6-4 the step-

wise procedure for calculation of Y¡un would be as follows.

1. The generalised scattering matrices [S] t and [S] n are determined by numerical calcu-

lation at the frequency of interest.

2. The overall S-matrix of the coupling structure lS/ is calculated by cascade connection

using [S]n [S]u and the partially filled waveguide section in appropriate calculations.

3. The conventional scattering matrix lS"/ that relates the particular propagating modes

between the input and output guides of the thick iris is extracted from the generalised

S-matrix IS/. This is achieved by simply selecting the elements from lS/ which coffe-

spond to the specified modes.

4. The cavity aperture reflection coefficient p is easily obtained from the /.1"/ matrix as

follows:

p = sc, t# 
(6-4)

where p, is the load reflection coefficient at the double step junction. Then Y¡un is

calculated from (6-3)

6.1.2 Mode-Matching Analysis of Waveguide Junctions

The mode-matching method has been recognised as a standard treatment of

waveguide discontinuities and has been repeatedly used in the design of single-steps [58],

double-steps [59], [60] and multiple-junctions [59], [61]. The method incorporates multi-
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mode excitation and consequently avoids the disadvantages of classical approaches [62],

[63] which are based on the assumption that only the dominant mode is propagating

along the guide.

Looking to the published works pertinent to rectangular structures reveals that it has

been common practice to expand the mode-matching equations in terms of conventional

TEz and TMz eigenfunctions. However this is not always possible because the boundary

conditions of the waveguide structure do not necessarily support such an expansion. Par-

ticularly in the structure of Figure 6-4,it will be more convenient to apply longitudinal

section (LS) mode expansion due to the partially-filled boundary conditions. A new

approach to mode-matching theory with LS mode expansion is presented in Appendix F

where the formulae developed there will be used throughout the following sections.

6.2 Analysis of The First Junction

Refening to the block diagram of Figure 6-4 the first junction is located between the

partially-filled resonant cavity waveguide and the thick iris. The cavity aperture should

be large enough to allow substantial power out. A three dimensional view of the junction

is shown in Figure 6-5. where the longitudinal and transversal cross-sections are marked

by guide lines A - A' and B - B' .

^'*\O

Figure 6-5. A view of the first junction with positions of its cross-sectional lines

B-/

B,
I

\
A
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The junction is clearly an H-step in which the height of the guides #1 and #2 are equal

i.e. b1 - bz = b and the offsets are defined by:

ao åo=o (6-s)

The tangential electric and magnetic fields at both sides of the junction are shown in

Figure 6-6 (a) and the cross-section areas of guides #1 and #2 in Figure 6-6 (b). Cross-

sectional areas S,¡ and 52 are subdivided into dielectric- and air- filled areas Sf , Sf anO

Sl, Si as shown in Figure 6-6 (b).

v v

t=bz=b

h

Power

z )c' )ç

0 a6*a2 a1

(a) cross-section (A - A') (b) cross-section (B - B')

Figure 6-6. Cross-sections of the first junction: (a) longitudinal (b) transversal

S, is laid out in the z = 0 plane of xyz coordinates whereas S, is shown in the same

plane of the x'y'z' coordinates. The two coordinates are related by equations (F-1) and

(F-2) with offsets given by (6-5). Although the waveguides are inhomogeneously-filled,

their boundary conditions remain continuous across the junction (cross-section A - A')

and consequently the theory of Appendix F can be equally applied without loss of gener-

ality. However it should be kept in mind that every eigenfunction or wave admittance will

be associated with two different expressions coffesponding to dielectric- and air- filled

regions. Accordingly the tangential fields of Figure 6-6 (a) are determined from equations

{,

s1

si

sÍ
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(F-5), (F-7), (F-9) and (F-10) and finally the junction scattering matrix [S], is obtained

from equation (F-57) of Appendix F which is repeated here:

lSl¡ =
(M+N)x(M+N)

21

(6-6)

where U is a unit matrix with dimension (Nx M) and Y is the normalised wave-

amplitude matrix and is given from (F-51) and (F-52):

v = lf')l-ttz . tgil .¡lt)1-trz (MxN) (6-i)

yr = tlt)lt'' .lxl' .¡{z),-rrz @xM) (6-8)

tlu)l is the diagonal matrix of the guide #v with elements ,u'mode' 
i 

where the

superscript "mode" stands for the e- (LSMv¡) or ft- (LSEY¡) mode and"i" indicates "d' 01

dielectric- and "a" or air- filled medium. The wave admittances for LSEv and LSMv

modes are given respectively by (B-26), (B-27) and (B-55), (8-56) of Appendix B. The

ambiguous reaction matrix [9t] is generally defined in (F-31) and its elements should be

determined from the set of reaction integrals given by (F-3a) to (F-37). In fact [91] is a

concept which is directly relevant to the junction topology and the reaction elements are

to be determined for the junction of Figure 6-5.

6.2. 1 Reaction Elements

Beginning with equations (F-34) to (F-37) and using the eigenfunctions of partially-

filled waveguides from Appendix B we can follow the method of Section F.6 and finally

obtain the reaction elements corresponding to the dielectric- filled area of the junction i.e.

S!, asin Figure 6-6 (b):
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x";Í;of = Ali.oo?;;'o ,rdh2,e,d
)ds = ttoi"' o Ê;Í,' of;i' o t,4f;Í;o 1,

ey

f;l'oIe,';"'o
sl

{'ttB/"

J
{,

x( (6-e)

(6-10)

(6-11)

(6-t2)

(6-rs)

(6-16)

xk:Lf = A!:,^oo?!o ,?,' 
o' o * rt''' o 

h?r' 
o' o 

¡ ds

=lto:,"'o o?;* of;X'o

Gto:th'd rnki'o¡ds = o

tl' o' o) ds = otoio' 
o 
o?;X' 

o f;X' o r,4e
l,h,d
x

where the primary integrals I, and J, are given by:

Ix

Jx

4 singf;y)dy

The eigenvalues in the x- direction are defined from (F-70):

kn
am

| "4'. '.4f

f'"or1oor') ' cos(cr, x)dx' = f'"o.1a/') . coso *(x' + as)d.x' (6-13)

mn
a2

N";x;,i J
{,

J
si

NkX¡i = otoio' 
o 
o?;X' 

o f;! o
(

f'rinlcr¿') . sin(cr. x)dx' = f'rrnlorx') . sina *(x' + as)dx' G-r4)

whereas ( and S ur"defined as:

cos(p/y) .cos(þf;fidy1=(,

uk al

1r3

(6-17)



However p/ and þX *" not easy to obtain. They are related to corresponding air-

filled eigenvalues þi and þi, AV.

L eigenvalue equatíons:

e,kzo-þf'= lr&-þi'

e,kE-þl' = ny-þi'
II. transcendentøl eqaatíons :

þ/cot(þ/h¡ - -þfcot(þiÐ for LSEvkt

þftan(þfh) = -e,þitan(FÍs) for LSMvkt (6-20)

þ!cot(þ!h¡ = -pffcot(þiÐ for LSEv*n

þ(tan$ln) = -e,þl,tan(þfts) for LSMv*n rc-^)

Therefore at the frequency of interest, by numerical solution of equations (6-18) and

(6-20) one can obtain þf and Bf . Simitarl1 þl and pf are determined from simultane-

ous solution of (6-19) and (6-21). In practice the numeriial calculation is achieved by a

computer program which has been developed based on the minimisation technique.

Detailed explanation will be given later on. Also it should be noted that generally for a

guide #v we have:

ATi*oo"'o

v,mode,a
kt

o<y<h

h<y<bu

O<y3h

h<y<bu

(6-r8)

(6-1e)

(6-22)
KIA

A

mode

mode
uv, mode, d
'kl
uv, mode, a

'kl
v'oi

tr4

(6-23)



where Y'o',*oo" is determined from (B-26), (B-27) and (B-55), (8-56) of Appendix B.

However the normalised amplitude A

assumption (F-15) is given by:

Ayn'i -

h i->d
i+a

is determined from (B-35), (8-64) and using
v, mode
kt

I

AIt",i = (**);11 + sinc(2Þ i¡itn¡)t

I I - sinc(2 pinitn)l 2

dielectric-filled region

air-filled region

(6-24)

(6-2s)

where hi = { I

The reaction elements corresponding to the fields inside the air- filled regions can be

derived in the same manner. However using equations (6-18) to (6-21), it can be proved

that two sets of reaction elements for the dielectric- and air- filled regions are exactly the

same. Thus the reaction elements given by (6-9) to (6-12) are uniquely determined and

can be used for calculation of the junction scattering matrix [S]¡ from equations (6-6) to

(6-8).

6.3 The Second Junction

This junction is formed between the thick iris and the transforrner waveguide as

shown in Figure 6-7.It is a double-step and the offsets are defined by:

bz- bt
a.o (6-26)

From Figure 6-7 (b) the continuity of tangential fields at the iris opening results in:

az- al
=- 2

bo

EÍ"
Etr'o = BQ) on sf

EÍt,'' - EÍ" on sf

1r5

(6-27)



2)l), d HlH: on sl

on si
Ht (6-28)

-{ B'

HÍt)'' - H:')

b2

bs+b1

-\Á

;78

x"

z

\A,

Power

(a) view of the junction

v v

E6

E6

I ei'
'F{,, x'

x#2 z
bo

0 a6 ag* a1

(c) cross-section (B - B')

Figure 6-7. Second junction: (a) 3-D view, (b) longitudinal cross-section, (c) transversal
cross-section

These conditions require that the surface integrals involved in the mode-matching the-

ory to be separated into integrals over the dielectric- and air- filled areas Sf and Sf

respectively.

Therefore the reaction integral (F-34) is divided into the following terms:

{12

(b) cross-section (A - A')

l

'S2

b

h
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9t
ê,ê
mnkl

,f

= N';i,:of *x:ÅÍioi 6-2e)

where the reaction element X",i,i" corresponding to the whole iris aperture surface ,St

is decomposed into reaction elements relevant to the dielectric- and air- filled regions Sf

and Sf respectively. Similarly from (F-35) to (F-37) we obtain:

Nki, = xk:Ll *xk;1i (6-30)

x"Å!" = N";X:of *N:;X1i (6-3r)

xkXo,= NkX¡,| *NkX¡f 6-32)

Also the surface integral in the orthogonality relation for the guide #1 of Figure 6-7

(a) will be broken into two separate terms. Thus recalling from (F-14):

J
si

=J
sr

@Ij" ,n';i¡ . ã7ds = lrztoi"o "nkÍ¡ 
. àds + @Ii"'" "\t';h.ãzds

oKI
l, mode -1, mode

e*t =J
.f

=J
.tl

*J
si

( thto'r*oot) . azds (rto',^o 
o"' o, 

nloi^o 
o'' o 

¡' a rds

(¿to:r*"o"' 
o, 

nIi^oo'' " ¡ . àrds = e'o:r^oo"' 
o * QIi^oo. 

o
(6-33)

Now using the assumption of (F-15) in equation (6-33) we finally obtain:

e\i^"^" = ,I:r*oo"'o *Ytoi*oo"'" (6-34)

Therefore the matrix tlt)l which appeared in the mode-matching equations should

be replaced by:

llt)l =l,ft)lo+[lt)], (NxN) (6-3s)

tt7



a

where lfDlo and [lt)]o are diagonal matrices with elements Yro'r^od"'d and

YI',* 
o o 

"' 
o 

respectively.

6.3.1 Calculation of Reaction Elements

According to equations (6-29) to (6-32) each reaction element of the second junction

is a combination of two separate terms that are defined by the fields in the sub-areas Sf

and Sf of the aperture as shown in Figure 6-7 (c). Following the procedure of Section F.6

and using the eigenfunctions of Appendix B we obtain:

Jrz1',"'o "n?;i> 
. azds = AIi''04Í,f;Í,[@t'"'otf,'"¡ds

sf sl

= Atú"'de?;ff;þ.( (6-36)

xk:Li = Atoi",ookxf;x (6-37)

xTkl =

I r. 1.ffi'.4'

NTXli Jr
,{

¿to:,4'o *-n?;f¡as = o (6-38)

NkX;,i = t'úo' o t?;!f;þ.$ (6-3e)

where Atoi^oo''[, o?;loo' are given by equations (6-24), (6-25) and (F-63) respec-

tively. f;î'0" is obtained by modification from (B-26) and (B-55). The primary inte-

grals are:

cos(o¡r')' cosctr(x' + ao)dx' (6-40)

sin(cr¡x') . sinc.(x' + ao)dx'

'r= fo
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sin(B/y') . sinÞ,(y' +bs)dt' (6-42)

cos ( Þly') . cos Bn(y' + bs)dt' (6-43)

where cro and s,m ate defined from (6-17) ana B/ should be calculated from equa-

tions (6-18) and (6-2O). Finally Bn is given by:

p (6-44)

Similarly the reaction elements corresponding to surface Sf are obtained as:

x';îri = AIi'' " Ê;ff;fu .$ (6-4s)

Nlf¡i = nI:;'"A?;:f;:

nlt
b-,

+

xTX¡i = o (6-47)

NkXri = Ato',h' " e?;!f;þ,\ (6-48)

where A\i^oo"'o is given by (6-2a) and (6-25) and the primary integrals $ ana $
are defined as:

sinÞí(år -y') ,sinPn()' + bs)dt'

(6-46)

(6-4e)

4,= f^

f ,irtÞÍr) . sin þ,(br+ bo- u)du , I = bt- h

cos Bf (b1 - y') . cos Pn()' + bs)dt'
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= f.orlBlQ.cosþ,(br+bs-u)du ,s=bt-h (6-s0),0

The reaction elements thus obtained by (6-29) to (6-32) are used to set up the [91]

matrix that is used in equations (6-7) and (6-8) and finally (6-6) to obtain the junction S-

matrix [S]¡¡,

6.4 Overall S- Matrix

Having determined the scattering matrices of the first and the second junctions, next

comes the matter of obtaining the overall scattering matrix of the coupling structure by

combining the S-matrix of the cascaded blocks as shown in Figure 6-4. In circuit theory

such a cascade combination is commonly treated by transmission matrix parameters. But

these parameters are not suitable for multi-mode schemes in which higher-order evanes-

cent modes are present because the transmission-matrix models of the evanescent modes

involve parameters with large positive exponents that may lead to numerical instability

t611. A direct treatment of the block diagram shown in Figure 6-4 has been suggested in

the literature [59] in which the junction scattering matrices [S]r and [S]n are directly

used in a complex combination containing exponential functions with negative argu-

ments:

lSl =
srrl¡ o

l.r
sr2lrlDl

0

0

lSzrl Io Isrr]¡

" Itu,rs' 
tr/rDt t'l 

I frt, 
r, o I ,u_r,,

L tFl trltszzlrtDu L o tsrzl,/

where [S¡J, and [S,¡]¡¡ are sub-matrices of [S]r and [S]r, respectively as defined

in equation (F-56). The size of [S]r is (Nr, *,) where Nr and M, ate the number of

LS modes in the partially-filled waveguide and thick iris respectively. Also the size of
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[S,.,]z is (N¡¡ x M ¡¡) where Nn and M,, are the number of LS modes in the thick iris

and the air-filled waveguide respectively. Evidently Mt = Ntt the number of modes

inside the thick iris. [D] is a diagonal matrix with elements D,, as defined by:

D¡¡ = e-^f¡al rc-s2)

where y, is the propagation constant of the i-th mode inside the thick iris. For evanes-

cent modes y, will be real. Also Â/ is the physical length of the thick iris as shown in

Figure 6-3. The matrices [E] and [F] are defined as:

l4l = (tUl - lSrl]rrlDll SzzlID])-r (e-s¡)

lFl = (tul - ÍS2zlíDils'lr/[D])-r (6-s4)

where I U] is a unit matrix.

6.5 Numerical Calculation

This section deals with the computer implementation of the methods set out above to

achieve the exact numerical treatment of the coupling structure. The procedure is lengthy

and cannot be accommodated in a one-step computer program. This is due to the involved

nature of partially-filled structures where an additional condition is imposed by the air-

dielectric interface leading to the ambiguous eigenvalues pj and pi for the dielectric-

and air- filled regions. These eigenvalues should be determined for every contributing

mode prior to execution of the mode-matching programs. In fact the accuracy of the over-

all calculation depends on the number of modes and the faultlessness of the eigenvalues.

Consequently a number of computer programs need to be executed in order to work out

the S-matrix of the coupling structure. There are different steps throughout the calcula-

tion procedure that will be explained later on but obviously the input data is the prelimi-

nary step that is now discussed in detailed.
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6.5.1 Input Data:

Two sets of data are required for the mode-matching calculations:

. Physical specification of the coupling structure including the dimensions of the par-

tially-filled resonant cavity waveguide (#1), the thick iris (#2) and the air-filled

waveguide (#3).

. Input parameters that are: (i) the operating frequency (a), (ii) the number of LS modes

N¡, Mp and M¡¡ in guides #1,#2, and #3 respectively and (iii) the choice of propagating

mode corresponding to each waveguide.

The specification of the coupling structure for a microwave test assembly is shown in

Table 6-1. The cavity and the thick iris constitute two partially-filled waveguides with the

same height and air-gap and consequently the same dielectric thickness of 8.41 mm.

The dielectric region is filled by four Duroid slabs with dielectric constant of 10.8 as

Thbte 6-1. Tlpical specifications of the coupling structure. Dimensions are in millimetres.

Name of
Wavguide

Cavity (#1)

Thick Iris (#2)

Tlpe of
Waveguide

Partially-
Filled

Partially-
Filled

width Length Height Air-Gap

80 11.41 3

Average
Diel. Const.

r0.6172

24

72

9 rt.4t 3 10.61

Transformer
Guide (#3)

Air-Filled 35.9 18.2^ t8.2

a. Two metal blocks are used as shown in Figure 6-2 with H = 7.9 mm

shown in Figure 6-8. The top layer is a thin slab with Lh' = 0.63mm (0.025 inch),

whereas the underneath layers consist of three thick slabs with

L.h = 2.54mm (0.100inch). Commercial availability controlled this combination of

slabs to act as the partial filling for the cavity and iris.
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Air Gap

Inter-Iayer
Gap(õ)

Figure 6-8. Detail of dielectric-filled region including the dielectric slabs and inter-layer gaps

The inter-layer gaps of Figure 6-8 have been measured with a high precision micro-

scopic vernier and the average gap is ô = 0.04 mm. Therefore the overall dielectric thick-

ness would be

h = L,h' + 3Lh + 4ô = 8.41 mm (6-ss)

The interlayer gaps will change the material's permittivity to:

(6-s6)

or a reduction of about l.76Vo in the dielectric constant that cannot be ignored in accu-

rate calculations.

The other type of data, the operating parameters, can be determined from the cavity

dimensions. For example for this oscillator design at3.5 GHz, the appropriate resonant

mode of the partially-filled cavity would be LSMv3s3 with a resonant frequency of 3.503

GHz as given in Table 5-1 of Chapter 5. Thus the appropriate propagating mode inside

1e,l =;l(Lh'+3\,h)e,+4õl = 10.61
taverage -

t23



the cavity would be LSMv3s with operating frequency of 3.503 GHz as shown in Table 6-

2

Tâble 6-2. Tlpical input parameters for the coupling structure specifred in Table 6-1

Input Parameters

Operating Frequency

Number of LS Modes

Propagating Mode

Waveguide #1
(Cavity)

3.503 GHz

100

LSMv3o

Waveguide #2
(Thick lris)

3.503 GHz

100

LSMylo

Waveguide #3
(Ihansformer)

3.503 GHz

150

LSMYI' = TE'lo

Thanks to the low frequency-sensitivity of the coupling structure, the slight change of

the oscillator frequency discussed in Section 5.5.1 will not create any significant enors

in the overall S-matrix of the structure.

Figure 6-9 illustrates the procedure for mode-matching calculations in block diagram

form, where the input data are the operating conditions shown as the preliminary step in

calculation. Once the data files are created the next step would be calculation of the cutoff

frequencies for each waveguide.

6.5.2 Cutoff Frequencies

Similar to ordinary waveguides, the cutoff frequency of each partially-filled structure

is basically determined from the eigenvalue equation by setting T, = 0 .

þx= ,k? - ok þi t?-"k (6-s7)

Now substituting þf; and Bi from (6-57) into (6-21) will result in:

þlcot(h ,k? - ok) = -Pf cot(s
^lt ] a¡ for LSEY.,

Bltan(h 7-aÐ = -e,þîtan(g - u2*) for LSMY*, (6-58)

and the cutoff frequency is defined by f" = znkr/ 
^l-poeo.
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Input Parameters:
o Operating frequency (a)
o No. of modes in partially-filled

wøveguides #1, #2

o No. of modes in air-filled
waveguide #3

o Selection of propagating
modes in waveguides #1, #2, #3Second #3

Figure 6-g. Computer implementation for mode-matching calculation of coupling structure

Solution of (6-58) will be laborious and is achieved by optimisation methods. A com-

puter program has been developed to calculate the cutoff frequencies of partially-filled

waveguides for different modes and store the results in separate data files for further

exploitation. Part of the program results for 100 LS modes (i.e. 50 LSMy and 50 t5BY) in

the partially-filled waveguide #1 of the microwave test assembly is shown in Figure 6-10.

lnput Doto

Colculote Cutoff Frequencies

lculotion of Bdn(o), Þon(ro), knr(r,r) for oll LS Modes

Eigenvolues of
LS Modes for
Guide #

Eigenvolues of
LS Modes for
Guide # I

de-Molching
Colculotion of
The First Junction

e-Motching
Colculotion of
Second Junction

Colculotion of
Overoll S- Motrix

oscode

t25



Also the cutoff-frequencies of the same waveguide when it is completely air-filled or die-

lectric-filled are listed for comparison.

Mode Air
LSt^n Filled

Partially

Filled
Dielectric

Filled

LSMYl¡
LSMvtl
LSMvl2
LSMvl3
LSMvl4
LSMv2o
LSMv2l
LSMv22
LSMv23
LSMvz
LSMv3o
LSMY31
LSMv32
LSMv33

2.0819
13.3036
26.3618
39.4741
52.6001
4.1638
t3.7837
26.6072
39.6384
52.7235
6.2457
14.5486
27.Oll4
39.9109

1.1640
4.4232
9.0509
t4.t332
19.3653
2.t372
5.0540
9.2351
14.2Í5
19.4n6

2.8757
5.9859
9.5841
t4.3493

0.6390
4.0836
8.09r8
12.Í66
t6.1457
1.2781
4.230
8.167r
t2.t67l
r6.1836
t.9l7l

4.4657
8.2912
t2.2507

Propagating mode

+- Propagating mode

Selected Propagating Mode
Cut-Off Freq. = 2.8157 GHz

LSEvol
LSEvo2
LSEvo3
LSEv04
LSEvos

13.1397
26.2794
39.4191
52.5588
65.6986

4.2119 4.0333
8.9933 8.0665
14.1078 12.0998
19.3501 16.1330
24.6372 20j663

o

Figure 6-10. Typical computation of the cutoff-frequencies for the partially-filled waveguide #1

Four propagating modes are found including LSMv4g which is not shown in the

above. Similarly cutoff frequencies of 100 LS modes have been found for the thick iris

specified in Table 6-1 in which LSMvlg mode is the only propagating mode at 3.5 GHz.

This is the only explicit application of cutoff frequencies. However they are indirectly

used for obtaining the eigenvalues at a particular frequency, the third step in the flow-

chart of Figure 6-9.
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6.5.3 Eigenvalues

This part of the calculation is crucial and the eigenvalues of all LS modes are numeri-

cally determined from the laborious solution of the eigenvalue and transcendental equa-

tions (6-18) to (6-21). By computer solution of these equations one can find the frequency

variation of a selected propagating mode. For example a frequency-response of the

selected propagating mode in partially-filled waveguide #l of the microwave test assem-

bly is plotted in Figure 6- 1 l.
250

50

I .5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.Í

50

ñ
È

vj

o
U
\)4s
\

Frequency ¡ GHz l

Figure 6-11. Frequency variation of the eigenvalues of LSlrtlss propagating mode

A computer program has been developed for step 3 of Figure 6-9 and the cutoff fre-

quencies are used for correct initialisation of the program for each mode. This will dra-

matically reduce the number of irrelevant resultsl when the program is subsequently

executed for a range of modes. These irrelevant results stem from the periodic nature of

the transcendental equations (6-20) to (6-21) and can be checked by calculating virtual

eigennumber n' defined as:

1. The irrelevant results are the correct eigenvalues but belong to lower or upper modes

LSMY js
þi

þi

a=72mm B=3mm
h = 8.41 mm Er = to.6t
b = ll.4I mm

I

a
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(6-se)

and comparing it with the eigennumber of the equivalent homogeneously-filled

waveguide n . Although n' is not an integer it must change in the same manner as n is

changed. Once the calculations for 100 modes are completed then it is possible to detect

the irrelevant eigenvalues by comparing the values of n and n' for sequences of modes.

Typical output for 100 modes of the partially-filled waveguide #1 are shown in Figure 6-

12. All eigenvalues are computed at the operating frequency of 3.5 GHz. By comparing

the first two columns, one can observe that as the integer n is increased the virtual eigen-

number n' grows up until n is reset again. The eigenvalues Bf , þi and Þ. a.e given in

columns 3 to 5, where þ, = -iy is real for propagating modes.

Also the eigenvalues of the partially-filled waveguide #2 have been computed using

the same program for 100 LS modes at the same frequency. The results are stored in

appropriate data-files that are frequently called by the mode-matching programs.

6.5.4 Mode-Møtching of the First Junction

A mode-matching program has been implemented based on the analysis of Section

6.2 for the computation of the generalised S-matrix [S]¡ of the first junction.

Using the pre-determined eigenvalues of guides #l and #2, the program calculates

the reaction elements and Y matrix from (6-9) to (6-12) and (6-7) to (6-8) respectively.

Then the junction S-matrix is finally calculated from (6-6) and stored in a data-file to be

called by the cascade program. It should be noted that due to the nature of the first junc-

tion which is an H-step as shown in Figure 6-6, there is no discontinuity in the y-direc-

tion. Therefore only LSMvmg modes are practically excited by such a junction.

,' = 
u-Þ!,
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Mode

ßl *n

þi
I radian/s ]

þi
I radian/s ]

p.

I radiary's ]
fcutoff

¡GHzl

n

LSMylo
LSMvll
LSMvl2
LSMY13
LSMyl4
LSMv2o
LSMv2l
LSMv22
LSMv23
LSMv24
LSMv3o
LSMy3l

0.59
0.92
3.31
3.93
4.79
0.59
o.92
3.3t
3.93
4.79
0.59
o.92

161.83
253.16
912.66
t082.24
1319.72
16r.83
253.16
912.66
to82.24
1319.72
161.83
253.16

284.21
563.22
836.14

1107.55
t381.32
284.21

170.63
je3.73
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24.64
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Figure 6-12. Part of the computed eigenvalues for 100 modes of waveguide #1 at 3.5 GHz

It has been found that inclusion of unnecessary modes that are not practically

excited, will not only increase the size of the matrices and computation time, but also

limit the number of effective modes and lead to poor convergence and incorrect results.

Tlpical output of the program is shown in Figure 6-13 for 50 LSMvmg modes for each

waveguide of the microwave test assembly. The programs have access to the complete set

of eigenvalues that have been pre-determined for each waveguide during step 3 of Figure

6-9.
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Mode-Matching between Two Partially-Filled Waveguides

No. of LSMYmo modes in Guide #1 N = 50

No. of LSMY¡o modes in Guide #2 M = 50

<<< Specifications of Junction >>>

a1=72mm
a2=24mm
a0=24mm
esrl = 10.61

b1 = b2 = 11.408 mm

h = 8.408 mm

b0=0mm
esr2 = 10.61

Freq of operation = 3.503 GHz

Wave lmpedance of the Guides:

Y01 (t-srr,tygo)= 0.007857 mho,201 = 127.3 ohm

Y02 fl-suvro) = 0.007857 mho, 201 = 127.3 ohm

<< S-parameters of modes LSMy3O of guide #1 and LSMy10 of guide #2>>

S11 =0.3919 <7.088 S12= 0.7433 <175.7

S21 = 0.7433 <175.7 522= 0.1228 < 34.65

Figure 6-13. Result of the mode-match¡ng program (step 4) for the first iunction

During each cycle the eigenvalues of the selected modes are automatically extracted

from the relevant data files. This will greatly enhance the speed of the program, particu-

larly in the typical calculation shown in Figure 6-13 which is composed of 2500 cycles

and will end up with a huge S-matrix of ( 100 x 100) elements.

As the generalised S-matrix [S], is too large to be shown, the conventional S-matrix

between the LSMv3s mode of guide #1 and LSMvls mode of guide #2 is given in Figure

6-13. However the [S], matrix is stored in a data file to be exploited later in the cascade

program.
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6.5.5 Mode-Matching of the Second Junction

Similar to the preceding section, a program has been developed for the mode-match-

ing calculation of the second junction. This program which is step 5 of the procedure is

established from the analysis of Section 6.3 for the treatment of a partially-filled to air-

filled waveguide junction.

Mode-Matching between Partially-Filled and Air- Filled Waveguides

No. of LS modes in Guide #2 N = 60
No. of LS modes in Guide #3 M = 80

<<< Specifications of Junction >>>

a2=24mm
a3=72mm
aQ=24mm
esr2 = 10.61

b2 = 1'1.408 mm

b3 = 18.2 mm

b0 = 3.396 mm

esr3 = 1

Freq of operation = 3.503 GHz

Wave lmpedance of the Guides:

Y02 (t-sltlyto)= 0.007857 mho, 201 = 127.3 ohm

Y03 (r-s¡,ryro)= 0.002135 mho,201 = 468.4 ohm

<< S-parameters of modes LSMy10 of guide #2 and LSMy1O of guide #1 >>

S11 =0.9016 <27.61 S12= 0.4326 <14.27

S21 =0.4326 <14.27 S,22= 0.9016 <-179.1

a.j

E13

#3

Figure 6-14. Result of the mode-matching program for the second junction, step 5

Typical computation for the structure of Table 6-2 is given in Figure 6-14 including

the junction specification. Although the program algorithm is the same as that mentioned

in Section 6.5.4 the reaction elements are composed of air and dielectric terms that

should be calculated from (6-36) to (6-39) and (6-45) to (6-48) respectively. For unsym-

metrical double-step junctions, all LS modes are excited, however in Figure 6-7, due to

the symmetrical nature of the second junction in ¡- and y- directions, it has been verified

that only the LSMv.n and LSEvmn modes that are odd numbered in the ¡- direction
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(m = 1,3,5,...) andevennumberedinthey- direction (n = (0),2,4,...) areconsid-

ered, where n = 0 is only applicable for LSM modes. Inclusion of unnecessary modes

will lead to poor convergence and incorrect results. Throughout the calculation, the pro-

gram extracts the required eigenvalues of the waveguide #2 from the relevant date file in

each cycle. Similar to the previous program, the generalised scattering matrix is stored in

a data file for the next program. From the above specification [S]¡¡ is a huge matrix of

(140x 140) elements and is not shown in Figure 6-14. Instead the conventional S-

parameter matrix between the LSMvtg propagating modes of the two waveguides is

given. It should be noted that LSMy19 in the air-filled waveguide is equivalent to the

well-known TEzls mode which is the only propagating mode at3.5 GHz.

6.5.6 Cascade Connection

The last step in the procedure of Figure 6-9 is the cascade combination of the scatter-

ing matrices corresponding to the first and second junctions (see Figure 6-4) in order to

obtain the overall S-matrix of the coupling structure. According to the theory of Section

6.4 all evanescent modes of the thick iris will contribute to the cascade connection. In

practice depending on the distance between the two junctions (length of the thick iris),

only a few modes need be selected in the order of their cutoff frequencies, and these will

be sufficient to yield excellent convergence. Once the necessary modes are selected in the

thick iris, the cascade program extracts the corresponding terms for the generalised S-

matrices [S]¡ and [S]r, from the data files and substitutes them into the complicated

cascade expression of (6-51) to obtain the overall S-matrix of the coupling structure [S] .

However only the conventional propagating mode S-matrix is needed (Sc). It is defined

between the main propagating mode of guide #1 (LSMv3s) and the dominant mode of the

guide #3 (LSMvlo = TEzro). Figure 6-15 shows the result of the cascade program as well
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as the detailed specification of the coupling structure for the microwave test assembly

that has been used as an example throughout this research.

No. of LS
No. of LS

Overall S-Matrix of the Coupling Structure

modes in Guide #1 N = 100
modes in Guide #3 M = 150

<<< Specifications of the coupling Structure >>>

a1=72mm bl = 11.408 mm

a2=24 mm b2= 11.408 mm

a3=72mm b3 = 16 mm

esrl = 10.61 esr2 = 10.61

ers3 = t h = 8.408 mm Âl = 9 mm

Freq of operation = 3.503 GHz

Wave lmpedance of the Guides:

ô¡,s

s

a1 2

#3 aj

Terminated___>
Y01 (Lsn¡yso) = 0.007857 mho, 201 = 127.3 ohn

Y03 (r-svyro)= 0.002135 mho, 201 = 468.4 ohn

<< S-parameters of modes LSMy3O of guide #1 and LSMy1O of guide #3 >>

S11 = 0.5034 < -63.48 S12 = 0.7948 < 39.43

S21 = 0.7948 < 39.43 522= 0.5274 < -23.66

The Normalised Junction Admittance is ypn = 0.4384+0.529i

Figure 6-15. Result of the cascade program including the overall S-matrix and the junction
admittance

Also the S.- matrix is given which is easily extracted from the generalised tsl

matrix. The conversion has been achieved with only one cascading mode in the thick iris,

LSMvlg, and inclusion of higher order evanescent modes do not affect the result. The

cavity aperture reflection coefficient is obtained from (6-4) and by substituting in equa-

tion (6-3) the cavity aperture admittance Y¡un is finally determined. The normalised cav-

ity aperture admittance is given in Figure 6-15.
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Chapter 7

Designs and

Experiments

7.1 Oscillator Design Procedure

The new design that has been presented in Chapters 3 to 6 has its origin in what appear

to be insoluble problems due to surface wave excitation on thick substrates that have ap-

peared in attempts by various research workers to build oscillator arrays that may be fab-

ricated monolithically and operated at millimetre wave frequencies.

Since the development cost of MMIC prototypes is usually very high, it is necessary

to design, fabricate and test models of new designs at microwave frequencies in order to

verify the validity of the method and prove the feasibility of the novel structure. However

the design should be MMIC compatible, i.e., by scaling up the frequency into the millime-

tre-wave spectrum, the physical specifications of the design prototype, that are scaled ac-

cordingly, should satisfy the MMIC constraints.

In this chapter typical designs in the microwave frequency band are presented and the

test results on the fabricated circuits are demonstrated.

The design methods for the essential parts of the novel oscillator assembly have been

explained in the foregoing chapters and owing to the complexity, numerous analyses have
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been necessarily developed for the different parts. In practice, each design procedure has

been implemented on the computer, resulting in several programs for execution in the

course of a comprehensive design strategy as shown in Figure 7-1. The overall procedure

includes twelve steps that are explained in turn.

Step 1. The substrate is solely determined with regard to the monolithic wafer specifica-

tions. Usually a GaAs dielectric wafer with high permittivity (12.8), and a thickness range

of 200 to 500 microns is used for monolithic fabrication of high-frequency circuits. Be-

cause the initial test assembly is designed to operate at a microwave frequency, the sub-

strate thickness (h), should be chosen such that, upon scaling up the frequency to the

millimetre-wave spectrum, the scaled thickness will fall in the range 200 to 500 microns.

The substrate permittivity (e.) should be high enough to be compared with that for GaAs

and most likely will be a commercially supplied composite material suitable for use in hy-

brid assembly.

Step 2. Having the height of the dielectric-filled region (h) already specified in step 1, the

air-gap (g), of the partially-filled cavity is determined from the requirement of minimum

clearance for accommodating the circuit components such as transistor, chip capacitors

and metallisation on the top of the dielectric surface. The width (a), and length (d), of the

cavity is determined from the number of oscillators and the array configuration. Also the

area of the dielectric surface (i.e. a x d) should satisfy both the limitation of the commer-

cially available material and when scaled up in frequency the maximum area of GaAs wa-

fer that may be processed as a MMIC.

Step 3. Once the partially-filled cavity is specified the propagating modes should be iden-

tified by executing the cutoff frequency and eigenvalue programs that are explained in

Sections 6 .5 .2 and 6.5 .3 . The choice of the resonant mode depends on the required oscil-

lator array configuration and the operating frequency. In order to adjust the modes, the

cavity dimensions need to be re-specified.

Step 4. The resonant frequency for each LSMy-n1mode, is calculated by simultaneous so-

lution of the following eigenvalue and transcendental equations:
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Figure 7-1. General design procedure of the novel oscillator assembly
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þi e,k&-ak-T? , þ1,= - uk-v7 (7 -r)

þltan (hþ!) = -e,þltan (g þft) (7-2)

where the resonant frequency is defined by:

fo = ko/2n"-rroto Q-3)

and y, = '# The resonant mode that is selected at this stage, will dominate the oscil-

lator frequency and the array configurations. It may be required to change the cavity di-

mensions in order to provide the necessary adjustments. Nonetheless the operating

frequency of the assembly is finalised in this step.

Step 5. A thick iris is needed for coupling the partially-filled cavity to the output

waveguide which should be a standard air-filled waveguide suitable for use at the operat-

ing frequency. The concept of thick iris directly stems from the constraint of monolithic

fabrication, where a thin walled aperture may not be practical but a relatively high cou-

pling factor is needed for transferring most of the oscillator power to the output load. The

thick iris is compatible with monolithic constraints if it is a partially-filled waveguide with

the same dielectric and air-gap dimensions as the cavity (h, and g). The iris cross-section

is chosen such that only the dominant mode of the partially-filled waveguide is excited at

the frequency of interest. Also the thick iris excites the dominant mode of the air-filled

waveguide as the only propagating mode. For tight coupling the thickness dimension is

chosen to be about one sixth of a wavelength in the partially filled waveguide.

Step 6. In this stage of the design the mode-matching calculation of the coupling structure

(Figure 6-9) is performed. During this procedure that is described in Chapter 6, the admir

tance at the wall aperture, Y 
"or, 

it finally determined for the desired propagating mode and

frequency of interest.

Step 7. The susceptance at the cavity aperture (!m(Y¡ur) ) will shift the resonant frequen-

cy slightly higher or lower than the fully closed cavity resonant frequency (:b in step 4),

depending on whether it is capacitive (5n(Yju)r 0) or inductive (Sm(Y¡u) < 0). The

exact resonant frequency is obtained by numerical solution of equation (5-65). Also the
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cavity admittance (Yrou) is determined from this calculation.

Step 8. Having obtained the exact resonant frequency and the other parameters, it is pos-

sible to calculate the accurate surface E-field distribution from (5-62), for critical position-

ing of the key oscillator components such as the transistor and the coupling probe current

strip on the substrate surface.

Step 9. Once the position of the current strip is specified from step 8, the driving point im-

pedance will be computed from the variational method of section 5.6.3 .

The impedance values are calculated for different strip lengths and stored in a data file

to be used by the oscillator design program.

Step L0. The parameters of shielded inverted microstrip, i.e. Z" and e"¡, should be calcu-

lated for different strip widths by the conformal mapping method as described in Appendix

A. The numerical results are stored in a data file and used by the oscillator design program.

Step 11. The structure of the oscillator design program in shielded inverted microstripline

has been fully described in Chapter 4. To obtain a satisfactory result, in terms of the metal

strip layout and the negative resistance relative to the load at the drain of the transistor, the

oscillator design may be re-calculated for various lengths of phasing line and modified

lengths and positions of the current strip. This may be done by returning to step 8 and as-

suming a new position for the coupling strip.

Step 12. Once the best combination of lengths of the current strip, gate strip and the series

feedback (source strips) is determined from step 11, the bias circuit is designed as ex-

plained in section 4.5 , and the layout of metallisations is finally prepared.

It should be noted that the design procedure set out in Figure 7-I andexplained in steps

I to 12 does not yield a single ideal solution. Indeed the procedure may have to be imple-

mented two or more times before an acceptable result is obtained from step 11. The posi-

tioning of the input to the coupling probe on the dielectric surface and the subsequent

design of the shielded inverted microstrip oscillator may need to be repeated before an os-
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cillator that appears to be good with regard to both performance and metallisation layout

is obtained. It may be necessary to select a different value for the iris thickness in step 5

before a good design is obtained.

7.2 Microwave Test Structure
It is evident that errors associated with each step in the design procedure will have a

cumulative effect on the overall design. Consequently it may appear to be prudent to test

the accuracy of the design of each main component that forms the cascade from the tran-

sistor through to the load port. This would involve fabrication of special test sections with

special input and output port adaptors for making connections to measuring instruments.

The measurements would have to be processed so that the actual test component results

are de-embedded from the effects of the special adaptors.

Apart from the additional effort involved in such testing there would still be some un-

certainty arising from the possibility of errors associated with the adaptors. These are not

present if the overall cascade is tested although a different set of problems that affect the

interpretation of the test results and the reconciliation of them with the design expectations

is unavoidable. In this research these problems arise mainly from limitations on the accu-

racy of the construction of the test assembly that are imposed by the equipment available

for mechanical fabrication of all of the items that form the assembly.

A test structure, based on the specifications of Table 7-I and Section 6.5), is shown

in Figures 7 -2 and 7 3 for operation in the 3 to 4 GHz range with sufficient versatility so

that it may be used for testing either single transistor oscillators or arrays of two or more

oscillators.
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Thbte 7-l Specifications of the microwave test assembly internal dimensions.

Name of
Waveguide

Tlpe of
Waveguide \ryidth Length Height

Air-
Gap

Average
Diel. Const.

Partially-filled
Cavity

Partially-
Filled

72mm adjustable 11.41mm 3 mm 10.61

Thick kis Partially-
Filled

24mm 9mm 11.41mm 3 mm 10.61

Transformer
Guide

Air-Filled 72mm 35.9 mm adjustable

Output Guide Air-Filled 72mm 34 mm 1

This test structure incorporates a decision that affects all arrays that may be tested in

it. The width of the partially filled cavity is chosen so that at particular cross-sections there

will be two null points in the surface electric field distribution at positions a/3 fromeach

side wall. Hence only arrays configured with I or 2by N transistors may be tested. This

decision forms part of design step 2. In these affays each transistor may be separately bi-

ased via lines from apertures in the side walls.

Figure 7-2 shows the exterior features of the adjustable partially-filled cavity includ-

ing,

(i) the cavity lid with three sets of screws apart from those used to fasten it to the walls of

the cavity body,

(ii)plastic screws uniformly spaced along the centre-line of the lid for the pulpose of

pressing the Duroid slabs that form the dielectric filling on to each other and the floor

of the cavity,

(iii)tuning screws for adjusting the frequency of individual oscillator circuits as explained

in Section 3.3.10 onpage 42,

(iv)grounding screws for providing DC return paths for transistor drain current because

of the impracticality of making a soldered connection to the thick brass cavity wall,

(v)tunnels that accommodate ferrite beads threaded on to the transistor drain and gate

bias supply leads with the aim of presenting a high series impedance at microwave fre-

quencies,

1
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(vi)socket boards on either side of the cavity for connecting supplies to otherwise rela-

tively fragile wires that emerge from the intemal filter structure,

Tuning Screw

Partially-FilledCavity Groundingscrew
Bias Tunnels

Socket Board

Figure 7-2. A picture of the fabricated assembly based on specifications of Table 7-1. The air-
filled waveguide is not shown in the picture

(vii)the vernier micrometer head and guide rods for the short circuit plunger that acts as

the cavity end wall and can be used to tune the cavity resonant frequency as explained

in Section 3.3.11 on page 42 as well as set the length inside the cavity in keeping with

the size of the LSM3¡N mode in use, and,

(viii)the thick iris flange that is bolted on to the cavity flange and accommodates an

extension of the dielectric superstrate and supports LSMIS mode propagation.

Figure 7-3 shows interior features and helps in the identification of the places where

limitations on the accuracy of fabrication of parts of the assembly may cause differences

between design and measured test results. Constructional limitations of significance in-

clude,

(i) fastening of the lid with screws to the top edges of the cavity walls and to the rear sur-

face of the flange on the cavity body, that gives, as a result of surface finish, imperfect

contact between the faces so causing some loss in the cavity that may be different each

time the parts are reassembled,
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Adj ustable Short Circuit

Short Ci Wall

Ferrite

Thick Iris

Oscillator Circuit

I
(a)

(b)--->

Figure 7-3. (a) tnternalpicture of the assembly. (b) A close-up view of the oscillator circuit
relevant to version 1
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(ii)a gap between the edges of the dielectric slabs and the side walls of the cavity that

depends upon surface finishes and a need for an easy sliding fit for slabs that may eas-

ily buckle and circuits that are relatively fragile and easily strained,

(iii)gaps between the dielectric slabs as discussed in Section 6.5.1 on page l22,that are

minimised by means of plastic screws and to some extent the grounding screws along

the edges close to the cavity side walls but may vary from one assembly to another

especially within the thick iris, and,

(iv)dimensional tolerances in cutting out the metal stripline circuit layout using the Quick

Circuit Milling Machine by T-TAK Inc., with Graphic Code Co. software, and posi-

tioning the dielectric slab accurately in the partially-filled cavity and thick iris and sol-

dering transistors and bias wires in place.

The thick substrate consists of four Duroid dielectric slabs as shown in Figure 6-8, with

total thickness of 8.41 mm and average dielectric constant 10.61. Assuming an operating

frequency of 3.5 GHz, the substrate thickness would scale down to about 840 microns at

35 GHz and 210 microns at 140 GHz and still less in changing from Duroidl to the dielec-

tric constant of the GaAs wafer. The air-gap is assumed to be 3 mm thick to provide the

necessary clearance for the packaged transistors that are mounted on the top layer. In mon-

olithic fabrication the air-gap may be replaced by a layer of low dielectric-constant mate-

rial to ensure uniformity of clearance.

The cavity length can be changed from zero to 214 mm, by means of the adjustable

short circuit wall with various extension rods on the micrometer drive. Also the height of

the transformer waveguide can be adjusted by attaching appropriate metal blocks to the

upper or lower wall of the guide, as shown in Figure 6-2. Thus a versatile assembly has

been fabricated based on the specifications of Table 7- 1.

A single transistor oscillator in a LSM3g3 mode resonator is shown in Figure 7-3. Re-

fening to the layout of Figure 4-10, the two tunnels to be cut through the cavity wall for

each oscillator for bias lines that connect via ferrite beads and chip capacitors to the drain

and gate electrodes are clearly shown. Also the grounding patch for the source return path

1. Duroid is a manufacturer of dielectric materials
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that is connected via an earthing screw that passes across the air gap from the top wall of

the cavity is also shown. This circuit layout should be positioned accurately in the cavity

field and also adjusted with respect to the wiring tunnels and the grounding screw.

In the fabricated assembly of Figure 7-2, two rows of tunnels and grounding screws

have been symmetrically placed in and near the walls of the cavity so that up to fourteen

oscillator circuits could be accommodated spaced 26.75 mm apart although it is not nec-

essary to test an arcay as large as that to validate the overall new design. The cavity length

can be adjusted by the short-circuit plunger to provide the necessary space for any number

of oscillators up to 14. A spacing of 26.75 mm has been ideally chosen from the surface

E-field distribution of a LSM363 resonant mode within a2l4 mm long closed cavity.

The practical limitations in the test assemblies that have been identified above will af-

fect certain aspects of the performance of oscillators. In particular adjustment of the fre-

quency of the oscillator circuit and / or the cavity resonant frequency may be necessary to

obtain measurable output and the resulting frequency may differ from the design value.

Agreement between measurement and design within one percent should be regarded as a

good result and evidence of the validity of the oscillator circuit and cavity resonator de-

sign.

The other major effect of the practical limitations is likely to be apparent in power out-

put measurements and DC to RF conversion efficiency results. Differences amongst tran-

sistors within the same type number are likely to be the primary cause of inconsistent

output characteristics. But even for a particular oscillator different results may be antici-

pated each time the circuit board is removed and then reassembled with the cavity due to

small changes in the cavity internal losses and the thick iris. The reduced height air-filled

waveguide coupling section may be changed but only in finite steps.

Oscillator designs that have been fabricated for testing within this cavity will be de-

scribed in the following sections.

7.3 Design Validation Testing: S¡ngle-Transistor Oscillator

A single transistor oscillator in a LSM3g3 resonant mode partially filled cavity is to be

designed according to the specifications of Tables 7-1 andl-2 and then fabricated and
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mounted in the microwave test structure as shown in Figure 7-3 to be the first test of the

validity of the concepts and design methods presented in this thesis.

7.3.1 Single Transistor Oscillator: Version l

7.3.1.1 Design

Steps lr2 and 5: With reference to the 12 step design procedure of Section 7.1 the speci-

fication of steps I,2 and 5 are given in Tables 7-l andT-2.

TtbleT-2 Specifications that are peculiar to version 1 design

Operating Frequency Cavity Length Height of the Thansformer

3.5 GHz 80 mm 18.2 mma

Max. No. of Oscillators

4

a. Two metal blocks are used as shown in Figure 6-2wifh 1l = 7.9 mm

These specifications, as indicated in Figure 7-1, arise from MMIC constraints that

would apply if the design is to be subsequently scaled down in dimensions by a factor of

30 for operation at a frequency near 100 GHz.

The rest of the design steps are explained below.

Step 3: An index of propagating modes of the partially-filled waveguide to be used in

forming the cavity can be set up as given in Figure 6-10, and the LSMv3g mode selected

in order to provide surface electric nulls to accommodate as many pairs of oscillators in-

side the cavity as required, all fed via bias paths through the side walls, although only one

oscillator will be fabricated for this test of the design.

Step 4 . The resonant frequencies of the fully enclosed cavity (i.e. no coupling aperture)

are then calculated by simultaneous solution of equations (7-1) to (7-3). They are listed in

Figure 7-4, where LSMv303 is the selected resonant mode that corresponds to the desired

operating frequency.

Step 6 . The mode matching analysis of the coupling structure with specifications outlined

in Tables 7-1 and 7-2,is then applied as described in Chapter 6. The normalised admit-

tance at the cavity wall aperture that is presented to the LSMv39 mode as given in Figure
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6-15 includes a capacitive reactance as below:

Y¡u, = 0.4384 + i0.529 at 3.503 GHz (7-4)

It is important to note that while the first junction (H-step) apparently introduces an in-

ductance at the cavity aperture, the effect of the second junction through the thick iris cas-

cade connection will dramatically change the admittance at the cavity aperture to strongly

capacitive as given by Q-Ð. This will have a significant effect on the oscillator design as

will be discussed later on. It could be altered by changing the iris thickness assumed in Ta-

ble 7-1 by using a different extension to the superstrate and a different iris flange in the

assembly of Figure 7-3, i.e. several parts would have to be changed.

Resonant

Mode Air Partially

Filled Filled

Dielectric

Filled

Resonant Frequency [GHz]

LSMv3ol
LSMv302
LSMv3o3
LSMv304
LSMv3os
LSMv3o6
LSMv3oT

6.52r
7.284
8.403
9.759
It.26
12.86
14.53

2.961
3.181
3.s03
3.81
4.273
4.704
5.156

2.002
2.236

2.579
2.995
3.456
3.948
4.459

Selected Mode
Freq. - 3.503 G}Jz

Figure 7-4. Resonant frequencies for the partially-filled cavity with length d = 80 mm

Step 7. Based on the numerical solution of equation (5-65), the exact resonant frequency

is calculated to be 3.56 GHz and the coupling factor to the output load to be 2.2, as outlined

in Figure 5-10. These results appear to be very sensitive to the unloaded-Q of the partially

filled cavity. Consequently a slight variation of the internal cavity losses that are mainly

due to the dielectric and the brass cavity walls will substantially change the results.

Step 8. The surface electric field distribution that applies in this cavity is similar to that

shown in Figure 5-8 (a), and the zero E-field for transistor positioning is calculated to be

at the point x, = 24 and zt = 25.68 millimetres from the short-circuit wall (or 54.32

mm from the cavity aperture). The driving point end of the coupling probe strip is assumed

o
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to be positioned at xo = 24 and zt = 39.05 millimetres, and a 14 mm phasing line is

needed for transforming it into a load impedance to be presented to the transistor drain.

Step 9. Assuming an oscillator frequency of 3.5 GHz, the impedance at the driving point

end of the probe strip can be determined by the variational method discussed in Section

5.6. The result exhibits a highly capacitive reactance for all practical lengths as illustrated

in Figure 5-14, which is apparently a consequence of the capacitive reactance at the aper-

ture in the cavity wall.

Step 10. Numerical calculation of Z, and er¡ for a shielded-inverted microstripline as

specified in Table 7-1 is shown in Figure 4-11. The results are stored in data files to be

used by the oscillator design program.

Step 11. This step has been fully described as a design example in Section 4.6 and the re-

sult presented in Figures 4-13 and 4-14. The length of the phasing line has to be long

enough to transform the capacitive reactance of the probe (Xrt¡p) into an inductive reac-

tance X¡ at the transistor drain that is comparable with the conjugate of the device reac-

tance (9mfZ¿)) as shown in Graph -B and -C of Figure 4-12. A problem that arises is that

the magnitude of the small signal device negative resistance (ffi,elz¿)) needs to be large

enough compared with the load resistance R¡ to give rise to a strong oscillation at the res-

onant mode of interest. In this initial design it has been verified, by changing such design

parameters as gate, drain and source strips, that the resistance condition does not reach the

empirical condition, magnitude fi,efZ¿)> RL/3, that is used in oscillator design based on

small signal parameters [4, pp. 175]. This problem is overcome in the next oscillator de-

sign by making a different choice for the input position of the coupling strip.

Step 12. The complete layout of the oscillator circuit including the microstrip dimensions

is shown in Figure 7-5. The circuit location with respect to the edges of the dielectric wafer

and therefore the cavity walls is readily observed. It is to be noted that the small section of

the dielectric layer that extends inside the thick iris will be an integral part of the main sub-

strate in the case of monolithic fabrication.
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The dielectric volume comprises four Duroid substrates all with erof 10.8. Three thick

slabs (0.1" ) are placed underneath a thin layer (0.025") that includes the circuit on the

top. From step 8, the accurate position of the transistor along the z-axis is 25.68 mm from

the short-circuit wall, which is slightly shifted from the ideal position based on the fully

enclosed cavity field distribution (26.5 mm).

As the bias lead tunnels and the grounding screws have been positioned on the basis

of the fully enclosed cavity field, a small offset will appear (0.82 mm) that has been ac-

commodated by curving the ends of the bias lines and the DC return. The extent of the me-

ander in the bias lines is calculated so that the total length of the bias lines is 3l,r/4, where

?u, = )"s/ lerff and Àg is the wavelength in free space. ern is determined from step 9.

Also the total length of the DC return, from the end of the source strip and including the

curved section, should be Ìur/4 (8.6 mm).

The layout metallisations, particularly the bias lines and the DC return, are chosen thin

enough, so that their coupling with the surface electric field is kept to a minimum. Figure

1-3 (a) shows the assembly with the cavity lid removed. The adjustment system is clearly

shown, where the cavity length can be varied in the range 0 < d <214 mm.

The cavity length has been adjusted to 80 mm to accommodate the thick substrate with

lateral dimensions as given by Figure 7-5. Also the 9 mm substrate extension is placed in-

side the thick iris to form the intermediate partially-filled waveguide. An enlarged photo-

graphs of the oscillator circuit for design version 1 is shown in Figure 7-3 (a) and (b) with

the substrate periphery highlighted.
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7.3.1.2 Test Results

The single transistor oscillator with its standard air-filled rectangular waveguide output

(WG10, inside dimensions 2.840 by 1.340 inches or 72by 34 mm and operating range 2.60

to 3.95 GHz) can be tested as a passive single-port cavity resonator by connecting the as-

sembly to a swept frequency reflectometer. The return loss characteristic at the output port

of the assembly with the version I microstrip circuit metallisation in place but with no bias

voltages applied to the transistor is shown in Figure 7-6.

LSMv3o2 LSMv3s3

l6
t2

9

coge
U)
U)

¡
¡<)
oú

Frequency [GHz]

Figure 7-6. Swept frequency measurement of the single transistor oscillator version 1

assemblv without bias

The design resonant mode LSMv303 is readily identified in the plot with a frequency

of 3.51 GHz and a return loss of 12 dB which is equivalent to a coupling factor of 1.7 [56].

It has been observed that by slight movement of the dielectric filling, particularly the top

layer, that may occur by simply removing and replacing the lid, the resonant frequency

will change about l7o (3.51to 3.55 GHz), whereas the change in the return loss may be

high (3 to 12 dB) which is evidence of the sensitivity of the resonance equation (5-65) to

small cavity perturbations. In fact the extra reactance that is caused by perturbations will

disturb the reactance equilibrium required by (5-65) at the cavity aperture junction, leading
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to a slightly shifted resonant frequency in order to cancel out the extra reactance. Changes

in cavity wall resistance also caused by perturbation of the cavity will change the resultant

coupling factor through changes to the unloaded cavity Q, The external -Q of the assembly

can be measured from the frequency response of the mode of interest as shown in Figure

J -7 , an expanded version of Figure 7 -6 over the 3.4 to 3.6 GHz range.

Frequency [GHz]

Figure 7-7. Frequency response of the dominant mode L9/rflsog

Accordingly, the loaded -Q of the assembly is easily obtained in this case as [56, pp.

r36-t431,

f^ 
= 

31.96 
= 350 (7-s)Qt= Lf - lo - JJv

The external -Q is related to loaded -Q through the expression:

Qr
1

%,
(7-6)

and the external -Q is related to the coupling factor B such that:

1 2
9
6ÊqË

!

U)
U)
o
rì
EJ
!,
C)

ú

1*o,I

F = Qu/g,*,

By substituting Q"*, from (7 -7) into (7-6) the unloaded Q is obtained as:

('7-7)

Q, = Qr.(l + Þ) (7-8)

Using þ = 1.67 and Q7 = 350 from Figures 7-6 and7-J, the unloaded Q can be de-

termined from (7-8) as Qu = 936 which isg%o higher than the value calculated from the
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tanô of the dielectric filling (i.e. Q' u*tl* = 852 ) as given by (C-aT. From this equation

it may be concluded that the increase of Qu is due to a decrease in conductor loss. As the

cavity field is strongly concentrated inside the dielectric, it is suggested that the air gaps

between the dielectric and the cavity walls may be responsible for a decrease in surface

current and consequently conductor loss.

The output spectrum of the version I single transistor oscillator assembly with layout

-1 is shown in Figure 7-8
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Layout -1

vDS = 2'44v
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Figure 7-8. Output spectrum of the single translstor oscillator version 1

The oscillation was initially observed at about 3.5 GHz with an output power of -3

dBm and l27o efficiency. By gradually moving the short circuit wall back from the dielec-

tric, the power output and drain current increased, so that at 9 mm air gap, +3 dBm RF

power had been achieved as shown in Figure 7-8 with 16%oDC to RF conversion efficien-

cy. Adjusting the height of the transformer waveguide by replacing the metal blocks did

not improve the efficiency beyond l6Vo.
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7.3.1.3 Conclusion

These initial test results clearly validate the combination of concepts that form the

overall design as well as the analytical methods that have been developed for designing

the cascade of components that form the assembly. In particular the oscillation frequency

of 3.549 GHz compares favourably with the specification of 3.5 GHz and the passive

structure resonance measurement of 3.505 GHz as read from Figure 7 -7 .

Power output and efficiency are comparable with results obtained with a similar tran-

sistor operating in a conventional microstrip circuit without a resonator coupled to the

drain output port as detailed in Appendix G, Section 4.2 and Figure 10. The 1.67 value for

coupling factor obtained from reflectometer measurement of the passive structure is com-

parable with but lower than the design value of 2.2 set out in step 7. Given the uncertainty

with regard to losses in the actual test structure and also their theoretical modelling the

agreement is better than might be expected.

In starting the oscillator the gate bias was initially set so that the MESFET channel was

pinched off and the drain current \ryas zero. The oscillation commenced as the gate bias was

reduced but below a certain level of external bias setting a self bias level appeared due to

the clamping action described in Section 2.6 and reported in reference [64]. However the

MESFET does not appear to be operating under class C conditions because the efficiency

as an indicator is too low. During the testing of this oscillator some difficulty was experi-

enced in setting conditions that would cause the oscillations to start spontaneously. This

coincides with the observation made in step 11 of the design that the negative resistance

calculated is smaller than the empirical value normally required for small-signal based de-

sign to give good spontaneous oscillation build-up in practice.

7.3.2 Single Trqnsistor Oscillator Version 2: Improved Efficiency

7.3.2,1 Improving the Oscillator Performance

In the version 1 design, some inconsistency in the start up of oscillation was found ap-

parently due to the magnitude of the device negative resistance not being high enough rel-

ative to the level of load resistance. To clarify the problem, the driving point impedance

of the coupling probe current strip, Zrrrio, and its transformed value over the phasing line
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to Zy at the transistor drain are illustrated in Figure 7-9. The high level of the strip resist-

ance results in low values for load resistance and poor coupling between the cavity and

oscillator output for most lengths of strips.
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Figure 7-9. Load and driving point impedance of the coupling probe used in version 1 design

The highly capacitive reactance of the probe (-Xrt ip) should be transformed by a rela-

tively long phasing line to a moderate value of inductive reactance, X¡, because as previ-

ously explained, the device impedance is essentially capacitive (see Figure 4-15-C). The

load resistance, R¡, is represented by the curve that rapidly drops below 10 ohms which is

far lower than the normal 50 ohm load resistance. According to the variational equation

(5-86) the probe driving point impedance depends on the intensity of the surface electric

field at the strip and from calculations, the high impedance level of Figure 7-9 arises be-

cause the current strip of the version I design is located in a strong tield area as shown in

Figure 4-I4.Therefore one approach to the question of how to improve the impedance and

coupling level is to consider whether the probe strip can be located in an appropriate area

Freq:3.5 GHz(LSMYsot)

Width olThe Probe: 2 mm
xg: 24 mm

zs: 39.05 ^ 
,,

-Xsfip

I

Z6

Rrrrip

lo

RL
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where the surface electric field intensity is reasonably low. This is shown in Figure 7-10
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Figure 7-10 (a) illustrates the basic critical positioning layout where the transistor is

located exactly at the null in surface electric field. The current strip should be at a mini-

mum distance from the transistor, no more than ?,"s/4, where î,, is the wavelength in

shielded-inverted microstrip. This minimum length phasing line is essential for transform-

ing the capacitive probe (which is the effect of the capacitive iris) into an inductive reac-

tance in order to cancel out the capacitive reactance at the transistor drain so fulfilling the

oscillation condition. Figure 7-10 (b) shows a practical way of repositioning the current

+

t
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strip relative to the surface E-field. Instead of displacing the circuit, the electric field is

shifted with respect to the fixed position of the transistor and its connected strips. This is

because the bias circuits should be connected to the permanent wiring tunnels that have

been cut through the walls of the cavity. By reducing the length of the dielectric substrate

and also reducing the length of the cavity by adjusting the short circuit wall, the field dis-

tribution will be consequently displaced with respect to the fixed circuit metallisations.

This method is clearly shown in Figure 7-10 (b) where aportion of dielectric substrate with

a length Äd has been cut off and the short circuit wall adjusted to reduce the cavity length

by L^d. It is observed that the field distribution has shifted by the same length so that the

current strip is located in a reasonably low field area.

This approach leads to the improved oscillator design that is presented in the following

section.

7.3.2.2 Design

To improve the oscillator performance, a small portion of the dielectric substrate is re-

moved and the length of the cavity is reduced as demonstrated in Figure 7-10. The new

specifications are outlined in Table 7-3 where the cavity length is reduced about ll%o com-

pared with version 1, leading to a higher operating frequency that is determined by the

LSMY3g3 mode of interest.

Thbte 7-3 Specifrcations for the single transistor oscillator 'version 2

Operating Frequency Cavity Length Height of the Transformer

3.6 GHz 7l.2mm 18.2 mma

a. Two metal blocks are used as shown in Figure 6-2 with H = 7.9 mm

Steps I to 4z As previously explained, this mode provides accommodation for as many as

four transistor oscillators within the versatile test structure of FigureT-2. Therefore design

steps 1 to 4 are the same in this design as in version 1.

Step 5. Following the procedure of the design version 1, the resonant frequencies of the

closed cavity are given in Figure 7-11 where the selected mode is highlighted.

Max. No. of Oscillators

4
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Resonant

Mode Air Partially

Filled Filled

Dielectric

Filled

Resonant Frequency [GHz]

LSMv3ol
LSMv302
LSMY363
LSMv304
LSMY3s5
LSMv3o6
LSMv3oT

6.591
7.533
8.883
10.485
rr.240
14.092
16.006

2.982
3.259

3.634
4.066
4.536
5.038
5.563

2.O23
2.312

2.727
3.218
3.757
4.325
4.913

Selected Mode
Freq. = 3.634Gr{2

Figure 7-11. Calculated resonant frequencies for the cavity with reduced length 71.2 mm

Step 6. The mode matching calculations of the coupling structure are then repeated for the

new operating frequency to yield a new cavity wall aperture admittance:

Y¡un = 0.446+i0.522

which is not greatly different from(7-4).

at3.634 GHz (7-e)

Step 7. The exact resonant frequency and the output coupling factor are obtained from the

numerical solution of (5-65) as outlined in Figure 7-12, with a coupling factor that is nu-

merically higher than that of design version 1 (Figure 5- 10). The slight increase of the res-

onant frequency of about 2 percent is due to the effect of the capacitive component of wall

aperture admittance. The increased overcoupling should improve the DC to RF conversion

efficiency.

Step 8. The field distribution for the new cavity length is determined as sketched in Figure

7-13. Note that while the field at the coupling probe has been reduced the transistor posi-

tion is 54.32 mm distant from the iris wall as in design version I (Figure 7-5).

o
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Closed Cavity Resonant Freq at TMYsos = 3.634 GHz

Exact Resonant Freq at TMY3ss = 3.698 GHz

Output Coupling Factor = 3.062

Cavity lmpedance at the lntersection is Zcav = 12.58+155iohm

lmpedance of the Coupling Structure is Zjun = 132.5--155i ohm

Normalised cavity Admittance is ycau =0.0728-0.897i

Normalised Port Admittance is Y¡un = 0.446+0.522i

Normalised lnput Admittance is Y¡n = 3.062-0.0i

Minimum Error = 1.775e-026

Figure 7-12. Exact resonant frequency of the coupled cavity and output coupling factor

With a minimum phasing line length of 7mm, the current strip is located at a distance

of 46.05 mm from the iris wall and is in a relatively low-intensity E-field area.

40

- ---'. 54.32 mm

30

I

20

Iris WaII
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Reference

10

0
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

Figure 7-13. Positioning of the circuit on the E-field distribution for version 2 design

Step 9. The impedance of the probe strip is determined by the variational equation (5-86)

for the transversal strip with the driving point as specified from Figure7 -13 (xo = 24 mm

and z' = 46.05 mm, where e' is the distance from the iris wall). The driving point imped-

ance of the current strip, Zr¡io, and its transformed value, Zy, is shown in Figure 7-14.

46.05 mm
\ \ \\\r_

I I

t

I

t
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Figure 7-14. lmpedance characteristics of the probe strip in the version 2 design

The probe exhibits a low level of impedance due to its location in a low-intensity E-

field area. The transformed load resistance (R¡) increases monotonically to around 50 ohm

which is comparable with conventional 50 ohm microstrip. Also the transformed inductive

reactance (X¡) varies between 300 and 400 O which is well within the range of the capac-

itive reactance that the transistor drain presents.

Step 1L. The oscillator design program in shielded-inverted microstrip can be executed in

a similar way to that described in Section 4.6 . The program messages relevant to this ver-

sion 2 design are outlined in Figure 7-15. The oscillator frequency has been chosen to be

3.67 Ggzwhich is slightly less than the exact resonant frequency of the cavity, 3.698 GHz,

to allow some frequency adjustments using the cavity short circuit and the gate microstrip

tuning screw,
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DESIGN OF MICROWAVE MESFET OSCILLATOR

ON

SHIELDED INVERTED MICROSTRIP

USING

ATF -13036 FET TRANSISTOR

ENTER Oscillator frequency in GHz = 3.67

SELECT common-source/ common-gate [cs/ cg] : cs

lf you want a short circuit stub choose : s

lf you want a open circuit stub choose : o

lf you do not need a feedback choose : n

ENTER your choice: I s, o, n ] o

Graphical analysis of series feedback?? [y/n] n

Length of the feedback strip in degree = 40

Width of the feedback strip in millimetre = 0.5

Graph 
i-l:::::ï: << rnitiarisarion >>-------

Starting from the last minimum point ? [y/ n]:

Graph - B and C are displayed

ENTER the min. length of Gate strip [mm]: 5

ENTER the max length of Gate strip [mm]: 10

ENTER the width of Gate strip [mm]: 0.5

ENTER min. length of Probe strip [mm]: 6

ENTER max length of Probe strip [mm]: 10

ENTER the width of Phasing strip [mm]: .5

n

Figure 7-15. Program messages for the version 2 design

The amount of series feedback is chosen from the required level of the device reac-

tance, X¿, which should be cancelled out by the load reactance, X¡. For 45 degrees series

feedback the device and load characteristics are illustrated in graphs A, B and C of Figure

7 -16.
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OSCILLAf OR DESION ON SMITI{ CHARf

abs(S11)=1.399
abs(S2z) = 1.28s

0.5
Sourco stabilit)

circles [ - ]

0.2

-0.2

Load stability

circles [ -. ]
-2

Graph - A: A highly unstable device is obtained by using
40 degree series feedback

Graph - B is illustrated in Figure 7-14
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Figure 7-16. Program graphics: Graph -A) stability circles, Graph-B) Z¡ and Graph-C) Z¿
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The program initialisations include the minimum and maximum lengths of the gate and

probe strips. These are set from graphs B and C which appear on the computer display

screen. The program results outlined in Figure 7-17 exhibit a high negative resistance that

will give rise to strong start -up of oscillations.

<< THE HOOKE & JEEVES OPTIMIZATION ROUTINE >>

Minimum error function is Fmin = 7.0421 e-006

Number of function evaluations: 409

<<< Optimization Result for The Shielded lnverted Oscillator Design >>>

transistor: ATF-1 3036 MESFET

oscillator f requency = 3.67 GHz

length of gate strip = 9.88 mm

width of gate strip = 0.5 mm

length of current strip = 9.2 mm

width of current strip = 2 ¡¡¡¡
type of series feedback : open circuit stub

length of equivalent single source-strip = 40 degree

length of upper source-strip = 5.489 mm

length of lower source-strip = 13 mm

width of source-strips = 0.5 mm

length of DO-return strip = 8.202 mm

width of DO-return strip = 0.2 mm

length of phasing striP = 7 ¡¡¡

zdev = -6.6876 - 5.7131i Zload = 0.6950 + 5.71

Figure 7-17. Program result for oscillator version 2 design on shielded inverted microstrip

The complete layout of the version 2 design is drawn in Figure 7-18 where the cavity

length has been reduced to7l.2mm in comparison with the version 1 layout. However the

transistor position has not been changed with respect to the iris wall as the reference plane.
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7.3.2.3 Test Results

The swept frequency measurement of the cavity for the version 2 design, reveals a

higher resonant frequency for the LSMv303 mode as was expected and is shown in Figure

7 -19.

LSMY L,SMtrog lSMtro+307

LSMv3ol

o
oJ

Oo
rH
o
ú

flrl \_-/ \-/ \-?.\

2.5 7 9 .3 3.5 7 9
Frequency [GHz]

Figure 7-1g. Swept frequency measurement of the version 2 design with reduced cavity
length

The output spectrum of the version 2 design is shown in Figure 7 -20 with +5 dBm pow-

er output and26 percent DC to RF conversion efficiency. The oscillator frequency, 3.646

GHz, is slightly lower than the resonant frequency of the cavity LSMv303 mode which is

3.75 GlHz in Figure 7-19. This is expected due to the driving effect of the oscillator circuit

on the cavity resonant frequencY.

During the measurement, consistent start -up and strong oscillation has been observed

with relatively high efficiency. This is evidence of the high level of negative resistance of

the active device and the improved coupling of the oscillator output to the partially-filled

cavity by locating the probe strip in a sufficiently low intensity E-field area on the dielec-

tric interface as discussed earlier. The results are superior to those for the version I design

1 1 .5
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that demonstrated relatively poor oscillator behaviour with low efficiency. The strength of

the build-up and oscillation level as the externally applied gate bias is reduced is such that

it can be set to zero in which case a bias voltage still persists that is due to the function of

the Schottþ diode type gate with a relatively large amplitude RF voltage applied to it

through feedback. This is the self biasing effect referred to in Section 2.6 and observed in

the version 1 design in Section 7.3.1.3.
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Figure 7-20. Output spectrum of the version 2 design with 5 dBm power output in the

LSltr{s6 mode

The DC to RF efficiency can grow even higher than 26Voby further adjustments of (1)

the bias voltage, Vpg, (2) the short circuit end wall gap, and (3) the oscillator gate strip

tuning screw on the cavity lid. It has been observed that adjustment of the short circuit gap

has a primary effect on improving the output power level. For a fixed position of short cir-

cuit gap, the DC to RF conversion efficiency can be improved by reducing the externally

applied gate bias voltage V65 to zero. Also the tuning screws on the cavity lid may also

improve the power output and efficiency. Finally, for a fixed setting of the short circuit gap
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and the externally applied gate bias set to zero the output power will smoothly rise with

increasing drain bias voltage. A typical characteristic for the measured output power for

the version 2 design is shown in Figure 7-2l,where the measured points are indicated by

small circles. Also the DC to RF conversion efficiency which is calculated with the fol-

lowing relation is shown in the diagram below the first one.
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Figure 7-21 Measured output power and efficiency of the version 2 design versus drain
voltage

For the particular settings of the short circuit gap, gate bias and the tuning screw, a
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maximum efficiency of 35Vo is achieved with Vrr = 3.5 volts. The measured output pow-

er in this case is about +8.5 dBm (7 mW). Also by increasing the drain voltage above this

value, the output power will gradually increase as shown in Figure I -2l,but the efficiency

will diminish due to the rapid increase in the drain current which will result in proportion-

ately higher DC power input and lower efficiency. For a drain voltage of 3.12 volts, an out-

put power of +9.0 dBm with a DC to RF conversion efficiency of 33Vo has been measured

which is graphed from the spectrum analyser record shown in Figure 7 -22. The oscillator

frequency is 3.618 GHz which is slightly lower than that of the Figure 7-20 spectrum due

mainly to the larger short circuit gap and other adjustments such as bias voltages and the

tuning screw, made in order to optimise the oscillator power output and efficiency.
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Figure 7-22. Spectrum of maximum output power for the version 2 design with 33% efficiency

7.3.2.4 Conclusions

The results that have been obtained in tests on the version 2 single transistor oscillator

are further validation of the design concepts and methods that have been presented. The

measured oscillation frequency of 3.646 GHz differs from the frequency of 3.610 GHz
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adopted in preparing the layout of the metal stripline components by 0.7 percent. Improve-

ment in the design of the coupling probe and phasing line has yielded a large increase in

output power and more than a doubling of the DC to RF conversion efficiency to a maxi-

mum of 35 percent.

Part of the improvement may have arisen for reasons apart from the design changes.

Moving the transistor away from the surface electric field null position exposes the metal

strips from the source electrodes to a small parallel component of electric field that will

induce a voltage that will modify the feedback. Also the version 2 oscillator uses a differ-

ent transistor although it is from the same batch as the one used in the version 1 oscillator.

The research is directed towards the passive mounting structure and not the active de-

vice which because of resource limitations is imperfectly known. In design the MESFET

is simply represented in terms of the manufacturer's small signal scattering parameters and

recommended operating conditions and limits reproduced in Appendix H for reference.

However a vital function of the passive mounting structure is feedback. It affects the start-

up behaviour as well as the steady state characteristics. In particular it determines the mode

of operation of the active device. As explained in Sections 2.6 and 3.3.16 a resonant struc-

ture in cascade with the load is needed for class C operation with high efficiency low dis-

tortion output. 35 percent efficiency may be a fortuitous result but it is also a result that

suggests that the partially-filled resonator can be used in this assembly to yield class C op-

eration. The feedback function for class C operation of a MESFET oscillator involves

highly non-linear operation of the transistor. Self-biasing through rectification and clamp-

ing action at the gate must be such that drain current flows for less than half of the RF cy-

cle, and the loaded quality factor of the resonator connected to the drain together with the

level of feedback must provide a large enough RF level at the gate for the necessary level

of self biasing voltage. It is evident that the design of the passive mounting structure for

class C oscillator operation involves an accurate knowledge of the operating characteris-

tics under highly nonlinear conditions for the particular MESFET to be tested in that struc-

ture.
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7.4 Design Validation Testing: Power Combining

7.4.1 The Dielectric Resonator as q Power Combiner

The measurements of frequency, power output and efficiency on the single transistor

designs have shown very good agreement with results expected from design theory as giv-

en in detail in Section 7.3.The results so far, validate the concepts and the design method-

ology proposed in this thesis for planar oscillator circuits built on electrically thick

dielectric wafers. They are clear evidence that the novel assembly that has been developed

on the basis of monolithic fabrication constraints will work.

However in order to achieve an important goal towards the production of efficient and

cost effective millimetre-wave sources, further experiments are needed to verify that the

partially-filled cavity can act as a multiple -oscillator power combiner, so that a number of

oscillators placed inside the partially filled cavity may be used to compensate for reduced

single device power output at higher frequencies. In this case the individual oscillators will

contribute to the overall output in a power combined manner, leading to a new class of res-

onant cavity power combiner in which the thick dielectric superstrate is exploited as the

combining medium and the surface wave mode resonance as the synchronising and phas-

ing mechanism for all of the oscillators. This phenomenon has been found in thick sub-

strates in certain spatial power combining structures of the quasi-optical grid oscillator

type. However the substrate mode effect has been neglected in the design methods used

for these structures, and it is only the experiments at millimetre wave frequencies that have

revealed invalid assumptions as the cause of erroneous design and significant errots.

In this assembly the thick superstrate is enclosed by the cavity resulting in more inti-

mate coupling between the oscillator circuits which is enhanced by the resonant field dis-

tribution in what has become a partially-filled cavity. Such a coupling arrangement

amongst a planar array of oscillators appears not to have been reported in the literature.

The successful results for single transistor oscillators may not necessarily indicate the fea-

sibility of this power combining theory. A design is necessary, that incorporates at least

two oscillator circuits for testing, in order to verify the power combining function of the

partially-filled resonator.
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7.4.2 Power Combined Two Transistor Oscillator

7.4.2.1 Design

The same cavity length as that used in the version 2 single transistor oscillator will ac-

commodate two oscillators and is the basis of the specifications in Table 7-4.

TableT-4 Specifïcations for the design of the power combined two transistor oscillator

Operating Frequency Cavity Length Resonant Mode Tbansformer Height No. of Oscillators

3.6 GHz 7l.2mm LSMY3¡3 18.2 mma 2

a. Two metal blocks are used as shown in Figure 6-2 with H = 7.9 mm

Steps 1 to 8 are exactly the same as described in the version 2 single transistor oscil-

lator design of Section L3.2.2 with the aim of achieving the high performance of the pre-

vious design. The driving points of the probe current strips are located in the same position

relative to the iris and side wall as shown in the version 2 oscillator layout of Figure 7-18

and each is connected to its transistor drain with a7 mmphasing line. The oscillators are

transversally positioned with perfect mirror-symmetry as shown in Figure 7-23.For future

reference, the oscillators are numbered as device I and2 as specified in Figure 7-23.

Step 9. The variational calculation for the driving point impedance of each current strip is

similar to that for the single oscillator design except that both current strips should be taken

into account in the volume source integration of equation (5-83).

Due to the mirror symmetry of the current strips and the cavity relative orientation of

the electric field distribution on the surface of the superstrate as shown in Figure 7 -23,both

current strips will exhibit the same driving point impedance that is sketched in Figure 7-

24. Similar to the version 2 oscillator design result the current strip exhibits a capacitive

impedance , Zstrip, which is transformed through the 7 mm phasing line to an inductive

load,22.
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Figure 7-23. Transversalposition of two oscillators with perted mirror-symmetry

Step 10 uses the data calculated in the design in Section 7.3.1'l'

Step 11. The oscillator design program is executed in a similar way to that described in

the version 2 design. The oscillation frequency is chosen to be 3.65 GHz and the electrical

length of the series feedback to be 50 degrees. The program messages are given in Figure

7-25,w\ththe initialisation graphs as shown in Figure 7-26.The program results are sub-

sequently shown inFigwe 7 -27 .
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Figure 7-25. Program messages for the power combiner design
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OSCILLATOR DESI N ON SMITH CHABT
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<< THE HOOKE & JEEVES OPTIMIZATION ROUTINE >>

Minimum error f unction is Fmin = 2.1312 e-005

Number of function evaluations: 400

zdev = -10.6133 - 4.4525i zload = 0.9729 + 4.4525i

<<< Optimization Result for The Shielded lnverted Oscillator Design >>>

transistor: ATF-1 3036 MESFET

oscillator frequency = 3.65 GHz

length of gate strip = 12 mm

width of gate strip = 0.5 mm

length of current strip = 8.1 mm

width of current strip = 2 ¡¡6
type of series feedback : open circuit stub

length of equivalent single source-strip = 50 degree

length of upper source-strip = 5.818 mm

length of lower source-strip = 14.63 mm

width of source-striPs = 0.5 mm

length of DO-return str¡p = 8.725 mm

width of DO-return strip = 0.2 mm

length of phasing striP = 7 ¡¡¡

Figure 7-27. Program results for the power combiner design

The complete layout of the two transistor oscillator power combiner is given by Figure

7-28. The circuit was fabricated and tested and the experimental results are presented in

the following section.
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7.4.2.2 Results

A swept frequency measurement of the partially-filled cavity with the power combined

two transistor oscillator in place but with no bias applied is shown in Figure J-29, where the

measured resonant frequency of the LSMv303 mode of interest is 3.66 GHz. Also other reso-

nant modes are clearly observed but they are either loosely coupled to the load or well sepa-

rated in frequency from the oscillator design frequency.

LSMY LSMv3o3 LSMv

l4
11

8

Êa
!
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0)ú

Frequency [GHz]

Figure 7-29. Swept frequency reflection characteristic of the passive two transistor oscillator
power combiner

In particular the loosely coupled resonances on either side of the LSMv3g3 resonance, iden-

tified by small cursors, that have appeared for the first time may be produced by the metalli-

sations and MESFET packages of the oscillator circuits introducing extra perturbation inside

the partially-filled cavity.

Oscillation was found to occur with either one or both transistors biased. The output spec-

trum of the assembly, with device 1 turned on and device 2 turned off has been measured with

the spectrum analyser and is printed in Figure 7-30, with -2.2 dBm output power at 3.6095

GHz oscillation frequency. The drain voltage was set at 2.0 volts, the gate bias reading was
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-1.16 volts, and 4.5 mA drain current was measured. In the second test, device 1 was turned

off and device 2 turned on, giving the output spectrum as shown in Figure 7-31.

Figure 7-30. Output spectrum of the power combiner when device -1 only is turned on
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Figure 7-31. The output spectrum of the power combiner when device -2 only is turned on
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Figure 7-32. The output spectrum of the power combiner with both oscillators turned on

The drain voltage was set to 2.0 volts, the gate bias reading was -1.34 volts and 3.8 mA of

drain current was measured. An output power of -3.3 dBm at 3.6218 GHz was obtained which
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is significantly different from the first test and is evidence, along with the different drain

current, of differences between the two transistors in the assembly. Finally in the third test,

both oscillators were turned on with the same 2.0 drain bias voltages applied as in tests 1

andZ. A power combined output of +5 dBm was achieved from the assembly as shown in

the spectrum analyser record of Figure 7-32 at an operating frequency of 3.6286 GHz

which is slightly different from the previous measurements. Note that the self-bias on the

gate of device I has changed from -1.16 volts to -1.11 volts.

7.4.2.3 Discussion and Conclusions

The drain bias voltages of the devices I and2 are exactly the same as those that gave

spectrum 1 and spectrum 2. However the drain currents measured when both oscillators

are operating changed to 6 mA and 4 mA for devices I and 2 respectively which are dif-

ferent from the values in previous tests where only one device was operating. In addition

the power combined output of +5 dBm is much higher than the simple addition of the sin-

gle-device powers as previously measured or single device RF voltages derived from pow-

ers. This is because the oscillator circuits ate not isolated devices but directly

interconnected parts of the whole assembly. 'When both oscillators are operating their in-

dividual power outputs are greater and are combined leading to a superior output. Once

one of the devices is turned off, not only does it fail to contribute power, but it also intro-

duces a significant mismatch inside the partially-filled cavity leading to a reduction in the

power and efficiency of the operating device. This phenomenon is specific to the novel

resonant cavity power combiner and does not exist in the classical corporate power com-

biner where the oscillators are isolated from each other and their output powers are linearly

added by hybrid connections, for example, to give the resulting power combined output.

Good start-up behaviour is found for power combining operation and also for single

transistor operation. This appears to be in harmony with the empirical rule that the nega-

tive resistance produced by the active device at start-up should be equal to or greater than

threc timcs the load resistance. Switching off one transistor removes one of the two paral-

lel negative resistances so that the effective negative resistance is doubled.

However power transfer appears to be affected because the optimum load for two os-
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cillators operating in parallel is likely to be half the value suitable for a single oscillator.

The DC to RF conversion efficiencies for the oscillators operated separately are 6.7 per-

cent and 6.2 percent whereas for combined operation it is 15.87o. This is much less than

the maximum efficiency achieved with the version 2 oscillator but the combiner was only

tested with a conservative drain bias level of 2.O volts. From Figure 7-21the version 2 os-

cillator efficiency was 20 percent when its drain bias was 2.0 volts.

It is concluded that the partially filled resonant cavity functions effectively as a power

combiner by synchronising and phasing oscillators that are coupled to it through the die-

lectric surface electric field distribution. The design methods that have been developed are

accurate and appropriate for determining details for all of the passive components that

form the electrically thick superstrate mounted array of oscillators.
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Chapter I

Overall Conclusions
&
Recommendations

The primary aim of the research has been to create an oscillator assembly that will con-

form to an assumed wafer thickness constraint that would make MMIC fabricated items

electrically thick at millimetre wave frequencies. However the low loss nature of both

shielded inverted microstrip line and partially-filled dielectric resonators raise the possi-

bility that versions of this oscillator assembly fabricated with low loss, temperature stable

materials and designed for low phase noise [65] may exhibit superior properties, at micro-

wave frequencies. The thick substrate may be a standard thickness GaAs wafer on top of

a thicker sapphire plate coupled so that the loaded Q of the oscillator is large enough to

yield the desired low phase noise required. Indeed the details of construction will depend

upon the intended operating frequency.

An important basic feature is that the oscillator is a packaged component with either a

single port output, that may be one of the standard waveguides including coaxial transmis-

sion lines (Concepts 6 and 7) or a multiple port output of the radiating type (Concepts 12

and 13). The package acts as the resonator body and coupling structure for RF and incor-
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porates the bias supply line connections for DC. The self-biasing effect at the gate can be

exploited by omitting a separate gate bias supply or the DC connection can be used for ap-

plying pinch-off level pulses to digitally modulate the oscillator.

The partially-filled dielectric resonator-type cavity in cascade with the output from the

drain of the MESFET oscillator offers the prospect of designing for high efficiency Class

C mode operation in the oscillator. Detail knowledge of the nonlinear characteristics of the

transistor at both the drain and the gate would be necessary and an alternative approach to

the design of the oscillator circuit in shielded inverted substrate microstrip that takes ac-

count of the effect of the current pulse excited resonant cavity on the feedback within the

oscillator would have to be developed. In the case of an array of oscillators the interaction

that leads to synchronisation is a nonlinear effect that may somewhat compromise the

design for Class C operation. At higher frequencies the transit time delay associated with

carriers travelling across the channel in a MESFET or HEMT [66] may prevent effective

Class C operation.

The development of double-heterojunction pseudomorphic HEMTs offers the prospect

of significant efficiency improvement over MESFETs whether operated in Class A, AB or

C mode [67]. The theoretical maximum efficiency of a Class A amplifier is 50 percent and

in the case of Class B operation efficiencies as high as 65 percent are commonly achieved.

It is likely that a more practical approach to the design of millimetre wave oscillators is to

concentrate on Class A operation of transistors and use materials that will yield the higher

efficiency. In that case the functions of the resonant cavity are (i) synchronisation of affays

of oscillators, (ii) stabilisation of frequency and (iii) phasing of the elements of an array

by virtue of the position of each coupling probe in the resonator standing wave pattern.

The oscillators that have been successfully tested are an innovative cascade of compo-

nents that appear to have been seldom, if at all, analysed, designed and used previously in

practical systems. The component parts include,

(v)the oscillator designed in shielded inverted microstrip line,
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(ii)the partially-filled dielectric resonator operating in the LSMv33N mode,

(iii)excitation of such a resonator by means of current carrying metal strips on the surface

of the dielectric that partially fills the resonator, and,

(iv)coupling between a partially-filled dielectric resonator and a standard air-filled rec-

tangular waveguide by means of a thick iris in the form of a short length of partially-

filled rectangular section waveguide that has the same dielectric thickness and air gap

as the resonator.

These components have been conceived as an assembly that has the potential to solve

a problem that arises due to surface wave excitation in electrically thick dielectric slabs.

Demonstration of the accuracy of design methods that have been developed for each of

these components leads to the possibility that other components and assemblies may be

developed that extend the range of functions that can be performed using an electrically

thick dielectric slab as the common structural component.

For example, it appears feasible to construct an amplifier by separating the partially-

filled dielectric resonator that is used in the oscillator into two identical resonators by

means of a metal wall across the cavity parallel to the strips connected to the source elec-

trodes. The transistor would be in a region of zero or small electric field and could be in

an aperture in the wall that would provide negligible coupling between the resonators, in

contrast to the transistor that would take its input via the gate strip from the input resonator

and feed its output via the drain strip to the output resonator. The amplifier proper would

be designed and operated in shielded inverted microstrip line.

Electronic tuning of the oscillator by incorporating a varactor diode in series with the

gate metal strip would be a useful alternative to the mechanical tuning explained in Con-

cept 10. A series component controlled through an additional bias line would avoid the

problems involved in mounting a component across the air gap and would satisfy the con-

straints of monolithic fabrication.

The maximum number of oscillators that can be combined as a synchronised array at
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a specified operating frequency will depend upon the frequency and therefore the compo-

nents that can be realistically incorporated when fabricating the assembly. Mechanically

tuning individual oscillators, as explained in Concept 10, will not be feasible in the milli-

metre wave band but varactor tuning may be. Mechanically tuning the partially-filled cav-

ity resonator, as explained in Concept 11, becomes increasingly difficult to build so that it

is effective in small structures at very short operating wavelengths. Suppressing unwanted

resonances and heat sinking by placing metal posts through the substrate, as explained in

concept 14 and 15, may take the form of metal filling within etched holes and therefore

may be practical for millimetre wave assemblies. The cavity resonant mode to be used for

power combining must be separated from unwanted resonances by a frequency range that

is large compared with the bandwidth of the negative resistance produced by the micros-

trip oscillators. It is evident that the larger the frequency range over which negative resist-

ance may be generated the smaller the cavity and array that should be used. This is so that

cavity resonances are more widely separated thus avoiding power being generated at an

unwanted nearby cavity resonance. A further consideration that arises directly in the oscil-

lator design is the smallest value of loaded Q of the resonator that may be used for efficient

power transfer to the load. It will be a function of the size of the array and so the size may

be limited by a minimum specified for the loaded Q.

The maximum size array that can function reliably may not generate sufficient output

porwer. In that case it will be necessary to combine the output from more than one affay.

At millimetre wavelengths an assembly designed to radiate as an array antenna, as ex-

plained in Concept 13, is equivalent to an array of magnetic current elements on the sur-

face of a near perfect conducting plane. If this type of active antenna is used to form an

an:ay, a flat mirror with an array of magnetic currents on its surface is created, \iVhen used

as the flat active surface in an open resonator like that illustrated in Figure 2-19 synchro-

nised in-phase oscillation throughout the assembly will occur. The ideal geometry of the

region within the open resonator is not violated by a dielectric slab and the magnetic cur-

rent sources may be distributed over the flat mirror in a way that optimises coupling to the

open resonator mode. In such an assembly each oscillator is associated with three inter-

connected frequency selective structures. The first is the shielded inverted microstrip com-
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ponents connected to the transistor, the second is the partially-filled dielectric cavity

resonator that encloses an array of transistor oscillators and the third is the open cavity res-

onator that synchronises aî affay of dielectric cavity oscillators. In a free running sense all

of the resonant frequencies should occur within a certain range for overall synchronisation

to occur. Because of the direct interconnection throughout such an assembly the injection

locking signal level is effectively the maximum that can be provided and as a consequence

the spread of the resonances is the largest possible for acceptable synchronised perform-

ance. However, close tuning appears necessary for optimum performance.

The overall conclusion is that the concepts that have been introduced in this research

and the validated design methods that have been developed are a starting point for numer-

ous designs aimed at providing alternative solutions to systems problems that may occur

at any frequency from the microwave range up to the millimetre wave limits where mon-

olithic transistors have useful amplifier characteristics.
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Appendix A

Design of Shielded Inverted
Microstrip Line Using
Conformal Mapping

4.1 Design Procedure

In this Appendix a design procedure is developed base on the conformal mapping analy-

sis of shielded inverted microstrip line 143,441. The structure is shown in Figure A-1.

The substrate is assumed to be infinitely extended along the x-axis.

Top P

Plane

Figure A-1. Geometry of shielded invefted microstrip line
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The aim is to determine the line capacitance per unit length. Also the line capacitance for

the air-filled structure (€rr = Er2 = 1,) is required. As in Figure A-1 due to the symme-

try with respect to the y-axis, only the capacitance of one half of the cross section must be

calculated. Once these capacitances are determined the effective dielectric constant will

be easily calculated from the following relation:

Ê (A-l)

where C is the capacitance of the line and C¿ is that of an air-filled structure. The charac-

teristic impedance Z"is relatedto t"ff as below:

(A-2)

where f ts tne characteristic impedance of the air-filled line. As from transmission line

theory / rs afunction of the line capacitance :

(A-3)

where ps is the permeability of free space. Consequently a knowledge of the line capaci-

tances C and C¿ will suffice to design the transmission line. The rest of this Appendix is

devoted to the mathematical calculation of the capacitances based on the conformal map-

ping method.

List of symbols

K(mr), K'(mr) = Complete elliptic integrals of the first kind

F(þ/mr) = Incomplete elliptic integral of the first kind

E(mr) = Complete elliptic integral of the second kind

en

zc

4

Et-
n/co

4
,Je 

"fr

E
,riq
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E(þ/mr) = Incomplete elliptic integral of the second kind

fI(n,, asinalrrt") = Incomplete elliptic integral of the third kind

m, = elliptic modulus

n, = elliptic characteristic

A.2 Calculation of C

We consider the microstrip structure as a conformal transformation from the complex t-

plane (Figure A-2 (b)) to the z-plane (Figure A-2 (a)). A second transformation from the

t-plane into the w-plane will lead to the diagram of potential versus flux in which the

capacitance is directly proportional to the total area of the diagram (Figure A-2 (c)).

p4

w - plane

p3

JV (potential)

p2

p1 u (flux)

2 -uo

vo

C3

E12

pl z - Plane

t - plane

p5 u1 p6
(a)

uo

(c)

p6 P1 P2 p3 P4

I A-l +1
J^
(b)

p5æ
--+ 1

J^
-T^I

Jn

Figure A-2. (a) microstrip structure is transformed from complex t-plane, (b) t-plane,
(c)atternative transformation from t-plane to w-plane results in the potential-flux
diagram

otuCZ
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The area of the potential-flux diagram is divided in three section as shown in Figure A-2

(c). C t is the capacitance relevant to the dielectric filled section and is obtained from Fig-

ure A-2 (c)

cr _ eo' er2(Us- u)
vo

(A-4)

(A-s)

Also C3 is easily determined from the air filled region as,

c3 _ eo. er1(2-Us)

vo

C2 is the capacitance of the mixed area consisting of air-filled and dielectric regions.

For a flux increment du,the capacitance ÂC, is the series combination of ÂCo and L'C6

for a strip shown with dashed lines with,

LCo='# Lq-Y! (A-6)

Therefore C2 is obtained by integration of AC - lLCo+ L,C)-r over ur ( z ( 0 as

follows

eoerter2'du
(A-7)c, = I"o

vo (er2- er)v

'rt* Vo

The diagram of Figure A-2 (c) is established for only the right hand half of the structure

of Figure A-2 (a) and because of the symmetry with respect to the jy axis the overall

capacitance would therefore be:

C = z(Cl + C2+ C3) (A-8)

Parameters Uo , Vo and ul are determined from a conformal transformation equation

between the w-plane and complex t-plane as below:
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w=tttjv=-
¡K'(m,)
K@ (A-e)

(A-11)

(A-12)

(A-13)

(A-r4)

where t<1mr) and F(þlm") are complete and incomplete elliptic integrals of the first

kind respectively where m is the elliptic modulus and n is the elliptic characteristic. Also

K'(mr) = K'(mr') where *r' = l-*r. 0 isrelatedto / asbelow,

0 = asinr (A-10)

which is a variable on the complex t-plane. Us and Vs are coordinates of the point P4 on

the w-plane which is analogous to f = I from Figure A-2 (b). From equation (A-9)

þ = n/2. Substituting Q into (A-8) results in,

Similarly z, is determined by the coordinate of point P3 on the t-plane, that is,

, _ A-l" 
J*,

Substitutine(A-12) into (A-9) and (A-8) results in the parameter ul being,

"[*,"(H) l-") 
+ F( asin 

^finr 
m,lm,)

ur=

where A is given by,

K(mr)

(A-rs)

where [I(n,;K(m,)lmr) is an elliptic integral of the third kind and n, is a characteristic.
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4.3 Structure Dimensions

The key dimensions of the shielded inverted microstrip line such as strip width d and

dielectric thickness b1arc determined from the following expressions,

(A-16)

d
2b

| -nr)(mr-nr) [F(asincrlm,)-AfI(n,;asincrlltl,)J-D (A-17)
NAF,

1_^
where a = + andD isgivenby:

Jn,

(1-n")(l-m,u2)- mr- nr)(t - s"2)

1t -nr)(l-mra,2)+ (m,-nr)(1 -u2)
(A-18)

(A-1e)

4.4 Determ¡nation of Zo and Co

The characteristic impedance of the air-filled structure is easily determined by assuming

that the area of w-plane (Figure A-2) is homogeneous with trl = Er2 = I . Therefore

the overall capacitance Co is determined by:

Co = 2Eo'

Also the characteristic impedance for air-filled stripline is found from,

4 K(mr)
-€o -=+esqm)

4
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4.5 Numerical Result

The design procedure mentioned above has been implemented by computer programs

on MAILAB. It should be noted that due to the mathematical complexity of the equa-

tions that involve elliptic integrals with unknown modulus and characteristic, none of the

parameters could be found explicitly. Therefore a recursive approach using an optimisa-

tion method has been used to obtain the characteristic impedance and effective dielectric

constant. A typical result of the program execution for the structure of Figure A-1. with

bt/b = l/6, er, = 9.9 and er, = I is compared with the published data [39] as

shown in Figure A-3 and the agreement is found to be very satisfactory.
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Figure A-3.

1o'

stripwidth,d Imm]

The calcutated characteristic impedance and the comparison with the result
obtained by Mittra [39].

b1/b = 1/6
ErI= I
Er2 = 9'9

o : Mittra
Program result
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Appendix B

Hybrid Modes in
Partially-Filled
Waveguides

B.1 lntroduction

A partially-filled waveguide consists of a hollow rectangular waveguide with a die-

lectric slab filling part of the cross-section as shown in Figure B-1. The slab may be posi-

tioned along the broad wall or the narrow wall. Neither TEz nor TMz modes can satisfy

the boundary condition of such a waveguide. Generally hybrid modes which are combi-

nations of TEz and TMz modes are used as the normal modes of propagation. The hybrid

modes have been classified as longitudinal section electric (LSE) and longitudinal section

magnetic (LSM), or H and E modes [55]. For the partially-filled waveguide shown in

Figure B-1, the hybrid modes that satisfy the boundary conditions are LSEY designated by

some as TEv or Hv and /or LSMv designated by some as TMY or EY. The purpose of this

Appendix is to derive the eigenfunctions of the LSEv and LSMv modes for the waveguide

of Figure B-1. These eigenfunctions will be needed for the partially-filled cavity and

mode-matching analysis. Detailed solution of partially-filled waveguides are given in the

literature 1241,149) and [55].
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v

Interface

Figure B-1. Partially-filled waveguide

8.2 LSEY Modes

The fields of LSEv modes are denoted as

netic vector potential [49] as below:

Eh-¡cr,poY xrl¡

Eh and-É anAare obtained from the mag-

b

a

z

(B-1)

(B-2)

where r is the relative permittivity of the medium and fI¿ is the magnetic-type

Hertzian potential which is expressed as:

flt = ,¡thr-l'â, (B-3)

where Vfr is a scalar mode function and is determined from the Helmholtz equation:

V?V'+ (f +rkfr)ryr = o (B-4)

Fol the structure of Figure B-1 r is defined as:

Hh
.2

KÆ rlh+VVrl¡0
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K=
I

v*l = to,n"or(T.x)sin(tfy) tn-6)

vfr* = e",'"or(Tx)sin(kft(b - y)) (B-7)

where yft! and yff! arc the mode functions for the dielectric and air-filled regions

respectively. It should be noted that in all terms the superscript h indicates the LSE mode.

Considerable simplification of equations (B-1) and (B-2) is obtained by decomposing V

and the field vectors into transverse and axial components and separating out the z

dependence. Thus let

V =V,+Tâ, (B-8)

Eo(*, !, Z) = n!@, y, z) + n!@, t, z) = e!çx, y¡e-v' +Z!ç*, y)"-v' (B-9)

H'(*, !, z) = n!@, y, z) + n!@, !, z) = h!çx, y¡e-r' + n!çr, y)r-r' (B-10)

where Y,,E,o andFrh are the transverse, and n!, H! ut" the axial components'

Allso à!@,y) and lr!@, y) are transverse vector functions of the transverse coordinates

only, and "!@,y), hr(*,y) are axial vector functions of the transverse coordinates.

Substituting (B-3), (B-8) and (B-9) into the wave equation (B-1) will result in the electric

vector functions as below:

ài'o = -jrt owk|à. (B-11)

t

Therefore equation (B-4) will have two solutions as follows:

r for

for

o<y<h
h<y<b

(B-s)

(B-12)

"r'' 
= -j vkIaz

atþoð;

where i is defined as the medium index, indicating a pair of equations that are

obtained by replacing i by d and¿ for dielectric and air-filled regions respectively. Due to
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the two distinct media involved in the guiding structure, such a definition is quite helpful

to retain brevity. There is no y-component in the transverse vector as is expected for LSEy

modes. Similarly by substitution of (B-3), (B-8) and (B-10) into the wave equation (B-2)

we obtain the transverse and axial components of magnetic vector functions as below:

a2
(B-13)Vfttn V

(B-r4)

Substituting (B-6) and (B-7) into the equations (B-11), (B-12) and separating the

equations for dielectric and air-filled regions we obtain electric eigenfunctions as below:

(B-ls)

(B-16)

hl ';Xà,àr-(h

tf,vnla,

¡,h

hL'' =

ðxòy

,/'' =,* o = eg¡ *'(T x)sin(kflfià.

' - "1, 
h = Aft,lc*(ryr)'in(kfi(b -Ð)â,

,!'' = -Yfry)'.(TÐ sin(k!nâ, @-17)

,t'o = ffifry)'i'(T, sin(kft(b-Ð)â, (B-,8)

where 1,2! is the amplitude of the transverse component which is related to the

amplitude of the mode function as follows:

AkI = -iapoyAi,r' (B-le)

Also the magnetic eigenfunctions are obtained by substituting (B-6), (B-7) and (B-19)

into the equations (B-13) and (B-14). Hence let

hÍ,0 = -r*l^*l( ,r"(T.)"os(kflflâ.

àf,

e

r97

(B-20)



where Y';! ís the wave admittance of the LSEv mode and is given by:

kîry
nl'^ = -Yî;lAftl

""(T.)"os(kft(b 
-yDâ*

hl'' = Yftleftfco'(Tr'. (klÐâ,

ní'' = Yçlaglco'(Tr'* (kî(b -y))â,

-h!,' = -çj,*)^*,! ".,(T.)cos 
(r<!fi â,

nt, o = -(f,à^rl *,(T.)cos &fl(ø - ù) â,

(B-21)

(B-22)

(B-23)

(B-24)

(B-2s)

(B-26)

(B-27)

(B-28)

(B-2e)

4:

n:

where, Yo = (eo/Wùt" and y = iþ, is the propagation constant.

8.2.1 Continuity Equationfor LSEv Modes

Referring to Figure B-1 the boundary condition at the air-dielectric interface is as

below:

à!''l,, 
= o

h!''1, 
= n = 

-h1''1, 
= o

h
¿

a,
x

!=h

Equations (B-28) and(B-29) are simplified to the following relations respectively:

,+ft! sinftflh) = Afrl sin(kîs)
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A*l&Ðcos(kÍh) = -AftI&ft)cos(kfts) (B-31)

where g = b - h. The boundary relations of the z-components will give the same

results. The continuity equations (B-30) and (B-31) are combined to give the following

transcendental equation

klcot(kflh) = -kfcot(kîÐ (B'32)

8.2.2 Normalisqtion ol LSEY Modes

The orthogonality relation between the electromagnetic fields in the waveguide of

Figure B-1 is expressed in terms of transverse field components. Let

akT = "l'orn'¡h.ãrat
(B-33)

Substitutin g¿l'h from (B-15), (B-16), and hl' h f.o- (B-22) and (B-23) will yield

J
.s¡

QkI = ØkX)'YkX(#*1r1 - sinc(2k 'nhi/n)l

sinc(x) = (sinrc-r) /(nx). Also ,o* = {lZ

(B-34)

h i+d
oô i -> a, QkX is the normalisation constant andwhere nt = {

for

for

is Neumann's fac-

tor. The normalised wave amplitude for a selected constant is easily obtained from (B-34)

as below:

for

for

I
\i -l
)'tt - sinc(2k'n/n)12

m=0
m#0

i,hA
(2Eo^
t-

I ahi
TanI

,l
(B-3s)

mn
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8.3 LSMV Modes

The fields of LSMv modes are denoted as H' and E' and are obtained from the elec-

tric-type Hertzianpotential [49] as below:

-H" = joleV x lI, (B-36)

(B-37)

where /< is the medium phase constant and fI, is the electric Hertzian potential which

is expressed as:

fI' -'V"e-T'â' (B-3s)

where V, is the mode function similar to Vh and is the solution of the Helmholtz

equation (B-4). For the structure of Figure B-1 it follows that:

v*i = eo,"ri"(T*)cos<nlt) (B-3e)

vft,,í = e",,rin(T)cos(nftþ -y)) (B-40)

The superscript ¿ indicates the LSM mode. Using the same decomposition as

expressed by (B-S) to (B-10) and substituting (B-38) into the wave equations (B-36) and

(B-37) will give the LSMv vector functions as follows:

"'i" = S*rrr,.[.0, *$vanà, t,-4r)

e2" = -tfivnna,

E" = kfl, + VV .II"

(B-42)

nt,, = hti" = jareoyyr;"rà, (n-43)

hi,' = ¡rirreo{ry¿;à, (B-44)

where r is the permittivity factor as defined in (B-5). Substituting the mode function

from (B-40), (B-41) into the eigenfunction equations (B-41) to (B-44) and normalising
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the vectors with respect to the amplitude of the y-component electric field we obtain the

LSMY eigenfunctions as below:

"1," = eg;'i"(ffx)cos(k/y)a, (B-4s)

,l'" = ng;sin(ffx)cos(kft(b -yDây (8-46)

t,dmfrnna
e

¿
d,
x

e
àç,

-A

_A ."'(Tr'in(kft(b -Ð)â,

e¡<fi - nl2
."'(Tr'in(kflfiâ,

Yo
-jko"l

d,
mn

(B-47)

(B-48)

(B-49)

(B-s0)

(B-sr)

(B-s2)

(B-53)

(B-s4)

(B-ss)

a,ê
mn

"!'" = t )A*;sin(ryx)sln,olnâ,

et'" =t 
)n2;,i"(ffx)sin(kfl(b-vDo,

n!'' = -vft;eft; sn(ff .)*s(k!fià*

h1," = -vftf Afff sn(ff.)*s(kft(b -Ð)à.

r,!,, = -y*; A*;(T)*'(T x)cos (k(y) a,

ht'' = -Yft;Aft;(T)*'(T,).o, (kiv - Ð)â,

where Vi1" is the wave admittance of LSMv mode and is given by:

n3-q'n:
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8.3.1 Continuity Equationfor LSMv Modes

Refening to Figure B-1 the boundary condition at the air-dielectric interface is as

below:

¿!,"1 . =Zî'"1 (B-s7),, ry=, lr=,

h!," = h1''
!=h - y=h

(B-s8)

(B-62)

and the continuity equations are obtained as:

A*i(kÐsin(kf,h) = -Aft;(kft)sin(kftÐ (B-se)

Aftfe,cos(nfin¡ = Afff cos(kftg) (8-60)

By combining the above equations, the transcendental equation is obtained as below:

kltan(klh) = -e,kîtan(kîÐ (B-61)

8.3.2 Normalisation ol LSMY Modes

The orthogonality relation similar to (B-33) is defined below:

n';= )el'" x
s,

ok'" àrdt

Substituting¿'i" from (B-45) to (B-4S) and hi' ' from (B-51) to (B-52) will give

where nt = {

Qkí = ØkÐ2 Ykí,(+)rl + sinc(2fr ',hi / TE)l (B-63)

h for i+d
g for i -+ a, Qki is the normalisation constant. The nor-

malised wave amplitude for LSMy mode is easily obtained from (B-63) as below:

I
/4t-.
\ah'

[1+ sinc(2k|hi/r,)]A e
mn

2
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Appendix C

Mode Expansion of
Maxwell's Equations in
P artially - F ille d C avitie s

Í xn = -¡tr{oí

V xn = -;c,xeoE+7

where r is the relative permittivity and is defined as:

The expansion of Maxwell's equations for hollow cavities was presented by Collin

[49] and Kurokawa [50]. Using similar methods we can expand the fields inside apaf-

tially-filled cavity in terms of LSE and LSM modes. However due to the air-dielectric

nature of the medium, care should be taken in handling the volume and surface integrals

involved in the analysis. We consider the cavity of Figure C-1 in which an electric current

source exists. Maxwell's equations are:

{
rt

1

for

for

o<y<h
h<y<b

(c-1)

(c-2)

K=
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Figure C-|. Partially-filled cavity with current source and aperture.

Substitution of K into the Maxwell's equations will result in separate solutions for

dielectric and air-filled regions namely:

,Èo for o<y<h fHd for o<y<h
B=ln' for h<y<b '7=7no for h<y<b (c-4)

where superscripts 'd' and'a' indicate dielectric and air-filled regions respectively.

Regarding the equations (C-1) and (C-2), E and H can be expressed in terms of the

eigenfunctions of the totally enclosed cavity. Thus let

V = \@,8,+¡,r,¡
n

(c-s)

(c-6)n = \fnnÉ,+ BnGn)

where E, and H, are the solenoidal fields corresponding to the nth resonant eigen-

mode, They are the global fields throughout the structure. Fn andG, arcthe irrotational

fields and are produced by electric and magnetic cunents respectively. Fn is formed

around the metal strip carrying the electric current and G, is produced near the cavity

aperture supporting a magnetic current. Therefore irrotational eigenfunctions are physi-
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cally local fields.

ity. Thus let

E, and 11, should satisfy Maxwell's equations for a source-free cav-

where fr,, is the eigenvalue for nth resonant mode inside a totally enclosed cavity.

The amplitudes e, , h,x, gn, and fn are defined as below:

(c-e)

hn H .H)dV (c-10)

G.GòdV (c-11)

(c-12)

where V is the total volume of the cavity. Once these amplitudes are generally deter-

mined then the fields inside the cavity are completely specified from (C-5) and (C-6).

Now using (C-8) and a well known vector identityl, with some manipulation we

obtain

V xn, = knFI,

Y xHn = knEn

JJJrV x n n,)¿, = IIIo,n . n,av. JJJIV n x n,¡av
vvv

t? I _

en = JJJfn.ø,>
v

dv

(c-7)

(c-8)

(c-13)

=JJ

tr=il

dvF")r" = l[JrF
v

Jr
v

Jr
v

Using (C-9), the first integral in the right hand side of (C-13) is simplifiedto knen

1. (VxÃ).¡ = (Vxn¡.Ã+V.(Ãx¡)
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The second one will be reduced to a surface integral by applying the divergence theo-

."*1. Hence:

(c-14)

The surface ,S incorporates the cavity walls and the aperture that surrounds the die-

lectric and air-filled regions as shown in Figure C-2. As is illustrated, S' is the total sur-

face of the conducting walls, So is the surface of the aperture, including S$ and S$

facing the dielectric and air-filled regions respectively. The minus sign in (C-14) stems

from the direction of the inward normal vector ñ that is opposite to the direction of the

Poynting vector. Further modification of (C-14) using another vector identity2 and substi-

tution of (C-14) and (C-9) into (C-13) yields the following expression:

JJJIV 
.E x n,¡av = -!Jçn x n"

VS
dSn )

JJJrv xn'n,)¿v = k,en-llaxn'n,as
vs

(c-1s)

(c-16)

Using the above procedure the integral Y x E . G")dV will be derived asJr
v

JJ

Hnds
tt^YxGdV-llnxE
s

below

1

î-
J tV ¿t Hìdv = f (¿r H,'n)ds

Vtotot Stotat

z. l.ExC = AxE'e =e xl'E

JJJrv " 
¡

v
G,) = JJJ¡

v
dv
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Figure C-2. Sections of the cavity walls and the aperture surrounding the regions.

As G, is an irrotational field, the first term on the right-hand side is zero and equation

(C-16) will be simplified as below:

dv î,xE.nds (c-17)

Similarly using the above procedure and the divergence theorem we can obtain:

(c-r8)

tVxø.n,¡aV=k,hn (c-le)

Using the identity of Footnote I on page C-206, we can expand Y x H' F, and take

a volume integral of the relation. Noting that Fn is irrotational (curl-free) we obtain:

(c-20)

The right hand side vanishes as FnxÀ = 0, thus resulting the final relation:

So"

so,

b

h

xz
a0

= -JJ
si

JJJrV xn.n,)¿v = k,hn-Jln"";
vs

JJJCV xn.r,)¿v = lJfr,xî,'Ð¿s
vs

JJJrv xE G,)
vì

tt¿s

As En is divergence-free, thus E, xÀ = 0 and (C-1S) is simplified to give:

J
V¡

JJ
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Substitution of (C-1) into (C-9) and (C-10) yields

JJJrv xn'r,¡av = o
v

= _#JJJ,,v,. E G,)¿v

JJJ;
V

e.[JJv 
" "

?o[IIlvx¡¡ 
r,av-J!!t

(c-2t)

(c-22)

(c-23)

(c-24)

(c-26)

8n

Substituting these expression into (C-6), the expansion of Y x E becomes:

^, 
= -fr,,"ojjjrv x n . n,¡av

JrV' n. n,)¿v +Ic,JJJrVx¿ . Gò¿v
VnV

Vx¿'=>r"ll
n

This equation will be referred to later on.

By substituting (C-15) and (C-17) into (C-24) we obtain:

v xn = 
ìu,10,",-ll,ñ*ø 

n,asf.l-,[-J I,o,u ,"otf ç-2s)

By substituting (C-2) into (C-9) and (C-12) and the resulting expressions into (C-5),

the electric field is obtained as below:

1Ê--
JoKÊO

E"dv - E

n

v xn = 
1u,lonhn-JII¡ 

rul-lr"l¡¡,

1
T.
JoKeo

By substituting (C-19) and (C-21) into (C-26) and also by substituting (C-26) into

Maxwell's equation (C-2) the following equation is obtained:

+J
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Now by substituting (C-5), (C-6), (C-25), and (C-27) into Maxwell's equations (C-1)

and (C-2) and simplifying we obtain:

H, G = -jJùpoH (c-28)

J.FndV - jcrxeoE (c-2e)

By substituting H, and En from (C-6) and (C-5) into (C-28) and(C-29) respectively

and equating the coefficients of each eigenfunction on both sides of the above equations

we finally obtain:

î,xE.nrdv = -japoh, (c-30)

(c-31)

lou,-J{t 
,n a.av]-l-.[ 

J I,^,u n

n

>F,JJJ
nV

T ---

+u"lo"r"-ilJi

,rr"r- II
s

<DltoBldvnGI!;" n
s

k,hn-JJJ; Endv = iareoe,

_JJJ

v

dv.llaxø n,
.so

ndVnxE.HJ
^sl

Jdv

il;" n . G,¿v = JJ i'x n . G,¿v. I I ; x n . G,av
ss,so

n

(c-32)

J'F"dV = jaresf, (c-33)

The above expressions constitute the fundamental wave amplitude equations of par-

tially-filled cavities.

The surface integrals in (C-30) and (C-31) involving the unknown electric field E

may be decomposed to the following:

(c-34)

v

nHI!;" ø
s
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Assuming a finite conductivity for the cavity walls we can define the surface imped-

ance Z* as below:

nXE = Z.H (C-36)

Equation (C-36) may be further simplified by assuming the operating frequency is

close to resonant mode of the totally enclosed cavity (this is valid in practice), i.e.

o = or. Thus let

H=hnH at {ù=tÐ, (c-37)

Using (C-36) and (C-37) we obtain:

I I;" n . n,as = -z*hnl ! n'"as (c-38)

.sr 'st

The right-hand of (C-3S) accounts for the conductivity loss of the cavity and may be

expressed by the appropriate Q-factor as below:

z,llnlas = ( 1 +i)co nt oe,n-' (c-3e)

sl

where Qrn \s the Q-factor due to conductivity loss of the surface S evaluated at the

r¿th resonant mode. Substituting (C-39) into (C-38) yields:

II¡"n.n,¿s = -(1 +i)cnilrse,nl (c-40)

.sr

Using a similar procedure we can show that

I I¡" n .G,¿s - -z*l I n .G"as (c-41)

sl 'sl

Substituting (C-aO) and (C-41) into (C-34) and (C-35) and then substituting (C-34)

and (C-35) into (C-30) and (C-31) yields the following equations:
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krer+ jrri¡tohnt(1+i)poco nhrQrn-' - J îtx n . ndS (c-42)

(c-43)

The surface integral on the left-hand side of relation (C-43) is the conductor loss

which is negligible with respect to the term jolpo gn and can be omitted without signifi-

cant error. Also en in equation (C-42) can be substituted from (C-30). Thus let

J
.so

iaþos,-Z-l In'Gds = I I ;x n' G,as
.tlso

?- ? l -

)1 .n"as*)Jî'xn.n,as
v ,So

Lnhn=fus (c-44)

(c-4s)

(c-46)

r,(t - *U,) is the modified resonant frequency due to the conductor

i.trog, = J î, xE .GndS

kn

jcrxeoJ.EndV = I J¡ "E 
. n,¿s

J
,so

where

o, = &+ioPo + (1 +i)Po ',Q,,-'=,'rt,[{ff *þ . *)
a'n

losses and Q'n is the unloaded-Q factor of the cavity for zth resonant mode. Thus

where

, -t -r -l
Q| = (Q,)+90'¡ (c-4't)

with Qo = tanô-l, where tanô is the loss tangent of the dielectric material. By sub-

stituting hn from (C-44) into (C-32) the result is:

Lner+ t?rl|I
v

2rt

,so

(c-48)



where Zs = JWK% . The equations (C-44), (C-45), (C-48), and (C-33) constitute

the basic cavity expressions. The surface integrals in these equations represent the effect

of the aperture fields on the cavity field distributions, They are critically important and

can be expanded in terms of the waveguide and cavity eigenfunctions. Details are given

in Chapter 5.
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Appendix D

Eigenfunctions of
Partially-Filled
Cavities

D.1 lntroduction

Among several references, the most complete analysis for a fully enclosed hollow

rectangular box cavity is given by Collin [49]. It includes the derivation of a dyadic

Green's function from which the cavity eigenfunctions are obtained. The same procedure

may be applied to a partially-filled rectangular box shown in Figure D-l using hybrid

mode expansions. However in this case, no specific results have been found in the litera-

ture. In this Appendix the eigenfunctions of a partially-filled rectangular box are derived

based on the above procedure. There will be two sets of eigenfunctions for a partially-

filled box cavity depending on LSEy and LSMv modes as explained below.
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Air-Filled Region

Dielectric

v v

b
I

z x

0

Side View Front View

Figure D-1. Partially-filled rectangular box cavity

D.2 LSEYmnt Modes

The cavity fields are classified into solenoidal and irrotational groups. The solenoidal

electric field for the partially-filled box of Figure D-1 is obtained from the following:

nkX,=vxàrv';!¿ (D-1)

where nklt ts the electric field of the mnl-mode and Yt;!, is the scalar mode func-

tion which satisfies the boundary conditions for the LSEv-n1mode. From equation (D-1)

and the boundary conditions we obtain:

yklt = t2X¡*'(T.,).in(Þty') *'(+r) to-2)

where m and / are eigennumbers and Bi is the eigenvalue in the y-direction which is

specified from the transcendental equation (B-30) in Appendix B.

v' {
v

b-y
for

for

i+d
i+a (D-3)

Similar to expressions in Appendix B equation (D-2) provides the mode function for

the dielectric and air-filled media upon substituting the superscripts 'i' with either 'd' or

'ø' respectively. By substituting (D-2) into (D-l) we obtain the electric eigenfunctions as

below:
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The normalisation condition for the cavity is given below:

EkL. økht¿v = t (D-6)

By substituting electric field components from (D-4) and (D-5) into (D-6) and inte-

grating throughout the volume Vt of the medium, we obtain the normalised amplitude as

follows:

EAI,I. =,qnL(2)*'(T.) sin ( B; y' ),i"(4o r)à,

nk|l, = -,qnL(T).* (T") sin ( Þåy') """(T r)a,

AkIt=(w)åt,_,,n"t2þhhi/1l)]'Kry),-(T),|

J
v¡'= JJ

(D-4)

(D-5)

(D-e)

(D-7)

where sinc(x) = (sinrc.r)/(nx) , too is the Neumann constant and defined by:

k 0

k+0 , and hi is the height of the medium given as:Êot

hr-
i+d
i-+a

for

for= {t,
for

for{
h

oô

The magnetic field is determined from the source-free Maxwell's equation as below:

(D-8)

By substituting (D-4) into (D-8) we obtain the magnetic eigenfunctions for LSEv.nl

as below:

1- 1-nkl = i,V xÈ*nt = *),i x V x àrYkL

nkX,l,=ae2!¡&*ì-'(ry)rO;1""(T.)"os(Þiv')""'(Tr)a.

¡72|tl,=Akk&*"ù'l(ry)'.(2)'1""'(Tr'in(Þåv')",,(2,)a,
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nkitl, = +Ak|ík^,,r'(T)rr' ¡*'(T,r)sin(piv t'i"(j,)à, to-11)

where minus sign and plus sign in the x and z components account for dielectric and

air-filled regions respectively.

D.3 LSMYmnt Modes

Similar to Section D.2 the magnetic field is expressed in terms of a scalar mode func-

tion as below:

(D-12)

where Yfufi¡ is derived from (D-12) and the cavity boundary conditions to yield:

= V x àryk^,Hkit

Ykit = Aitr,sin cos ( Bly,) sin
ln
d

x
mll
a

,) (D-13)

(D-14)

(D-15)

By substitutingY'Åf,, from (D-13) into (D-12) we obtain the magnetic eigenfunctions

for the LSMY*nl mode as below:

ukí,tl. = -eni,(*)'^(T .)cos ( Bi y' ) ",'(*,)a.

u kitl, =,qni,(T)*'(T.) cos 1 B; y' ¡ "i"(4o 
r)à,

To derive the normalised amplitude we can use the following orthogonality condition

Hkit Hkí,úV = I (D-16)

By substituting H',;rír¡ components from (D-14) and (D-15) into (D-16) and integrat-

ing over the volume of each medium Vi the amplitudeA ki, i, obtained as

"=JJJv¡
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(D-17)

with the parameters the same as for expression (D-7). Using a wave equation similar

to (D-8) the electric field eigenfunctions are obtained as follows:

AkIt=(w)å,,-sinc(2þ,,hí,,ù}|(ry),-(,o)']_L

Eki tl. = + Ak', 
t & * ì-' (ry) t o ; I *' (ry .)'in ( Þ í v' )'i"(I r)à,

nkitly=Atu",¡(k^"f 'l(ry)'.(Uo)'f,r"(T.)"os(0åy'),i"(I,)à,

nkitl,=+Akiík^,,f '(40)rrr¡""(T-r)sin(B;v'>*'(jr)a,

where the minus sign is for the dielectric and plus sign for the air-filled region.

D.4 lrrotational Fields

So far the solenoidal fields have been considered. They are the global fields in a cav-

ity and are adequate to explain the results of applying Maxwell's equations to a fully

enclosed cavity. However the presence of apertures or cunent strips in the cavity, will

excite irrotational fields such as G, and F which should be added to the field expansion.

These are local fields that are established around the currents that are equivalent to the

apertures or the metal strips. It should be noted that smalll apertures or probes do not

excite such fields to any significant extent.

D.4.1 Local Electric Fields

The irrotational nature of the field imply the following relations:

(D-18)

(D-1e)

(D-20)

(D-21)

(D-22)

lY2 +k^n)Fknt = O

V xf¡,, = g

1. 'small' indicates that the dimension of the aperture or probe is less than lOVo of the medium wavelength
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Obviously Ffn¡ willbe the gradient of a scalar electric potential Yt,/. Thus let

Fknt = *^,,r*rdr (D-23)

where m, n, aîd I arethe eigennumbers in the x, y, and z direction, and the superscripts

'i' and f indicate the medium such as dielectric or air-filled region and F denotes the

electric field. As F'^r¡ has no tangential component on the conductor surface the bound-

ary condition is:

ñxf;n¡ = g on Si (D-24)

Using (D-23) and (D-24) the scalar function is obtained as below:

Yk{t = eç,'i"(ffr)sin(B;y')'t(31 (D-2s)

where y, is given by (D-3). By substituting (D-25) into (D-23) the eigenfunctions of

the F*n¡ field are obtained as below:

rk,,l. = A¡;g¡(k^,,1'(ry)"*(ryùsin(Þåy,)'i"(jr)à. e-26)

Fk,rly = tAk}ík^,t)-t rrr¡""(T,r)cos(B;y'1"i"(jr)à, (D-27)

rk,tl, = A,;{¡(k*ì-'(+)'n(ff.)'tn(Þåy') *'(Ir)az (D-zB)

where the plus sign in (D-27) applies to the dielectric and the minus sign to the air-

filled region. A normalisation condition similar to (D-6) and (D-16) can be defined as:

" = JJ Irk,,. F'*n¡dv = r (D-2s)

v¡

Now substituting the field components from (D-26) to (D-28) into (D-29) and inte-

grating over the volume of each medium we obtain the normalised amplitude as below:
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I

where

Aklt = (W)'rr-,in"{zÞi .-õ-õh'/n)l -ll + Tfl (D-30)

(D-31)

(D-3s)

(D-36)

sinc(2þihi/n)

1 smc (2þtnhi/Tc)

D.4.2 Local Møgnetic Fields

Using the irrotational equations (D-21) and(D-22) it can be shown that the local mag-

netic field G*n¡ rs derived from a scalar function as below:

(D-32)

where superscript 'g' indicates the G^r¡ fields. However the boundary condition is

different and is:

n.G a

òn
Ykflt=o on'si (D-33)

From (D-32) and (D-33),Ykfl, is obtained as below:

1-
Gkn = n^:rrvYkflt

Y kfi, = Akñt cos(ry.r) 
"o, 

(þ',yi) *'(2 r)

Gkrl, = - A kfl t& *ì-' (ry) "' (T, co s ( B i v' ) ",'(2 r)a.

Gk,lr, = +Akfit& 
^,t)-t 

( På ) "". (Tx) sin ( B;v 
t> *t(! r)a,

Gk,tl,=-Akfl t&-",r'(+)*'(ryl"os(Fåv')'i"(Ir)à,

mnI

(D-34)

Now substituting (D-34) into (D-32) will finally give the eigenfunctions of the G*r¡

as follows:
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where the minus sign in (D-36) is for the dielectric region. Using the following nor-

malisation:

Gk,,.Gknú.v = | (D-38)

and substituting the Gln¡ components from (D-35) to (D-37) into (D-38) the normal-

ised amplitude is obtained as below:

I

J
ví"=JJ

,,=l#l

Akflt = (?^à'rt + sinc(2B Lhi/Tc)l

1_,
2

T.+tl (D-3e)

(D-40)

where
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Appendix E

Coefftcien of
Surface Integral
Expansion

These coefficients are defined in Chapter 5 and are determined from the reaction inte-

grals between the cavity and waveguide eigenfunctions as below:

Bl* = JIf¿f,, n; .à,as (E-1)

,so

BXn = IJf;f rnò.àds (E-2)

,SO

cf* = IIf;f,xGn) .àds (E-3)

.so

c1t =J!rZt*G,)'ã;ls (E-4)

so

where àí an¿ èþ ur" the waveguide eigenvectors as obtained from Appendix B. The

cavity eigenfunctions fln andGn are given in Appendix D.
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The integrals are determined using the same procedure. Starting with (E-2) we can

reduce the eigenvectors to transverse components. Also it can be proved that the integral

generally vanishes due to the orthogonality condition except that ¿trod" and, Hn are pro-

portional, i.e. their eigenvalues in the x and y directions are the same. Thus let:

Bk,t = JIf,;,"x nk,ù .ãals

H kn, = (ÐK?' . (*)'lO' ú,.f ', *,(I,)na.

(E-s)

so

where efnn and Hfnr¡ arc the transverse components of waveguide and cavity eigen-

vectors respectively. Hkn is given by (D-la) and efrn is obtained from (B-45) to (B-48).

The integral is decomposed into the corresponding terms for dielectric and air-filled

media resulting in a lengthy calculation. However due to the above proportionality, a

short-cut method can be applied in which Hfnn¡ is inteqpreted in terms of the correspond-

ing waveguide field h"*n.Therefore using (B-51), (B-52) and (D-14) we obtain:

(E-6)

where f*n it the wave admittance for the LSMvmn propagating mode. Substituting

Hf,n¡ from (E-6) into (E-5) and noting that z = d results in:

I

.so

where the surface integral in (E-7) is equal to the wave admittance according to equa-

tions (5-18) to (5-20) in Chapter 5. Thus let:

Bkn, = (ÐKÐ' .(T)'lï'r4,.r' cos(tn) Iàk,"ni,.àd, (E-7)

Bkn, = (ÐK?' .(+)')(j)'"o,l'n¡
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Using (D-9) to (D-10) and (B-20) to (B-23) Ul,¡ is expressed in terms of h!,,

U2 p
.),-
n

AS

(E-11)

(E-t2)

below

(E-e)

Substituting (E-9) into (E-2) and using the same orthogonality conditions we obtain:

I

Bknt = (k*,ù-tK?' .(rr)'l(i)2.o.1rrc¡ (E-ro)

Similarly Cfio and Cf;o can be derived using the above procedure. The transverse

eigenvectot G*nr comprises x- and y- components as given by (D-35) and (D-36). Sub-

stituting these and (B-45) to (B-48) into (E-3) results in the following:

Èk,t = (k *n ù-' (Ð' . (})'lG)' r*,r-' "."(T,)nk,

. -tt'Cklt = (k*"ù 'l (tn)
(Eot
t-

[¿ 0 -rìrl 1
M,TE

a
cos ,{

"r3-þh',

where T I

The supersuipt'i' accounts for the medium and is defined where I becomes dfor die-

lectric and i becomes a for air-filled regions respectively.

Similarly, substituting (D-36) and (B-15) to (B-16) into (E-4) will yield:

l2(þÐ2f sinc(2þ,,hi / n)

lã)t.s""M

c kI t = - çk 
^ 
n,¡-' A kfl ,Ak¡(ry)(i)î *' u ",

where A';! is determined from (B-35) and h' is given by

h' = 1-sinc(2Bihi/n)
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Appendix F

F.1 Introduction

Mode-matching is currently recognised as a powerful method for treating waveguide

discontinuities. In the case of rectangular waveguides, this technique has been success-

fully applied to single- and double-step junctions [58], [59]. The feature that ranks the

mode-matching method superior to the classical transmission-line method is its multi-

mode nature, i.e., the inclusion of higher-order modes of excitation in the numerical cal-

culations. These higher-order modes are inevitably activated in the vicinity of every

waveguide discontinuity, such as aperture, or step, and affect the propagation of electro-

magnetic power across the junction.

Therefore the junction parameters, such as transmission and reflection coefficients

cannot be solely determined from the dominant mode propagation and the application of

classical single-mode transmission-line techniques [28] has always led to significant

erïors between theoretical and experimental results. In the case of double-step discontinu-

ities, due to the significant influence of the higher-ordet modes, in the past only empirical
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designs were developed from individual measurements [63]. Mode-matching analysis of

double-step planar junctions for hollow waveguides has been given by Patzelt [59], and a

more comprehensive form has been applied to dielectric-filled junctions [60], [61]. How-

ever the coupling structure of Figure F-l can be separated into junctions involving par-

tially filled guides that are well described by longitudinal section modes or hybrid modes.

Therefore in this appendix a mode-matching theory is developed with special focus on

the hybrid mode expansion. The theory is given for a generalised double-step plane junc-

tion between rectangular waveguides and the fields are expanded in terms of LSEv and

LSMY modes.

F.2 Basic Terminology

A double-step planar discontinuity is shown in Figure F-1, where 57 and 52 are the

cross-sectional areas of guides #l and #2 respectively.

?ono"

.r' ,^"-o
4xB

¿"

"*/

b2 ./B'
7

'ÈÁ,

Figure F-l. Typical double-step planar discontinuity. Cross-sections A - A' and B - B' are
shown in Figure F-2

Also a1, a2 aîdbt,bz are the widths and heights of the waveguides respectively. The

width and height offsets or steps are defined as:
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ao=

b

a2- al
2

0

bb2

(F-1)

(F-2)

with the offsets or steps clearly shown in Figure F-2 where the views of longitudinal

and transversal cross-sections are given. The axial centrelines of the two metal pipes

coincide.

v

b2

x

o a'6

z= 0

and (a) A-A' (b) B-B'

Figure F-2. Views of (a) Iongitudinal and (b) transversal cross-sections of the waveguide
iunction

The cross-section of guide #1 is defined in the plane z' = 0 of the x'y'z' cartesian

systemandthatofguide#2intheplanez=0ofthexyzcartesiansystem.FromFigure

F-2 the two coordinates are related to each other by:

v

x'b2

a2

x = x'*ao

y = y'Ib6

(F-3)

(F-4)

F.2.1 Fields of Guide #1

The tangential electric field of the guide #l i.e. ãÍt' on the cross-section (B - B')

can be expanded in terms of the LSEv and LSMv eigenfunctions:
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NN

tÍ" = Lvi,;¿'o'; *2vt;lato:,,
k,l k,l

where Vf,i' and VIio ur" the normalised voltages corresponding to the equivalent

transmission-line models of LSMv¡1 and LSEv¡1 eigenmodes respectively. k and I are the

eigennumbers in the x and y directions. Superscript "1" indicates the guide #1 and "e" or

"h" indicates the e-mode or LSMv and h-mode or LSEY respectively. It can be shown that

the transmission-line voltages Vloi' and Vrolrh at" related to the normalised wave-ampli-

tudes as follows:

(F-s)

v\',^oo"

7, rnode
kl

(F-6)

(F-7)

k,l k, I

where lli^oo' is the normalised equivalent current corresponding to eigenmode

LSMY¡1 or LSEv¡1. Also lrk't^od' is related to the normalised wave-amplitudes:

l,mode
akI l. mode-yú z+ l- mode

"^fti 
z

b

^[-vi,'""a"

where YI:,*oo" is the wave admittance , and aroi^od" and bI)^"d" are the normalised

wave-amplitudes in the forward and backward directions respectively. TI',^oo" is the

complex propagation constant incorporating both propagating and evanescent modes.

The superscript "mode" stands for "e" (LSMykl) or "h" (LSEykl).

Similarly the tangential magnetic field of guide #1 is given by:

2,I'; nlr:; . 2,'r, n'r',!

¡/N

HÍ

l, mode
att

l, mode
ktmode b

mode

"ri

t-
-'/it
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F.2.2 Fields of Guide #2

The tangential electric and magnetic fields of guide #2 on the cross-section (B - B')

can be expanded in terms of the LSMv and LSEy eigenfunctions:

MM

nÍ" = 2 f;Í¿k: * Z ú;1,¿?;X (F-e)

ffi,k ffirft
Jvt tft

nl" = f.f;Ín?;Í,*\f;l"nhX G-10)

m.n

where similar to equations (F-6) and (F-8) we can define mode voltages and mode

currents in terms of the normalised wave-amplitudes:

2, mode
b

2, mode
a,2, mode

v*n

f;i"o'

f,mode'mn

2- mode
lmn . + ^), node _

¿lmn .'mn m.n
(F-11)

e
2- mode

lmn <' (F-12)

where mode stands for "e" or "h". The sign difference between equation (F-12) and

(F-8) stems from the fact that the direction of the Poynting vector in guide #l is inward to

the junction whereas in guide #2 it is outward from the discontinuity.

F.3 Normalised Mode-Vectors

The vector, -v'mode 
and h''^od" in equations (F-5), (F-7), (F-9) and (F-10) are

eigenvectors or norrnalised mode-vectors and they are defined for each hybrid mode

inside the guide #v. For partially-filled waveguides in particular, these vectors are

directly obtained from Appendix B. Also dielectric-filled waveguides (including hollow

waveguide) are special cases of partially-filled waveguides in which the dielectric con-

stants of the media are the same, hence the same eigenfunctions can be used. Generally

2.mode ,2,mode
A^n _n/.,mode. 0 *,

- 
__o Imñ e J- 

-

Jf;i"o' Jf;i"o'
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the orthogonality of the eigenvectors in each waveguide is expressed by the following

relation:

lrzki"o"t xnki:d"2) ' àzds -
su

where v is the number of the waveguide, i.e. I or 2. For instance the orthogonality

relation for the LSMvmn mode in guide #2 is given from (F-13) as:

Ir¿7: "h?;h 
. àzds = o?;: (F-14)

s2

where the surface integral is calculated over the cross-section of guide +2. 9?;f is the

normalisation constant and can be arbitrarily defined. It is common practice to set this

constant equal to the wave admittance:

Qu;loo' = Ykloo" (F-ls)

This assumption will simplify mode-matching equations.

F.4 Mode-Matching Equations

The continuity of tangential electric and magnetic field at the junction cross-section

(B - B') of Figure F-2 calls for the following field relations:

eu;loo'

0

mode l=mo de2, m=m', n=n'

model #mode2, m + m', n+n'
(F-13)

(F-16)

(F-17)

-(2Eì
( Ett)

-¿
Lo

on St

on (S2-S1)

nÍÐ = nÍ on St

where S1 and 52 are cross-section areas of guides #1 and #2 respectively. Substituting

(F-5) and (F-9) into Equation (F-17) will result in:
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fr*"¿kX on s, (F-18)

By multiplying the eigenvecto t -ú'{'0" with both sides of (F-lS) and integrating the

terms over cross-section 52 we obtain:

NN

>v'r:;x:;i,í0" *>v'rlN!:fti0" = 4'{odent''mode (F-le)

k,l k,l

where the right-hand side has shrunk to one term because of the orthogonality condi-

NN

\r'r:;¿ii" +\
k,t k,l

MM

2f;;z?;f +2
ffirfl ffi,ft

vto:r'¿I:,0

tion (F-13) .Xii,io" 
^"dyf!'åio" 

ur"the integrals of cross-products between the eigen-

vectors of guides #1 and #2 as follows:

x';;,iù" = lrzIi" *-Êo'{"0") . azds (F-20)

(F-2t)

sr

It should be noted that the above integrals are reduced over the cross-section 51 as

.tl

ir!'i,ío' = lrzli' ,-ú'{"0') ' azds

generally vanishes on the (Sz-Sr) area. This is also clear from the continuity-7, mode
ekl

equation (F-16). The terms Ni:ffiú" u"dN!:ftíù" ur" called the reaction elements of

guide #1 versus guide #2 and are readily determined from (F-20) and (F-21). The super-

script modedenotes the e- or h-mode of guide #2.For instance the term Xilrris the reac-

tion element between LSMv¡1 mode of guide #1 and LSEvpq of guide #2. Using

assumption (F-15) the normalised constant in equation (F-19) can be replaced by the

wave admittance 4'i"0". This assumption would be necessary in order to facilitate the

mode-matching equations. Thus substituting from (F-15) into (F-19) results in:
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NN

>vtr: f Ni #i 
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" * Zvtr: ;' N!' #í 

o' 
= 4, i 

o d e 
12' 

m o d e

k,I k,l

rf')r =
(Mxt)

fr''
:

1'.v*l

f*!,,
f')'"
f't'o

(F-22)

(F-24)

F.4.1 First Equation

Equation (F-22) corresponds to one particular mode of guide #2. Therefore by repeat-

ing this equation for M possible modes, one can obtain the following matrix equation:

tfil .tll)l = [lÐ].¡f2)1 G-23)

where

vi e

tlt)l
(Nx 1)

[91] =
(MxN)

vtñ"'

vtñ"0*

=[

vtñ'

Íf')) =

(MxM)

fro

000 f,!.,
0

00
0

,.
Yi'" 9 0

0 '..0

0 0 Y",;:

0 00
0 00
0 00teì

t91

h,e

h,h

000
0 0 0 0 ofr'

(F-2s)

N" or M, and N¿ or M¡ arc the number of LSM and LSE modes in guides #l and lt2

respectively. Hence the total number of modes are given by:

N=N"*Nn M=M"tMn (F-26)
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84.2 Second Equation

Similarly substituting (F-7) and (F-10) into continuity equation (F-17) will result in:

N N M M

Lri'; nlr'; * L{',or,I',, = Z f;in?Í * L fr*"n?;l on S, (F-27)

k, I k, I ffi,fr nt, fl

By multiplying both sides of (F-2l)with the eigenvecto t ¿'|{"0' and integrating over

the surface 51 we obtain:

Z f;Íx";îíi" * L f;XNkï,1i" = 1: {" 
o" 

e}; {" 
o"

M

ffi,fl

M

flrfl

(F-28)

(F-30)

where the reaction elements X|i;l' andçJlki;l' are determined from (F-20) and (F-

21) respectively. Also using the assumption of (F-15) we can set the normalisation con-

stant equal to the wave admittance as:

MM

>tfN";îíi" *Lf;XNkiíi" = 1:{'o"r'o:{"0" (F-zs)

fr|,fr ffi,h

Similar to (F-22), the above equation corresponds to one particular mode of guide #1.

'With some manipulation the generalised matrix equation can be obtained as:

tfil?. v(Ðl = tlt)l ' [r{tl,

where
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0

0

o ;h,'

0 00
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t_____

Ltut'' '
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f,,'
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(F-31)

[1(t)] =
(Nx 1)

ld't___

Ít,
f,;'i

f*!.,
),e

),h
IIQ)I =
(Mxt)

f*o
(F-32)

[91]t i, the transpose of [91] and tlt)l is a diagonal matrix of wave admittances

of guide #1. The generalised expression (F-30) is the second mode-matching equation.

The reaction matrix [91] and its transpos" [91]T that are present in fundamental equa-

tions (F-23) and (F-30) consist of reaction elements that are defined for every pair of

eigenvecto r, ,toi*oo"' una h?;{"d"' fro guides #1 and #2 respectively. From (F-20)

and (F-21) one can generally obtain:

,rü;Íft,mode2 = lrzli^"o"t rhr;loo,r¡.à;ls (F_33)

sl

where the integration is taken over the cross-section of the smaller waveguide l.e. 51.

From (F-33) four types of reaction elements are defined as set out below:

Ir¿'r:; "î'?;h 
. azds

êt€
91 mnkl

,sl
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xkÍ,* = lral:," ,h';X> . azds (F-3s)

(F-38)

(F-3e)

,s1

x",i,X, = Jrz\i' "n7Í> 
. ãzds (F-36)

(F-37)

where the reactions integrals are over the surface 51 shown in Figure F-1. The reac-

tion elements are calculated once the waveguides and their junctions are specified and the

necessary eigenvectors are analytically determined.

F.5 Generalised Junction Scatter¡ng Matrix

The fundamental mode-matching equations (F-23) and (F-30) are not directly related

to the transmission and reflection parameters of the junction. Thus further elaboration is

needed to restyle these equations into a sensible scattering matrix form. To begin with, we

assume that the junction is located at the origin of the z-axis as shown in the (A - A')

cross-section of Figure F-2 (b). This will simplify the relations (F-6), (F-8), (F-11) and

(F-12) by dropping the exponential terms. Therefore the equivalent mode voltages and

currents at the junction are defined by:

.sl

!rz'oi' "nkh azds

.tr

xkX"

l. modeati l, mode
ktb

l, mode
kl

b
2, mode
mn

vTi

,T:,

emod

demo

:T:

nlr'o:,*"0" Jvto',^oo"

l. mode
a*t b

,,1, mode
rkr

2, mode
a*n

l-f;i"*
,2, mode
'mn
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b
2,mode
tnn

(F-41)+

Equations (F-38), (F-39), (F-40) and (F-41) may be generalised into matrix form to

include all possible modes:

tlt)I = ¡fr);tt2¡¡o
(1) (1)

(F-42)l+[b Ì

l-r;
2, mode

a^n

Tr;i*
n;i"0"

[¡(tl
(1)

ly(')l-''' {lo(t)l - lø l] (F-43)

lf') I = ¡12)¡t 
r' 

{1o"" * ÍøØ l} (F-44)

[r(')] = ll') lt'' {rur'r, - loØl} (F-4s)

As tlt)l and lf')l are diagonal matrices the inverse square root of each is eas-

ily obtained by simply replacing each diagonal element with its inverse square root.

Now substituting the voltages and currents from (F-42) to (F-45) into the mode-

matching equations (F-23) and (F-30)and noting thatl:

tlu)l ¡f'),-rrz - ¡f't.,rrz (F-46)

we obtain:

tfil . tlt) l-tt2 {[ø(tl, + [å(t)] ] = Íf')lt'' t o"" + Íø(2)l] (F-47)

I fi I 
r . Ífz) r-r 

r z 
r7{zt, - þØ l} = t l t ) l'' 

"ro"' 
r- ta{ 

t l, t (F-48)

and with minor modification of the above equations we get:

¡,\zt,-r 
r z. 

tml . ¡f) r-r 
r z 

tlo(t )l + [tr( 
I )] ] = { loQ) I + løØ l}

1. This is valid for diagonal matrices
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tlt)1t," .[x]' .¡fz),-rrz{1.øØl-loØl} = {[o(t)] - [a{tl,} G-so)

To simplify the above we can introduce anormalisedwave-amplitude matrix Y such

that:

v = IlÐ11t2. tml tft)l-ttz (MxN) (F-sl)

yr = tlt)lt'' .l$l' .¡fz)r-rrz @xM) (F-s2)

Substituting Y and Yr from (F-51) and (F-52) into (F-49) and (F-50) respectively,

with some re-arrangements we finally obtain:

[ø(tl, + yr. loQ)] = ¡¿(1)1 + yr 'løØl (F-s3)

y.[o(t)] -ÍaQt, - -y.[a{tl, +[u(2)] (F-s4)

The set of equations (F-53) and (F-54) may be combined into a more sensible matrix

form:

.1

-r)

lu'

l; a
(2)

a
r) (1)

(2)

(M+N)x(M+N) (M+/v)x1 (M+N)x(M+N) (M+N)xl
(F-55)

where U is aunit matrix with dimension (NxM). Consequently Ur will be an

(M x N) matrix. The generalised scattering matrix of the junction is defined as:

ll

rl
s

zt i szz

(M+N)xt (M+ N)x(M+ N) (M +N)x 1 (F_56)

By comparing the equations (F-55) and (F-56) the generalised S-matrix is obtained as:
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s,rl

"l

Y

Y:U

UT
-1

lSl =
(M+N)x(M+N)

11

2l

(F-s7)

S' and S, arc (NxN) and (MxM) matrices that include reflection coefficients

of guides #1 and #2 respectively. Similarly 51, and Srr are (N x M) and (M x N)

matrices containing the transmission parameters of the waveguide discontinuity. The for-

mulae and terminology that have been developed in this appendix will be used in Chapter

6 for the mode-matching calculation of the coupling structure. Calculation of the S-

matrix for a specified structure from the final matrix equation (F-57) is rigorous but

straightforward. Prior to that, the sub-matrices Y and Yr should be calculated from the

reaction and admittance matrices as in (F-51) to (F-52). [91] is attributed to the particular

structure and the reaction elements may be determined by analytical or numerical solu-

tion of (F-34) to (F-37). With the exception of irregular geometries, analytical integration

for simpler structures would be advantageous due to the gross reduction in computation

time. Typical calculation for the junction of Figure F-2 is given in the following section.

Although it is not the same as the junctions used in the coupling structure, the method of

calculation is the same and the expressions will be addressed in Chapter 6.

F.6 Derivation of Reaction Elements

Consider the junction of Figure F-1 for which the reaction elements have been derived

from equations (F-34) to (F-37). The eigenvectors ¿toi' , ¿Iio and h?;f , h?;: are obtained

from Appendix B as follows:

,I:," = AI';l-e:'"ô,+ rt''arl (F-s8)

^1,h I,h^
= AkI ê, A)c

-1, h
eH
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n';Í = e?;ff;fn?.''a. (F-60)

-n';X 
= Ê;|t';!- h1'o a* + nl'h arl (F-61)

where Atoi^oo" and l?;{"d' are normalised amplitudes and are obtained by minor

modification of (B-35) and (8-64) to become:

The eigenfunctions are defined by:

,qîi^oo' = (#r)'''

o2,mode - (2to^\'''
"mn - \ozbz)

r. e þñt
e-'" = - cos(cr¿x)sinÞ¿), ko_þí

"t'' = sin(cr¿)cosÞ¿)

,t'o = cos(o¿x)sinB¿)

h?*'" = sin(a.x)cosBn)

.2. h þna^
h:"" = +sin(*.x)cosBn)' rr& - þ,'

.2. hhí"' = cos(cr'x)sinÞrY

(F-62)

(F-63)

(F-64)

(F-6s)

(F-66)

(F-67)

(F-68)

(F-6e)

(F-70)

(F-71)

where the eigenvalues for the dielectric-filled waveguide are simply given as:

kn m'll
a.k I'rn

cI2a1

ln
r, b2

nll
Þ¿ þn=

Substituting (F-5S) to (F-61) into the integral relations (F-34) to (F-37) results in
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J
.sr

far îal
I* = ) cos(cr¡x') . cos(cr.x)drc' = J cos(crox') . cosct.(x' + as)dx' (F-76)

0 -0

þt
sin(B,y').cos(B,y)dy' = ) sin(B¡y') ' cosB,,(y' +b)d.!' (F-77)

'o

fo' 
ar

J* = Io'sin(a¿x') ' sin(cr.x) d.x' = J sin(crox'¡ . sino.( x' + as)d.x' (F-7s)

91
ê,ê
mnRT ero;," e?;ff;f et' " n?"'' )ds = Ark:; A?;:f;íJ *J, (F-72)

(F-73)

NkÍ,, = tI:," *;Xf;X I e "t.'" h?;o * 
"t'" 

n]'h)ds

-A

,SI

r,ê
kl

2,h
Amn ,r;:1,4i_w:r*r,+ffi ,r,l

91
_1h _).

@i'i'xh;;)ds = o (F-74)e,h
mnkl

xkl" = eiln?;!f;! (rt' o 
h?,' 

o) ds = e,rol/ e?;! f;þ ¡, (F-7s)

where I * , I y , J * and J , are linear integrals over the double-step junction shown on

cross-section (B - B') in Figure F-2 (b) and are given by the following:

J
.sr

J
^sr

b

J.cos(p¿y') . cos(Bny)dy' = cos(Þ¿)') . cospn()' + bs)dl' (F-7e)

These integrals may be determined either numerically or analytically. Due to their

simplicity it is much easier to derive their analytic solution that offers the advantage of

expediting calculations and considerably reducing computation time.
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Appendix G

A Graphically Oriented Automation of Microstrip
FET Amplifier and Oscillator Design

ALI A. SAYYAH AND DONALD W. GRIFFIN

Inde xin g te rms : Amplifiers, O s cillators, F ield- effe ct transisto rs

Abstract

The clarity and reliability of classical microwave s-parameter design procedures have been

exploited in a new simulation program which has been developed for the design of microstrip ampli-

fier and oscillator circuits. This mini software is equipped with graphical tools that enable the

designer to, (a) visualise the device stability criteria and the design constraints on an automated

Smith chart, (b)extract the load and source impedances of his own choice from the Smith chart as the

best starting point for the optimisation routine and, (c)check the result by monitoring the optimisa-

tion trace. The program is interactive, microstrip-oriented and well suited for educational purposes.

Typical amplifier and oscillator circuits have been built based on this program using NE-72084 NEC

and AIF-13036 Hewlett-Packard GaAs FET transistors. Test results have shown excellent agree-

ment with this theoretical design procedure.
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1 Introduction

Computer aided design (CAD) programs for hybrid and monolithic microwave integrated circuits

need to be precise design tools because it is not possible to alter or adjust such circuits once they

have been fabricated [1,2]. Precision in design is dependent primarily on the accuracy with which the

microwave passive and active components are represented by analytical models that are the basis of

the CAD programs. Many such programs have been developed extending from low-cost compact

routines [3,4] to expensive, complex multi-purpose microwave circuit analysis software packages

[5,6].

The structure of a CAD program for microwave design should include models for all components,

analytical procedures and optimisation routines t7l. A diagram illustrating the basic functions of a

CAD program for microwave integrated circuits is depicted in Figure 1. Modelling involves the

characterisation of active and passive circuit components so that each part of the circuit can be repre-

sented in numerical or computer recognisable terms. Passive components such as transmission lines,

couplers, attenuators, etc. may be represented adequately by open circuit impedance (Z), short circuit

admittance (Y), scattering (S) or ABCD parameters [8,9]. Active devices such as transistors may be

represented by scattering matrix elements measured at frequencies within the design range or by an

equivalent circuit extracted from those measurements [10]. Because they are nonlinear devices that

have a critical effect on performance, different models have to be used depending on whether small

or large-signal design is involved. Once the model for the assembly has been determined, the initial

values of all of the parameters must be specified either by choice or estimation based on experience.

Analysis is the next important stage and provides computed response to initial inputs. Optimisation

is the dynamic stage of the program and involves the processes of checking the result and iteratively

modifying the circuit parameters until the required design specification is satisfied.

Usually, there is no unique solution to a given design problem, particularly in amplifier or oscillator

cases. The CAD result is always affected by three factors: design complexity, the optimisation algo-

rithm selected and initial choices. Design complexity arises from the nature of the CAD program.

Some programs are Z-oriented, that is, the result is simply expressed in terms of input and output

impedances. There are more complex programs which are stripline or microstrip-oriented. These

programs directly determine the optimised microstrip circuit dimensions. The optimisation program

generally determines the design trajectory and should be chosen carefully, in accordance with the

design complexity and the particular application. A number of optimisation routines are available in
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the literature [11,12]. Finally, the initial choice of the circuit parameters which determines the CAD

starting point, should be considered. In simple programs, the initial choices may be easily defined by

the designer. However, in a microstrip-oriented amplifier and oscillator design program, where the

circuit parameters are mainly physical dimensions, initial choices are often guesses based on experi-

ence. In this article, an automation program for the design of FET amplifiers and oscillators is

described and the matter of initial choices has been solved by providing a graphical representation of

the design constraints, superimposed on a Smith chart [13]. Therefore the designer can visually

extract the proper source and load impedances directly from the Smith chart. From these values the

CAD program automatically derives appropriate dimensions for microstrip matching sections which

in turn are treated as the initial optimisation variables.

2 Program Structure

The design automation has been developed on a UNIXI workstation, using the MATLAB2 mathe-

matical software [14]. The primary aim has been to develop an interactive and user-friendly program

for the design of MESFET amplifiers and oscillators. Figure 2 shows the block diagram of this pro-

gram. The major functions that it performs in producing an optimised design are as follows

2.1 Design Information

At the beginning of the execution, the design information is entered by the designer. It consists of: (i)

the circuit type,i.e., amplifier or oscillator, (ii) design specifications such as frequency, bandwidth,

gain, noise figure etc., (iii) the MESFET configuration such as common-source, common-gate, etc.

A subprogram will convert the common-source S-parameters to other configurations [15]. Then the

topology of the matching sections is selected by the designer. Also the program provides an optional

series feedback in the circuit. The feedback element is a length of microstrip-line connected in series

with the common electrode of the MESFET. In this option, the designer is required to choose the

length and the characteristic impedance of the feedback microstrip-line. This series feedback is then

combined with the S-parameters of the MESFET to produce modified S-parameters. Series feedback

if applied appropriately [16], can yield an equivalent transistor that in turn yields desirable overall

circuit characteristics. In amplifier design, for example, an expansion of the stability areas may

occur, and in oscillators, an increase in the device negative resistance may result.

f . UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories and denotes a standard operating system for use on computer networks.

2. MAILAB is a trademark of Math Work, Inc.
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2.2 lnitialization

After the circuit topology and the design objectives have been clarified there comes the choice of the

initial values for starting the optimisation process. At this stage, the design constraints such as gain

and noise figure circles as well as the device stability circles are depicted on an automated Smith

chart. The analytical formulae are available in the literature 19,15 &.11} The designer can now spec-

ify suitable source(Z5 ) and load (Z¡) impedance values, directly from the Smith chart. These are the

Zs and Z7 values that are to appear at the device ports. The program offers three options, namely, 1)

starting from the centre of the Smith chart, i.e. Zs = ZL = 1 . 2) starting from the last minimum

point of the previous design iteration, or (3) as follows. In this last option the designer should extract

the initial source and load impedances from the Smith chart. Once the initial Zs and Z7 are deter-

mined, they are used in a specific program to synthesise appropriate matching sections. For this pur-

pose the actual initial values for the length and characteristic impedance Zç of each synthesised

matching section would be used as initial values for optimisation.

2.3 Optimisation

Various optimisation routines may be used in the program such as: direct search, gradient-descent

and random techniques. Both direct searchl and gradient-descent2 routines have been used in this

software [ll,I2]. Each technique has its own advantage. The gradient techniques appear to be better

for finding the global minimum, however they appear to be much slower than direct search tech-

niques, particularly in the case of microstrip oriented design with non-trivial objective functions. As

mentioned above, the optimisation variables are the transmission-line parameters of the circuit

matching sections, namely: length and Zç. Therefore the total number of variables depends on the

topological complexity of the matching sections. When the optimisation process comes to an end,

the final impedances appear on the Smith chart and the physical dimensions of microstrip sections

are also displayed on the screen. In amplifier design, the program may be executed to achieve maxi-

mum available gain.In this case the final Z5 and 27 wouldbe close to conjugate match values at the

device ports and it is a matter of visual checking to determine whether they are within their stability

regions or not, and optimisation may be restarted if needed. Thus, further graphical manipulations

1. Hooke and Jeeves optimisation algorithm.

2, Fletcher and Powell optimisation technique.
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such as matching circles for seeking unconditional stability of conjugate-matched amplifiers would

be unnecessary [20]. Such a conjugate-matched condition is not feasible if noise figure is to be opti-

mised too [9].

3 Design Examples

3.1 Amplifier Design

A low noise amplifier has been designed based on this novel program, using the NE-72084 NEC

MESFET transistor and the layout shown in Figure 3. The program messages and the design specifi-

cations are shown below:

The initial values are selected on the graphical display shown in Figure 4. The selected Zs and Zr

values are inserted following the relevant messages

ENTER THE FRESUENEY RANGE AS FULL0hJS¡

MAXIMIJI"I FREQUENCY (GHZ) = 3.15

MINIMUM FREQUENCY (GHZ) = 2.85

RESUIREII GAIN (dB) : 10

RESUIRED N0I5E FIGURE (dB) I 1.5

!E5IGN SPECIFICATIONS

MATCHING NETIÀIORK SPECIFICATIONS

klnd of mattrhing section
tl-ansmission Iine section
short circuited shunt stLrb
operì cirÉuited shunt stub

ENTER INPUT MATEHING SECTIONS (2 SEC.) t

INPUT SECTION 1 :os
INPI-JT SECTION 2 .t-I

ENTER OUTPIJT MATCHING SECTIANS (2 SEC.)
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Do gou uant tÉ initiàIize from onigin ? Y/N n

Stårting fnom the lEst minifTlufn point ? Y/N n

ENTER INITIAL SOURCE IMPEDANCE FROM SIÍITH CHARTI

IR+ J*X] 0.7+¡"2.9

ENTER INITIAL LOAD IMPEI]ANCE FRt]Ì'j SMITH EHARTI

tR+ J*Xl 0.1+¡x6.1

From Figure 4. the stability circles are drawn for 2,3 and 4 GIJz. Z5 is chosen close to the noise

circle (shown by [**]), whereas Z¡ ma! be chosen anywhere within the gain circle (marked ++) but

outside of the load stability circles (marked -). Optimisation yields the following matching

section dimensions and amplifier gain and noise figure performance predictions.

3.2 Oscillator Design

A 3 GHz microstrip MESFET oscillator using the same NEC transistor has been designed using the

same program in the following way. From the stability circles shown in Figure 4 it is clear that at 3

GHz, alarge portion of the Smith chart lies in the region where stable amplifier operation may result.

By applying suitable series feedback, it should be possible to change the stability region. Figure 5

shows the design messages plus the new stability criterion which can be monitored by the designer,

when series feedback is introduced. The new stability circles at 3 GHz are shown in Figure 5

Although the circles have shrunk, note that 
lS11l 

and 
lS22l 

are both greater than one. Thus the whole

of the Smith chart outside the stability circles forms an unstable region. Therefore the easiest initial

FinaI variables are
Ls1= 2I,437 mm

Zsl= 56.445 ohm
LsZ= 4.605 mm

7s2= t37.6367 ohm

2
3
3

B5
00
15

Lo
7o

1.3E
I .38
1 .98

Frequencg
(GHz)

,954 mm

.238i ohm

.665 mm

.2148 ohm

Noise fig.
(dE)

Lo2=
Zo2=

Gain
(dE)

,l_
J_-
4_I-

I
79
30

120

9.98
9.9t

10-05
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choice would be the centre of the chart, namely: Zs = Zt = 1 . The physical effect of the series

feedback that has been introduced is the creation of significant negative resistance at both ports of

the combined MESFET and series feedback stub. Oscillations will occur and build up in amplitude

until saturation effects in the MESFET make the negative resistance associated with the active part

of the circuit equal to the passive resistance presented by the load at the drain port. The matching

sections have been chosen intentionally as simple microstrip-lines with fixed width, say, 1.0 mm.

Therefore, only the lengths of the lines are optimisation variables. The final result is shown below:

Lr1 and Lo1 are the optimised electrical lengths of the input and output microstrip-lines. The charac-

teristic impedances of the input and output lines, Zg1 and Zu respectively, were assumed equal in

this particular design. The optimised negative resistance at the output of the device is 8.7534 ohm

which is more than twice the resistance of the terminated output matching section. Figure 6 shows

optimisation iterations that are monitored on the Smith chart.

Z5 ftaces along the perimeter of the chart because it is the input impedance of an open circuit termi-

nated length of microstrip line. The trace of Z¿, the device output impedance extends to the negative

resistance region outside the perimeter shown. The circuit layout shown in Figure 7, has been fabri-

cated on a fiber-glass substrate with e, = 4.0 and thickness, ft = L59mm. The input matching sec-

tion is also open circuit terminated and the output is terminated as specified above.

Most of the calculations occur during the execution of the objective function which is a linear analy-

sis subroutine and its algorithm for oscillator design is based on a negative resistance approach using

small-signal s-parameters of the device as mentioned above. This technique usually gives the oscilla-

FinaI variables anel

Lsl = L37.5894 degree

ZsI = 97.3822 ohm

Minimum errol- functlon:

Fmin = 0,2922

Zdev r ce

-e.7534 - O.5506i

Lo1 = 82.L947

Zot = 9t,3822
degree

ohm

ZLoad

3.1993 + O.55O7i
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tor frequency with good accuracy (< 5Vo). However the exact value of the oscillator frequency is

determined by the large-signal behaviour of the transistor which is dependent, in turn, on the nonlin-

ear characteristics of the device and the biasing conditions I I 8]. The program is composed of various

subprograms which run in MATLAB and it can accommodate a large-signal design function. Such a

function which is based on the MESFET large-signal equivalent circuit and can be included in the

main program is currently under development.

4 Experimental Results

4.1 Amplifier Measurement

Figure 3 shows the layout of a low noise amplifier (LNA) designed using the automated procedure

described above. The MESFET is a type NE - 72084 and the circuit has been fabricated on a fibre-

glass substrate as used for oscillator layout shown in Figure 7 . The size of the matching sections are

derived as described in section III-A. A swept frequency measurement has indicated a nearly con-

stant amplifier gain of 10.4 dB over the frequency range 2.1 - 3.4 GHz. Further measurements have

been carried out that include and extend beyond the LNA specifications. Figure 8 shows a plot of

amplifier gain and power added efficiency versus input power. The maximum amplifier output

power is 14.5 dBm as shown on the diagram. This figure of merit will be referred to again later,

when analysing the oscillator output. When the input level reaches 9.5 dBm, the amplifier gain

begins to decline rapidly. The MESFET is thus, already at the onset of breakdown. At the 9.8 dBm

input level, the breakdown is complete and both the output power and gain fall to low values as

shown clearly in Figure 8.

4.2 Oscillator Measurement

For the MESFET oscillator designed on the basis of the procedure described in section III-8, and

builfup as shown in Figure 7 an output spectral measurement is shown in Figure 9. This spectrum is

for the same bias point as that used in measurement of the small-signal s-parameters. The measured

oscillator frequency (2.92 GHz) is 2.6 percent lower than the design value (3.00 GHz) which is an

excellent result for the automated design procedure based as it is on small signal assumptions. An

output power of about 10 mW is obtained at2.92 GHz. The second and third harmonic frequencies

are also present in the output. However in this simple circuit, being about 20 dB below the funda-

mental power level, they will be insufficient to cause distortion in the output waveform.
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It should be noted that the exact steady-state oscillator frequency is dominated by the large-signal

components of the MESFET equivalent circuit which are nonlinear and bias-dependent. Therefore

the oscillation frequency is not predicted by the small-signal s-parameters in the current negative

resistance objective function. This can be remedied by replacing the currently installed small-signal

function with a large-signal objective function which is able to handle the device large-signal equiv-

alent circuit. The algorithm of such a large signal objective function is currently under development

and the device large-signal equivalent circuit has been developed using specialised software [19].

Recalling from Figure 8 the maximum power capability of the NE-72084 MESFET is determined

from the measurement of power added efficiency of the amplifier with the same device. From Figure

9, the measured oscillator power is 10 dBm some 4.5 dB less than the maximum output power as an

amplifier as shown in Figure 8.

However maximum power output can be obtained from the MESFET oscillator by changing the bias

point. Figure 10 shows the oscillator output spectrum when operated for maximum fundamental

power output. The oscillator output is 13.8 dBm which is only 0.7 dB less than the maximum power

output of Figure 8. The oscillation frequency has changed slightly at the new bias point to 2.9012

GHz. This shift in oscillation frequency is not unexpected, because there exists no high quality factor

tuned-circuit at either the input or the output of the MESFET, in the design of Figure 7.

The increased level of the harmonic components in Figure 10 stems from the nonlinear behaviour of

the MESFET at the new bias point. The peaks of the large-signal output bring the device into strong

saturation, which causes the output waveform to be distorted. Such a distortion may be easily

deduced from the spectrum of Figure 10.

5 Conclusion

A design automation for microstrip MESFET amplifier and oscillator circuits has been presented

with special focus on the new graphical tool for guiding the designer to accurately determine the

optimisation starting points and monitor the final result on the automated Smith chart. Representa-

tive amplifier and oscillator designs have been devised, fabricated and tested. The experimental

results are in excellent agreement with theory.
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List of Figures

Figure 1. Simplified block diagram of a CAD program showing the fundamental stages.

Figure 2. Block diagram of the design automation. The interactive sections are shown in the

dashedline.

Figure 3. Layout of the 3 GHz low noise MESFET amplifier based on the design procedure of sec-

tion III-4.

Figure 4, Visual extraction of initial values from the automated Smith chart.

Figure 5. The effect of series feedback on the NE-72084 MESFET stability criterion.

Figure 6. Graphical display of the trajectory of the source, load and device impedance during the

optimisation.

Figure 7. The design layout of the 3 GHz MESFET oscillator with series feedback on fiber-glass

substrate.

Figure 8. The plot of amplifier gain and power added efficiency vs. the input signal power.

Figure 9. Output spectrum of the MESFET oscillator. The same values of drain and gate bias as

those used in measuring the S-parameters apply to these results.

Figure 10. Output spectrum of the MESFET oscillator at maximum power output.
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Measurement of Amplifier Gain and Power-Added Efficiency
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Spectral Measurement ol MESFET Oscillator with Series Feedback
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Spectral Measurement of MESFET Oscillator with Series Feedback
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7

FEATURES

. LOWCOST

. LOW NOISE FIGURE
0.8d8 at 4GHz
1.7d8 at SGHz

. HIGH ASSOCIATED GAIN
12.0d8 at 4GHz
9.0d8 at SGHz

. HlGH MAXIMUM AVAILABLE GAIN
16.0d8 at 4GHz
12.0d8 at SGHz

DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATIONS
The NE720 is NEC's low cosl 1,01¡ tec€ssed gate GaAs
FET, ollering a low noise figure and high gain through I
GHz. lt is designed for consumet applications.

The device is available as a chip (NE72000) and in two
hermetically sealed stripline packages (NE72084 and
NE720894). The chip's gat€ and channel are glassivated
with a thin layer of SiO2 for mechanlcal protoction. All
bonding pads use a Ti-Pt-Au metallization system.

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS fir=2s'c)

NE72O
Low Cost General Purpose GaAs MESFET
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SYMBOLS PARAMETERS UNITS FATINGS

Vos Draln to Sourc€ Voltsge 5.O

Vcoo Gats to Dro¡n vol1a90 -€.0

VGso Gate to Source Volt!9¡ -6.O

lcr Gale Currenr mA 4.O

lDs Orain Current mA 150

Tch Chsnnel Tempsrrturr 175

Tsrg SlorôgË TGmporature
N872084
NE72089A

-65 to +l 25

-65 to +176
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NE720, LOW COST GENERAL PURPOSE GaAs MESFET

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS fr^. zs'c)

SÊE NOTES ON PAGE 7.

PERFOBMANCE SPECIFICATIONS rrA- zs'c)

MAG

SEE NOTES ON PAGE 7.

NE PART NUMBER
erA¡r Rec¡steRED NUMBER

PACKAGE CODE

NE72000

CHIP

NE72084
2SKË7 I

84

NE72089A
23K354A

894

SYMBOLS PARAMETERS AND COND¡DTIONS UNITS MIN TYP MAX MIN TYP MAX MIN TYP MAX

I Dss Drâin Curront at VDS r 3V, VGS.0 mA 30 60 160 30 60 15() a¡ 60 150

Vp Pinch{lf Voha0e ôt V OS - 3V
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NET2OOO TYPICAL COMMON SOURCE SCATTERING PARAMETERS
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NE72O84 TYPICAL COMMON SOURCE SCATTERING PARAMETERS
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NE72O89A TYPICAL COMMON SOURCE SCATTERING PARAMETERS
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